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This thesis examines congressional oversight of the environmental security budget of the 
u.s. Department of Defense. Congressional oversight profiles the formal funding categones 
employed by Congress, including Operations and Maintenance, Research, Development. Test and 
Evaluation, and Mili tary Construction, as well as the pi!lar approach adopted by tho Department 
of Defense. which uses the concepts of cleanup, compliance, conservation, and pollution 
prevention Budget requests from fiscal years 1984 through 1994 are reviewed and analyzed to 
identify budgeting and oversig.ht patterns. The fiscal year 1995 requesl for $~_7 billion is tracked 
through the congressional budgot process. Special allention is given \0 the Environmental 
Consequences Analysis of Major Defense Acquisition Programs Act. The study finds that 
environmental funding increased moderately in the 19ROs. then rose significantly in the early 
1990s, By fiscal year 1994, the cumulative decl ine in total defense spending and congressional 
dissatisfaction ",..ith DoD environmental restoration policy ended the growth in environmental 
security budgets Congress encouraged DoD to reduce environmental costs by improving, or 
"greening" the acquisition process. Defense environmental programs are vu.lnerable to reduction 
because they are seen as marginal to security during a period of budget austerity 
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In 1969 "Buzz" Aldrin voiced those infamous words from the Moon , "This is 
one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind: Those word~ uttered over a 
million miles from Earth would have a significant impact on how we view ourselves 
and our relationship with this planet. In the subsequent flights to the Moon, one 
of the most endearing images were the photos of Earth from space. They depicted 
a fragile planet that was the life support system for all its inhabitants. These 
pictures showed how precious, beautiful, and dependent we are on "Spaceship 
Earth : The NASA Apollo Space program helped introduce and raise people's 
environmental awareness. In retrospect, the Apollo program sparked the 
environmental movement. [Ref. 1J 
Since then, government~ around the world have enacted numerous 
environmental bills and procedures. Environmental policies have helped curtail 
pollutants and introduce ways of manufacturing "Earth Friendly" products. 
However, the cost for cleaning lip the mistakes of the past and restructuring 
current thinking about our procurement process for goods and services is not 
cheap. 
Environmentalism has become a permanent feature of American politics. 
President nush stressed that he wanted ' to be known as the Environmental 
President." The Clinton Administration views environmental security not only as 
a problem facing the United States but as a potential problem that is global. 
Environmental prohlems abroad do not end on countries' borders. Environmental 
prohlems can affect economic stahility and economic trade. Environmenta l damage 
caused in one country can transcend international boundaries and pose a potential 
health threat to world populations. 
Tn his January 1994, State of the Union Address, President Clinton stated: 
A<; we protect ollr environment, we must invest in thc environmental 
technologies oflhe future which create jobs. And of course there arc 
still dangers in the world: ...severe environmental degradation the 
world over...as thc world's greatest power, we must therefore 
maintain our defense and our responsibilities. . .. \Ve worked to 
promote environmental sustainable economic growth. [Ref. 2] 
While environmental protection is primarily the responsibility of the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), other departments in the federal 
government, including the Department of Defense (000), have adopted the 
challenge to defend the environment. Former Secretary of Defense Les Aspin 
;;tated: 
The DoD under the Clinton Administration leadership is deeply 
committed to a new role as defender of our environment. To 
strengthen this important effort, I have established a position of 
Deputy Under Secn~lary of Defense for Environmental Security to 
ensure that environmen tal concerns become a key element of our 
national security. [Ref. 3] 
Tbis concern for environmental security was incorporated into the DoD 
acquisition process. 'Where appropriate, DoD will adopt regulations that ensure 
protection of environmental interests while fostering a more effective and efficient 
acquisition process." [Ref. 4] 
A. AREA. OF RESEARCH AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This thesis examines U.S. environmental policy as it relates to the 
Department of Defense (000). The examination consists of a qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of tbe Clinton Administration's $5.7 billion fiscal Year (,;,,) 
1995 environmental defense budget proposal. This research tracks the proposal 
through the congressional budget process. Special attention is paid to the 
acquisition policy implications of the administration's proposal. 
The primary research question is: What is the impact, within the 
congressional budget process, of the $5.7 billion environmental defense proposal 
submitted by the Clinton admini;;tration for FY 1995? 
Subsidiary research questions include: 
L 	 What are the environmental security priorities represented by the 
Clinton Administration's FY 1995 request for S5.7 billion for derense 
environmental programs? 
2. 	 What are the funding components that make up the defense 
environmental budget? 
3. 	 What congressional comm ittees and subcommittees exercise budget and 
policy oversight over the defense environmental hudget? 
4. 	 What patterns and trends of congressional support for defense 
environmental programs have developed over the past 11 years~ 
5. 	 Bow did the congressional defense commiltees address and modify the 
$5.7 billion budget request? 
6. 	 What are the impoltant differences between the Congress and the 
administration? What are the important differences between the House 
and Senate defense committees in this area? 
7. 	 What are the environmental implications for the at:quisit ion of future 
weapon systems? What has 000 done in tailoring its acquisition 
poUcies to consider the environmental consequent:es in tht: life-cyele of 
weapon systems? 
8. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
This thesis examines the role of the legislative and executive hranches of the 
u.S, government in the development of 000 environmental security policy for FY 
1995. It provides a background on 000 environmental policy and the impact of 
this policy on past and current militar:y environmental problems. 
The thesis utilizes a historical and analytical perspective to identify 
congressional interests and actions concerning environmental security. Data 
obtained from congressional hearings and legislation related to the budget process 
is utilized to track the Adm inistration's proposal and the outcome in Congress, The 
work utilizes data developed in previous research a s a haseline for evaluating 
congressional treatment and oversight of the 000 environmental security budget 
request. 
The congressional oversight patterns discovered in the historical review may 
help forecast and explain the outcome Clinton Administration's fiscal year 1995 
environmental security proposal. The author then documents the budgetary 
treatment within Congress of this proposaL The thesis concludes with a discussion 
of the lessons learned concerning the FY 1995 environmental security propo~al and 
the future of environmental security as a factor in the acquisition process. 
C. BACKGROUND 
Environmental security and restoration gained increased importance within 
the defense hudget in the 1990's. Senator Nunn addressed the growth of 
environmental issues in a speech on the Senate floor in 1990. In this speech he 
clearly outlined a new threat to American national security: 
I am persuaded that there is also a new and different threat to our 
national security emerging-the destruction of our environment. The 
defense establishment has a clear stake in countering this growing 
threat. I believe that one of our key national security objectives must 
be to reverse the accelerating pace of environmental destmction 
around the globe. [Ref. 5] 
This speech was a harbinger of events to come, i.e., the employment of the defense 
e~tablishment 's diverse and unique capabilities for environmental restoration in 
combating this national security threat. 
There were two historical events that helped propel environmental security 
into the spotlight as a political issue at beginning of the 1990's . The first of these 
occurred when Saddam Hussein demonstrated to the world that environmental 
disasters have no boundaries. His wanton destruction of the Kuwaiti oil fields at 
the close of the Gulf War in 1991 demonstrated the potential for an ecological 
disaster. This malicious act illustrated how dependent we are on the environment 
for supplying much of our vital natural resources and maintaining universal health. 
As a result, the 1991 United States National Security Strategy (NSS) 
included the environment as an element of concern for the first time: 
We must manage the earth's natural resources in ways that protect 
the potential for growth and opportunity for present and for future 
generati ons. G 10balenvironmen ta I concerns... res pect n 0 intern ationa I 
boundaries. The stress from these environmental challenges is 
already contributing to political conflict. [Ref.6J 
In 1992, President Bush reiterated his growing concern for environmental 
security in his administration's National Security Strategy. The 1993 NSS 
document addressed the need for additional funding necessary for environmental 
security at home and around the glohe. President Bush saw environmental security 
not as an American issue, but one that could have an effect on international 
re lations. Ilis concerns were that economic interests and environmental protection 
were partners in achieving global stability in the new world order: 
We will continue to advance international cooperation on 
environmfmtal issues and support this effort with adequatfl 
funding ...Economic growth and environmental protection can be 
made complementary objectives to be pursued together. [Ref. 7J 
The second major historical p.vent was the end of the Cold War. Many 
Americans hoped that a reduction in superpower hostility and a drawdown of 
defense dollars would shift this "Peace Dividend" to the public sector. However, 
this dividend has been diminished by unforeseen costs associated with d{~fense 
envirnnmental problems. The expected windfall of defense dollars from 
discretionary spending, once destined for social programs, may not become a 
reality. The curtailnwnt of military forces and closure of military facilities has left 
in its wake a series of significant environmental problems. 
The rise nf environmental security has renewed interest not only within the 
academic community but also in Congress. "In 1994, the Congress authorized $5.4 
billion for environmental activities, an increase of $200 milljon over the 
Administration's request." [Ref.8J 
rhe Clinton Administration has indicated its intention [0 add further 
resources, as environmental protection and restoration arc elevated to higher 
priority within the 000. Sherri W. Goodman, Deputy Under Secretary of Dflfense 
for Environmental Security, initialed an aggress ive program to clean up military 
bases, defense instaUation hazardous waste sites, and improve environmental 
procedures within the acquisition process. At S5.7 billion for FY 1995. the price for 
'greening the military" is not cheap. 
The budget for environmental programs is one ofthe few increases in a DoD 
budget which has shrunk significantly over the past eight years. Defense spending 
intended to address environmental problems has increased noticeably during this 
decade. \VhiJe overaU, "dpfpnse spending has declined by about Fi percent since 
1990, funding for environmental security programs has increased by about 290 
percent." [Ref. 91 
The sheer size of the DoD land holdings makes it the largest environmental 
manager in the United States. DoD is responsible for over 20 million acres of land 
in the United stales and manages roughly 2 million acres of land overseas. To put 
these 000 domestic land holdings in perspective, the equivalent of the entire state 
of Virginia is given over to military use. [Ref. 10] 
The DoD environmental cleanup faces several challenges from a variety of 
different areas. In 1987, the Defense Environment Restoration Program (DERP) 
was established. Its role was to identify potential contaminated sites at military 
installations. The initial findings revealed 5,165 potentiaUy contaminated sites on 
739 installations. lly 1993, this number had increased dramatically to 19,694 sites 
on 1,722 military installations in the United States. The increase in the number of 
potential contaminated areas was most prevalent between 1987 to 1990. 
Environmental impact studies, facility corrective actions and cleanup have reduced 
that number to 10,439 through FY 1993. [Ref. 11] Military facilities are also listed 
on the National Priorities List (NPL), more commonly referred to as the 
'Superfund" sites. Currently, there are 16 military installations proposed by the 
EPA as Superfund sites. Many of these sites are fonner hazardous munitions 
installations for either chemical, biological, or nuclear production or testing. The 
Government Accounting Office (GAO) estimates that disposal of existing stockpiles 
of chemical weapons has incrca.<;cd from 81.7 billion in 1985 to $8 billion in 1002 
and the price tag is expected to increase. [Ref. 12] 
The budget h istory of the Defense Environmental Restoration Account 
(DERA) represents the growing con::ern for DoD environmental programs. "In 
1984, DoD spent $150 million on environmental restoration; in 1994, 000 will 
spend over $2.6 billion to clean up s ites including bases under Base Realignment 
and Closure Accounts (BRAC)." [Ref. 131 BRAC represents a growing chalJenge 
to restore previous military installations in the United States for transfer to the 
private sector. The initial cleanup has been slow. "In all, about $7.9 billion ­
including $6.6 Billion from DERA and $1.3 billion from BRAe have been invested 
in the 000 cleanup program through FY 1993." [Ref. 14] 
Figure I indicates that more money is now being spent on actual cleanup 
than for site identification and analysis . This suggests that the preliminary site 
cleanup planning phase is concluding. Cleanup efforts will continue for military 
installations in the foreseeable future with BRAC 1995. Initial studies indicate that 
those preliminary environmental dollars will decrease for the initial research, 
analysis, and planning phas es. The real expense begins witb actual cleanup as 
more military installations are returned to civilian use. 
Another set of environmental programs within the defp.nse budget is 
Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E), Environmental 
Technology, and Environmp.ntal Prevention. These programs compete fo r a s hare 
of defensp. environmental dollars. 
000 faces several environmental challenges as the flag is furled on its vast 
network of mili tary installations around the globe. T he Pentagon 's ecodamage is 
s till being assessp.d as new contaminated hazardous waste sites are uncovered, not 
only in the United States but abroad. Th e source of funds to pay for this cleanup 
is unclear. The Defense Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) does not 
apply to foreign installations. These cleanup doUars must be taken out of 
Operating and Maintenance (O&M) budgets. [Ref. 151 
Representative Davp. McCurdy (D-OKLA.) believes a new round of 
massive environmental problems at U.S. military instaUations around 
the globe could carry a price tag similar to the Savings and Loan 
crisis, now estimated at $400 billion and rising...The Pentagon's 
liability could extend to as many as 15,000 hazardous waste sites 
dirty enough to qualify for the federal 'Superfund' list. [Ref. 16) 
DERA TRENDS 
Figure 1. Source: Goodman, Sherri W., "Statement Before the 
Senate Appropriations Corrmittee Subcoll1llittee on Defense," 
U.S. Government Printing Office, washington, D.C., May 17, 
1994, p.4. 
Environmental awareness is becoming the 'Achilles heel' of combat 
readiness. General Dennis J. Reimer, U.S. Forces Command, testified before a 
Senate subcommittee that tbe costs of environmental programs in his command 
had risen 214 percent since 1990. The costs for tbese programs are not funded 
separately, but are taken out of an O&M account that is supposed to go for military 
training. General Reimer stated that at U.S. Forces Command, 'we spend more on 
environmental programs than we do on training the 1st Cav. Division." [Ref. 17] 
DoD is now moving aggressively to address its environmental problems. 
Within the United States, the military cleanup cost may reach as much as $30 
biWon. 000 is crafting extensive methods for weapon acquisition reform and 
research and dcvelopment efforts to curtail past environmental problems. [Ref. 18J 
The cost to clean up the Defcnse Department will dircctly impact how the military 
goes about contracting, testing, and fielding of future weapon systems. Poor 
planning and failurc to consider the environmental impact of hazardous waste 
produced by older weapon systems must be corrected with dollars which might 
have gone to procure new weapon systems. 
Thc Clinton administration is aware 01" the correlation between the milHary 
and the environment. In the July 1994 National Security Strategy report, 
Engagement and Enlargement, Prcsident Clinton emphasized this partnership: 
The decisions we make today regarding military force structurcs 
typically influence our ability to respond to threats 20 to 30 years in 
the future. Similarly, our current decisions rcgarding the 
environment will affect the magnitude of its security risks over at 
least a comparable period of time, if nut longer. The measures of our 
difficulties in thc future will be settlcd by the steps we take in the 
present. [Ref. 19] 
Shaping the military forcc and weapons of tomorrow requires multifaceted 
environmental planning. The extensive number of environmcntal laws and 
regu lations compounds the task of fielding new weapon systems, while adding 
additional challenges in the retirement of older weapon systems. The key to 
success is to avoid environmentaiiegal problems. Environmcntallegal periJs result 
in fines and penalties which result in dollars being diverted from thc procurement 
of new weapon systems into resolving ecological problems. Projcct managers must 
be proactive environmental planners during the Concept and Evaluation phase of 
a new weapons systcm's procurement. This planning must include the disposal and 
dcmilitarization costs for thcsc weapons whcn they become obsolete as part of the 
system's total life cycle cost. 
D. BENEFITS OF RESEARCH 
This thesis is relevant in light of the size of the defense budget allocated for 
environmental security when other areas of defense are heing curtailed. The 
environmcntal security of the nation is critical if the U.S. plans to remain a world 
leader. The environmental impact of military pollutants can have a significant 
effect in increasing the cost of acquisition programs. The next chapter reviews 
several areas. The fir.:;t area for review is key environmental legislation that affects 
DoD. The second area reviews the congressional players in the budget process. 
Chapter II presents a synopsis of the environmental budget history from 1984 
through 1994. 
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n. ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION AND THE CONGRESSIONAL PLAYERS 
In the past decade, Congress has hecome increasingly interested in 000 
environmental policy. Interest has centered around base closure and disposal of 
hazardous waste. Increased environmentallegis1ation and subsequent Presidential 
Executive Orders have increased cleanup costs and focused congressional 
concerns. The first section of this chapter highlights key environmenta1legis!ation 
and how this legislation has impacted DoD's environmental responsibility and 
compliance with existing regulations. 
A. ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLA1l0N; A BRIEF HISTORY 
There are over sixty different federal statutes currently governing military 
environmental activity. 000 operations arc subject to many of the same laws that 
govern private industry. Figure 2 illustrates the growth of environmental laws. 
The watershed years for environmental legislation were 1984 through 1986. The 
growth since then has been proportional to the increase in environmental spending 
by 000. 
The scope, complexity, and number of environmental laws often hamper 
military commanders from devoting all their efforts toward military training. "The 
House Armed Services Committee, in its May 10, 1994 reporl on the defense 
budget, said that hase commanders must be familiar with nearly 20 Federal laws 
and 10,000 pages of regulations." [Ref, 20] Militaf)' commanders today musl be 
both warriors and environmentalists, 
Prior to 1980, there were no felony penalties for criminal conduct under 
federal environmental statutes, Today, to be found in non-compliance wilh 
environmental laws can be costly, The cost for ecodamage restoration is expensive 
in terms of legal fines, actual cleanup costs, and the potential for personal liability 
and incarceration. "Under the Federal Facilities COmpliancoAct, base commanders 
arc responsible for compliance with federal, state. and local environmental laws, 
and the Pentagon must pay the fines for violations: [Ref. 21] Serious violations 
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Figure 2. Source. Army Environmental Office, "Cumulative Number of federal 
Environmental Laws and Amendments," Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
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rhe Federal Government is the sovereign and is free from prosecution. "The 
hasic premise of sovereign immunity is that the Unjtf~d States cannot be sued 
without consent. The previous pollution defense was sovereign immunity for 
employees of the federal government. Today, all major federal antipollution laws 
waive governmental immunity in some fash ion." [Ref. 22] 
Sovereign immunity included those agencies and employees acting in good 
faith . following the rash of environmental laws in the late 1980's , the government's 
role in sovereign immunity for personnel liability evaporated. In U.S. v. Carr 
(1989), an Army civilian maintenance foreman was convicted of criminal violations 
of the Superfund Act by ins tructing his subordinates to illegally dump and bury 
cans of waste paint. Mr. Carr was sentenced to one year in prison which was 
suspended and ordered to serve a one year supervised probation. Mr Carr's 
supervisory chain suspended him without pay for one year pending the outcome 
of the case, then demoted him to a non-supervisory position after his conviction, 
In U.S. v. Dee, Lentz, and Gepp (1990), three Army civilian employees from 
the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, were convicted of illegally dumping 
hazardous wastes into a tributary of the Chesapeake Bay, A Federal jury found the 
three guilty of criminal violation of the Resources Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA) for failing to properly identify, store, and dispose of the hazardous waste 
generated in their chemical weapons laboratory. The court sentenced each 
defendant to 1000 hours of community service and a suspended sentence of three 
years probation. 
Finally, in U.S. v. Pond (1991), a foreman at the Fort Meade wastewater 
treatment plant was found guilty of violating the Clean Water Act (CWA) for failing 
to conduct waler sampling, testing, and submitting fahe reports. The court 
sentenced the defendant to eight months in prison and four months in-house 
detention to be followed by one year of supervised probation and a monetary fine. 
[Ref. 23J 
These convictions sent a wakeup call to all federal government employees 
that they were no longer immune from prosecution for environmental damage. 
Environmental compliance remains a serious issue. In today's climate, the merest 
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hint of potential environmental damage by individuals can spur investigations and 
halt productivity. 
The problems ofbcing in compliance are compounded by the confusion over 
terminology. For instance, the legal definition;; for the terms hazardous wastes and 
hazardous materials are covered in a plethora of federal laws. The layman 
interprets these phrases to includc toxic chemicals and no distinction is drawn 
between the two. However, the term hazardous wastes is described more 
definitively in the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and its 1984 
Hazardous Solid Waste Amendment (HSWA). "According to RCRA, a waste is 
considered hazardous if" it meets certain reactivity, corrositivity, or toxicity 
standards . Title 40 Code of the Federal Regulations, part 261, define;; 
approximately 450 specific types of hazardous wastes." [Rd. 24J 
The Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) define hazardous 
materials from a diffel"f'nt angle. '·OSHA and the EPA cite hazardous materials as 
those that pose a physical or tOXicological threat to worker health or those that 
maydamage the environment because of ignitable, corrosive, reactive, or otherwise 
listed ." [Ref. 25] This complex definition often hampers the efforts of bas£' 
commanders and Program Managers in heing entirely enVironmentally fricndlyand 
in compliance during the acquisition process. Environmental laws are writtrm 10 
protect health and safety. Local, state, and federal agencies enforce Ihe rules 
which implement the environmental legislation. Subsequently, 000 musl comply 
with th£'sf' rules regardless of whether they are state or federal. This section 
highlights several legislative policies directly impacting 000. 
1. National Environmental Policy Act 
The foundation for 000 environmental responsibility was established when 
President Richard M. Nixon issued Executive Order 11472 on May 29, 1969. TllC 
Executive Order orchestrated the Citizen's Advisory Committee on Environmental 
Legislative action. This group formed policy that was signed into law on January 
1,1970, as the National Environmf~ntal Policy Act (NEPA). [Ref.26J 
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NEPA affected the way the federal g-overnment and 000 operated with 
respect to the environment. One uf the most significant aspects ofthh; law was the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), which is required prior to the completion 
of an activity. The ElS does not prevent a project from starting, but an adverse 
repori can seriously alter or postpune an activity until the Environmental Impact 
Statement is positive. This alteration of the work schedule often leads to cost 
overruns and time delays in the acquisition cycle of new systems while necessary 
alterations to the design of the project are reworked to satisfy NEPA requirements. 
There have been cases where judicial action based on a negative EIS have held up 
000 projects until they wen> in compliance under NEPA provisions. 
An Army Strategic Defense Command program to launch non­
nuclear test ohjects from Hawaii was stopped pending completion of 
a NEPA mandated EIS. Also, The expansion of expanded electro­
magnetic pulse testing at the \Voodhridge Research Facility and the 
effort to huild a biological level aerosol test facility at the U.S. Army 
Dugway Proving Ground have been stopped because of a failure to 
comply with NEPA [Ref. 27] 
2. 	 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act 
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liahility 
Act (CERCTA) was enacted at the end of 1980 and was the product of 
congressional interest in environmental cleanup of toxic hazardous waste. [Ref. 
28J CERClA authorized the federal government to begin cleanup of toxic and 
hazardous waste dumps at closed or abandoned waste sites. The Act vested the 
federal government with the authority to charge polluters with the cost of cleanup. 
'"The act provides that federal agencies and employees are subject to and must 
comply with the statute in the same manner and to the same extent as 
nongovernmental entities (42 U.S.C. Section 9601 [OJ r21]) .' [Ref. 291 CF.RClA 
also permitted withdrawal of additional dol.lars from no-year appropriations entitlf'd 
[he Hazardous Substance Response Trust Fund or Superfund. 
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3. Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
The Superfund process was conceived in CERCLA and amended in 1984 to 
include the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). The 
Superfund Reform Act of 1994, House Resolution :~800, considered how 000 
should provide remedies for land cleanup commensurate with intended future usc. 
This is especially critical when dealing with the future planned usage of former 
military bases. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in its review of the Bill 
found it "provides broader consideration for costs of remedy selection; provides 
national cleanup standards for consistency while allowing the use oftraditional risk 
assessment methods if no standards exist or DoD needs to tailor standards for 
specific conditions; installs a new liahility assessment process where no party can 
be held Ijahle forthe entire cleanup; and includes the development of cost-effective 
generic remedies." [Ref. 30] 
4. Clean Air Act 
The Clean Air Act (CAA) was passed in 1970 and has been amended several 
times. The CAA was designed to prevent, control and reduce air pollution in the 
United States. In 1994, a CAA amendment failed to make it to either house floor 
for a vote. This bill is controversial because it would have enforced tougher air 
pollution standards than currently exist. This amendment was unpopular with the 
transportation and petroleum industries which would be most affected by the 
stricter standards in this amendment. "CAA contains provisions that waive any 
immunity provisions, with the intention of treating puhlic and private defendants 
equaJJy. The statute includes in its definition of 'persons' who may he sued not 
only federal agencies operating sources of air pollution, but states and local 
governments." [Ref. 311 The federal penalties for individuals violating the CAA 
range from fines of up to $25,000 per infraction and up to I year in prison . [Ref. 
321 
5. Clean Water Act 
The Clean Water Act (CWA) was passed in 1972 and amended in 1987. The 
hasic premise of this law was to regulate pollutants being dumped or discharged 
into the Nation's waterways, streams, or rivers. The concern was that toxic 
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chemicals and other pollutants might pussihly end up in the country's aquifers. 
This contamination could result in the destruction of a critical portion of the 
Nation's drinking water. Penalties for violating the CWA range up to $1,000,000 
in fines per installation. Individuals face a possihle $250,000 per infraction and up 
to 3 years in prison. [Ref. 33] 
6. Pollution Prevention Act 
The Pollution Prevention Act (PPA) of 1990 mandates a national policy of 
pollution source reduction. This Act established the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) as the lead proponent for a nationwide source reduction program. 
The EPA's charter was to develop a strategy for quantifying source reduction; to 
implement a pollution prevention training program, and establish an award system 
for pollution prevention innovations. [Ref.34J Executive Order 12856 required the 
000 Pollution Prevention Program to adopt the objectives and goals of this law. 
The PPA has a direct impact on the defense acquisition process. Government 
contracting officers need to consider an industry's pollution prevention 
accomplishments as evaluation criteria for contract awards. The PPA also impacts 
Program Managers in the acquisition process. Program Managers must pay closer 
attention tu environmental issues throughout the life cycle of their programs to 
ensure compliance and maximize pollution prevention. 
7. Safe Drinking Water Act 
The Safe Water Drinking Act (SWDA) was passed in 1974 to regulate the 
quality of tap water and other sources of water for public consumption. The Act 
regulates the poUution content and aesthetic quality of drinking water. In Octoher 
1994, the 103d Congress debated but failed to pass an amendment to this law. 
Both Houses stalled during conference in the resolution of differences concerning 
the standards for certain chemical levels in pubUc drinking water. 
Penalties for violating the Act are a $1,000,000 fine for installations and 




8. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
The Resource Conse!Vation and Recovery Act (RCRA) was passed in 1976 
.md amended in 1984. The RCRA e~tablished general guidelines and !;tandards for 
hazardous waste generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal, [Ref. 
This Act can have a significant impact on the acquisition process. Under 
RCRA, Federal agencies arc required to use recycled materials whenever possible. 
They must utilize recovered (recycled) material to the maximum extent possible 
without jeopardizing the project. The Act also requires the use of programs to 
promote the purchase of items containing recovered materials. The EPA has issued 
mandatory guidelines for federal agencies concerning the procurement of building 
materials and products for federill usc. Examples of these items ilre insulation 
products containing recycled items, cement made with fly ash, recycled paper 
products, petroLeum and lubriciltion product!; contilining reused s ubstances, and 
retreaded tires. [Ref. 37] These prilctices are currently being implemented by 
000. However, penalties for ignoring this law are stiH and individuills ' face up 10 
a S250,000 fine, il 15·year prison term, or both and installations a SI,OOO,OOO finc. 
[Ref. 38] 
9. Federal Facilities Compliance Act 
Enacted in 1992, the Federal Facilities Compliance Act (FFCA) , P.L. 102­
386, allows s tate and local governments to fine 000 installations for 
noncompliance with toxic and hazardous waste legislation. "This law expressly 
waives the sovereign immunity of federal facilitie~ under RCRA, thus making it 
clear the EPA and sl'ltes may assess fines and penalties against the government 
entitie!; such as 000 fo r violations of that law.' [Ref. 39] Prior to this law, 000 
had been protected under sovereign immunity. Congress, the EPA, and ~tilte 
governments believed that DOD hid behind sovereign immunity to avoid meeting 
its environmental responsibilities. [Ref. 40] lfthis is accurate, it explains the rising 
cost of tolnvironmental cleanup and confusion over what might be the total cleanup 
bill. 
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Today, governmental immunity under environmental laws is not entirely 
dead: however, there is a crumbling of the sovereign immunity defense. 
"Governments are increasinglyheing treated as private parties under environmental 
laws and in environmental enforcement proceedings. With increased 
environmental litigation, this trend will be especiaUy challenging and resource 
intensive as public organization s and employees are forced to put greater efforts 
to defend themselves and their actions." [Ref. 41] 
B. THE CONGRESSIONAL PlAYERS 
The House of Representatives and the Senate control the 000 environm ental 
hudget. There are two powerful committees from the House of Representatives 
which are concerned with 000 environmental issues , the House Armed Services 
Committee (HASq and the House Appropriations Committee (HAC).' The Senate 
Armed Services Committee (SASq and Senate Appropriations Committee (SAC) 
mirror the House committees. These committees are further divided into 
suhcommittees with panel experts specializing in enviro nmental matters. 
The Authorization Committees 
The HASC and SASe are the autflOrities that grant DoD permission to spend 
specified doUaramounts on Defense related programs. After Congress receives the 
President"s Annual Defense Budget, it goes to committee for markup. fhe 
respective committees markup the President's annual discretionary budgets with 
concurrences, additions or deletions for proposed spending. When the bill comes 
out of Committee with its markup, it goes before the respective legislative bodies 
for a vote of approval prior to going to a conference committee. The Authorization 
Conference Committee is composed of representatives of the HASC and SASC. 
These members meet to resolve differences in each committee's bill and settle on 
a resolution for authorizing funding limits. Once thes e differences are resolved, the 
Conference agreeme nt is again submitted to the full Hou se and Senate. this time 
In 1995, the 1041h Congress renamed the House Armed SelVices Committee. The 
new title is The House Committee on National Security 
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for final approval. The Bill is then submitted to the President for signature and 
becomes law. 
House Committees 
In the HASe there are three subcommittees that playa critical role 
in funding DoD environmental dollars. The Readiness Subcommittee focuses on 
the Defense Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) and the Defense 
Environmental Restoration Account (DERA). The Subcommittee on Military 
Installations and Facilities also concerns itself with DERP programs and with 
funding the Base Closure Account (SCA). DERP and BRAC are key in the 
downSizing process fur closure and/or realignment of military bases. The 
Subcommittee on Research and Development provides oversight of the Research, 
Development, Test and Evaluation (HDT&E) dollars that fund future pollution 
prevention measures fur DoD. It is also instrumental in funding the DoD's 
Strategic Environmental Research Program (SERDP). 
There are other 1·louse committee's having oversight responsibility on 
defense environmental issues. The House Energy and Commerce Committee's 
Subcommittee on Transportation and Hazardous Materials is charged with 
overseeing Defense activity related to the minimization, transportation, and 
disposal of hazardous material. This delineation of responsibility for oversight 
crosses over into the 1·louse Public Works and Transportation Committee's 
Subcommittee on Water Resources, which oversees Defense transportation of 
hazardous substances and ensures DoD compliance with the Clean Water Act. 
[Ref. 421 
h. Senaw Commitwe.'i 
The Senate Armed Services Committee (SASC) directs oversight on 
various Operation and Maintenance (O&M) accounts, including the DERP and 
DERA The Subcommittee on Readin ess, Sustainability and Support is closely 
involved with both the DERP and the DERA. Environmental research, 
development, test and evaluation, inc\udingthe SERDP oversight, is tracked by the 
Subcommittee on Defense Industry and Technology. 
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As in the House, there are similar Senate committees which oversee 
and monitor environmental mallers influencing 000 environmental security 
initiatives. The Senate's Environment and Public Works Committee has three 
subcommittees monitoring defense environmental issues. The Subcommittee on 
Environmental Protection, Subcommittee on Superfund. Ocean and Water 
Protection, and the Subcommittee on Toxic Substances, Environmental Oversigbt. 
Research and Development all monitor and guide various defense environmental 
issues. [Ref. 43] 
2. The Appropriations Committees 
The Appropriations process is similar to the authorization process in the 
forma l legislative steps. Authorizations grant permission for spending limits for 
specific programs, but do not have the authority to allocate dollars to these 
programs. The Appropriations Committees allocate resources (money) to be paid 
from the Treasury Department for program funding set forth in the Authorization 
Conference Committee BilL The House Appropriations Committee (HAC) and the 
Senate Appropriations Committee (SAC) perform these functions. The Defense 
Appropriations Subcommittees of both Houses provide oversight for defense O&M 
and RDT&E environmental defense matters, including DERA and SERDP! The 
Appropriations Subcommittees on Military Construction in both Houses provide 
oversight for the Base Closure Account. 
The next chapter focuses on congressional oversight of DoD environmental 
cleanup and compliance activities over the past 11 years. It builds upon previous 
research covering fiscal years 1984 through 1993. This historical insight coupled 
with fiscal year 1994 data provides a general premise for evaluating the fiscal year 
1995 DoD environmental budget. 
in 1995, the 104th Congress renamed the House Defense Appropriations 




lll. CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF DOD ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY, 
FISCAL \T~RS 1984 - 1994 
This chapter presents a synopsis of the defense environmental budget 
history from 1984 through 1994. Fiscal Year 1984 was selected as the 
environmental oversight baseline year because that was when the Defense 
Environmental Res toration Act (OERi\) was created as a vehicle for Congress to 
assist environmental defense efforts. This historical background proVides a general 
context for an evaluation of the FY 199;") DoD environmental budget. 
A. EI\'VIRONMENTAL PROGRAM SPENDING 1984-19R9 
Environmental cleanup and compliance existed prior to J984, bllt these 
programs were funded out of each military service's operations and maintenance 
(O&M) accounts. The environmental cleanup projects that impacted the O&M 
budget revolved around cleanup of petroleum spills and other toxic waste 
substances, environmental cleanup following: tbe demolition and disposal of 
material from buildings, and asbestos removal from government facilities. In FY 
1984, these accounts were consolidated through the creation of the Defense 
Environmental Hestoration Account (OERA). 
1. Environmental Rcstomtion, Defense 
OERA was established in 1983 by tlH~ Senate Appropriations Committee 
(SAC) as part of its markup of the fiscal year 1984 Defense Appropriations Bill. 
The original fiscal year 1984 OERA funding level was set at $300 million. The SAC 
recommended funding an additional $;")9.0 million by reducing other O&.M accounts 
to assist in the stali of this program. [Ref. 44] The Appropriations Conference 
Committee settled on S150.0 million to establish VERA. The services still retained 
funding in their O&M accounts for environmental restoration , compliance, 
con>;ervation and pollution prevention, but not at the levels prior to the formation 
of DERA. The conception of the Defense Environmental Hestoration Account 
enabled Congress to direct and track additional funding toward 000 environmental 
efforts. 
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In fiscal year 1985, DERA funding levels increased by 109 percent to $3 14.0 
million . The SAC interpreted this as the beginning of a new phase in the defense 
environmental movement. [Hef. 45J The increased funding momentum of fiscal 
year 1985 was viewed as an opportunity by the SAC to commence extensive 
engineering design and cleanup contract planning. [Ref. 46J The Defense 
Department environmental budget for fiscal year 1985 DERA grew to the level 
which the SAC originaUy perceived as appropriate in fiscal year 1984. 
The budget request in fiscal year 1986 continued to grow for defense 
environmental spending, but not at the level of the previous year. The 1986 budget 
grew by $46.0 million, to $360.5 million. However, 1986 was also noteworthy in 
the area of environmental legislation whicb would impact 000. The Defense 
Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) became a permanent law as an 
amendment to the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 
1986. DERP provided DoD centralized control of environmental activities in 
consultation with the Administrator or the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
[Ref. 47J Additionally, the Defense Environmental Restoration Account was also 
solidified in permanent law as section 211 of the SARA legislation. Consequently, 
DERA and DERPvested Congress with the legal authority to provide environmental 
funding and regulatory oversight responsibility. Furthermore, these laws provided 
tbe impetus for the Defense Department to create an office concerned with 
environmental security. [Ref.48J 
Fiscal year 1987 was marked by differences in the appropriations and 
authorization bills regarding dollars that should fund DERA. The House 
Appropriations Committee QIAC) fe lt a reduction was in order since the 000 could 
not obligate funds at what it believed was a steady rate. The SAC's markup noted 
that the HAC failed to recognize that cleanup of contaminated hazardous waste 
sites on both active and Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS) was a national 
priority. Furthermore, the SAC noted the DERA outlay rate was slower than 
anticipated. As a result, the budget grew by only 4.6 percent over fiscal year 1986 
levels, to $377.2 million. [Ref.49J 
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The Armed Service;; Conference CommiUee approved $385 .9 million forthe 
DERA re4uirements. The Committee rejected the SASe's recommendation of a 
2.24 percent reduction to the DERA. The SASe's recommendation for the reduction 
stemmed from delays in resolving a $50.0 million fiscal year 1986 funding dispute 
and the existence of unused balance in this account. The SASe did not blame thi;; 
on DoD's poor management but on the timing difficulties with contractual and legal 
negotiations. [Ref. 501 
Fiscal year 1987 was also marked by changes in funding procedures for 
hazardou;; waste disposal. From fiscal years 1984 through 1986, hazardous waste 
dispo;;ai was funded through DERA. In fiscal year 1987, these costs were 
transferred back to the military services O&M accounts. The services were now 
responsible for paying for the cleanup of new hazardou;; waste they generated. 
These cleanup dollars would be paid for through each services' O&M operating 
budget accounts. The services were required to curtail their hazardous waste 
generation or pay for it out of their operating budgets at the expen;;e of something 
else. This incentive technique worked. In fiscal year 1988, 93 percent of OERA 
funds were spent on active and F"UDS hazardous waste cleanup ;;ites. [Ref. 51 ] 
In fiscal year 1988, $402.8 million was appropriated for DERA. Thi;; funding 
level wa;; equal to DoD's budget request. However, this funding level resulted in 
further congressional uversight of Defense environmental re;;toration activities. 
Between November 1987 and March 1988, the House Armed Services Committee's 
Environmental Restoration Panel convened to discuss the progress and magnitude 
of the 000 environmental restoration efforts. 000 and EPA testimony showed that 
$1.6 billion had been spent from Fiscal years 1984 through 1988 on environmental 
cleanup. The BASC report concluded that there was still much work to be 
completed in restoring 000 hazardous waste sites. [Ref.52J As a result, in 1989 
the OERA request passed both congressional bodies at the original $500 million. 
Figure 3 illustrates the OERA total obligational authority (fOA) for fiscal 
years 1984 through 1989. The graph also depicts a steady but moderate growth in 
environmental funding. The 000 DERA TOA forthe environmental budget totaled 
$2,108.2 million from fiscal years 1984 through 1989. Over this time period, the 
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total Defense Environmental Restordtion Account grew .'500 percent. The majority 
of this growth occurred in fiscal years 1985 and 1989. 
DERA SPENDING FY84 - FY89 
~ 1 
377.2 I 
Figure 3. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget." 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
In the second half oHhe 1980's, defense spending began to decline. The fall 
of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War resulted in the reduction of 
American military presence. With the drawdown in progress, there were plans to 
reduce and realign the military force structure. Part of this plan was the Base 
ReaUgnmcnt and Closure (BRAC) process. The extent of ecological damage was 
unknown and not considered in the BRAC budget planning. 
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2. Base Realignment and Closure 
The Base Realignment and Closure Commission was established on May 3, 
1988. In October of that year, Congress passed the Base Closure and Realignment 
Act as an amendment to the fiscal year 1988 Defense Authorization Act. The act 
vested an independent commission with power to recommend closure or 
realignment of military ins tallations. The mcasure insured that Congress would 
have to vote to overturn BRAe commission recommendations and protected the 
commission from pressure from fellow congressional representatives with bases 
slated for closure. This process also overturned the congressional posture held 
since 1977, which prevented base closures despite DoD's annual proposal to 
streamline its operations by closing unnecessa!)' installations. [Ref. 531 
The outgrowth of this report was "BRAe 88," which recommended closure 
of 86 miJita!)' bases, realignment of 54 bases, and partial closure of five 
installations. The commission estimated annual savings to the taxpayers of $694.0 
million. [Ref. 54] What the commission failed to calculate, either deliberately or 
via a legislative omission, were the environmental impact and cleanup dothlfS 
required to restore military property for civilian use. The myriad of environmental 
laws Congress had passed would come back to plague the BRAC process. The 
funding process addressing this environmental legacy of neglect began in 1992. 
The 1990's produced greater awareness of the complexity of DoD pollution 
problems, prescriptions to curb them and development of breakthrough 
technologies and pollu tion prevention programs. 
a. Researcb, Development, Test, and Evaluation 
Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E) environmental 
funding from fiscal years 1984 through 1989 remained constant and unadjusted in 
both the authorization and appropriations process for each of the military services. 
000 funding requests for each service were located in various line items in 
the RDT&E account. The Environmental Protection line item is for the Navy's 
environmental RDT&E.~ Air Force RDT&E requests were included in the Civil 
, The Marine Corps environmental RDT&E requp.st is included in the Navy's budget 
request. 
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Engineering Wld Environmental Quality line item. The Army's environmental 
RDT&E budget request was found in the Environmental Quality Technology line 
item. Because RDT&E fundingforthe environmental budget was managed by each 
service, it did nOl receive congressional attention like the DERA. Figure 4 
illustrates the TOA service spending on defense environmental RDT&E. 
DOD ENVIRONMENTAL RDT&E BY SERVICE FY84· FY 89 
DARMY .AIR FORCE o DEFENSE AGENCIES 
Figure 4. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget." 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
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B. ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS 1990 - 1!J94 
The early 1990's represented a maturing of the environmental groWTh that 
included several features. The first feature was the new pillar format established 
by DoD for tracking environmental dollars. The "pillar" concept was created in 
response to the large number of doHars allocated to environmental issues. This 
method allowed Congress to more fully track exactly what funds were being spent 
and where. DoD must still submit its budget request for environmental funding 
through the normal authorization and appropriations process. These 
environmental pillar dollars are budgeted against various O&M, RDT&E, Military 
Construction (MILCON) for BRAC, Personnel, and Procurement line item accounts. 
However, 000 environmental programs were also tracked under a dual system of 
cleanup. that includes both the OERA and BRAC accounts and a compliance 
section for all other environmental spending. In 1991, the pillar tracking 
mechanism was expanded. The compliance pillar was subdivided for better 
oversight and the new pillars were designated for conservation, pollution 
prevention, and environmental technology. Environmental technology included the 
Strategic Environmental Research Development Program (SERDP) and other 
RDT&.E projects. 
In fiscal year 1994, 000 environmental programs were condensed to 
cleanup, compliance, conservation and pollution prevention. Environmental 
technology was no longer considered a separate piUar because environmental 
RDT&E efforts support aU the pillars in DoD's Environmental Security Program. 
The Appropriations process now discusses environmental budget funding under 
each of these pillars. The Environmental technology and the BRAC play significant 
roles in the overaH environmental security program and will be examined as if they 
were separate pilJars. 
rhe other major impact of the first half of this decade was the escalation 
of doUars requested by 000 for environmental programs. While the Defense 
Department's overall budget was in a state of decline due tothe military drawdown, 
the environmental portion of the 000 budget continued to grow. For example, the 
000 environmental security program totaled $5,185.0 million for fiscal year 1994. 
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This growth represent~ a 273 percent increase in requested funding since fisca l 
year 1990, lRef, 55] 
I. Environmental Restoration, Defense· Cleanup 
rhe environmental restoration cleanup budget request for fiscal year 1990 
resulted in a $100,0 million increase in funding over fiscal year 1989, The fiscal 
year 1990 environmental budget increased to $601.3 million on the SAC's 
recommendations, The reason for this increase for DERA was clarified in the 
Appropriations Committee Conference report, The fiscal year 1990Appropriations 
Committee Conference n~port strongly encouraged 000 tosubmit a higher funding 
level in the fiscal year 1991 budget request. [Ref, 56] This recommendation 
emphasized the significant environmental cleanup problems facing 000 in the 
future . 
The number of suspected hazardou~ waste .c;ite.c; grcw from 14,401 at 1,597 
military installation~ in fiscal year 1989to 17,482 sites at 1,855 military installations 
in fiscal year 1990. This represented an increase of 3,081 suspected hazardou~ 
waste sites and 258 new military installations identified for 000 environmental 
cleanup funding. Furthermore, the number of DoD Superfund sites increased from 
41 in fiscal year 1989, to 95 .c;ites the following year. This 131.7 percent increase 
in DoD Superfund .c;ites was identified in 89 installations at the end of fiscal year 
1990. [Ref. 57] 
The fiscal year 1991, DoD incorporated the Authorization Conference 
Committee recommendations by increasing the budget request for cleanup dollars . 
The increase in cleanup responsibility caused this increase in DoD's environmental 
remediation request, butto the level Congress estimated for DoD cleanup. Because 
of the growing number of DoD hazardous wa.<;te sites, Congress authorized and 
appropriated mo re fund.c; than were submitted in the President's budget request for 
fiscal year 1991. 
The SASC estimated a DERA funding shortfall of approximately $145.0 
million in fiscal year 1990 and $300.0 million in fiscal year 1991 . COOSp.qucotly, the 
SASC recommended an additional $200,0 milljon above the fiscal year 1991 DERA 
request and that $25 ,0 milljon be earmarked for defense environmental research 
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and development. The Authorization Conference Committee fe lt this figure was too 
low and recommended an additional $45.527 million for DERA. [Ref. 58] 
The Appropriations Committees also felt that 000 environmental prob lems 
needed additional funding. The llAC recommended $1.9 billion he appropriated 
for DERA. The SAC concurred with the House and increased DERA by S245.527 
million. [Hef.59J The DERA appropriations for fisca l year 1991 was SI,065.0 
million, a 77 percent increase over the previous year. This growth for 
environmental funding was impressive despite of the overall drawdown of the 000 
budget. 
DERA funding increased by 6 percent, to $1,129.5 billion, in fisca l year 1992. 
000 environmental cleanup continued, but with renewed congressional oversight. 
The SAC recommended that $69.0 million of the $2.2529 billion DERA budget 
request be transferred to the 1990 Base Closure Account to address the growth of 
military installation cleanup requirements. Notablp. was th p. fact that this was thp. 
first instance of earmarking DERA funds by appropriation committees outside the 
Defense cleanup model. [Ref. 60] The SAC recommended, and the Appropriations 
Conference Committee concurred, to expedite cleanup sites, The proposal directed 
000 to accelerate and streamline its p.nvironmental restoration program. This plan 
would direct 000 to establish a 15·installation pilot program to expedite 
environmental cleanup. [Ref. 61J This proposal would later he replaced by DoD's 
Fast Track Cleanup Program, which will be discussed in Chapter rv. 
Fiscal year 1992 was also notable for the submission of a 000 supplemental 
budget request of $447.5 million for DERA. Both the HAC and SAC recommended 
full funding 01' this request for pressing environmental cleanup needs. [Ref. 62] 
This additional funding was designated for cleanup projects at non-closing bases 
and for pollution prevention efforts to reduce use of 17 chemicals under the EPA's 
Industrial Toxins Program. The SuppLemental Appropriation Billwas also intended 
to expedite studies on methods of replacing existing stocks of Ozone depleting 
chemicals (DOC's). The impetus for this acceleration was President Bush's plan to 
phase out DOC's from 000 inventories in five years. The additional funding would 
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help find alternatives for ODCs. ODC's currently are the primary form of fire 
retardant agent for most military fire extinguishers on combat vehicles. [Ref. 63] 
Te fiscal year 1993 DERA request was $1,513.2 million. This request was 
$118.0 million less than the fiscal year 1992 estimate. [Ref. 64] The final DERA 
funding for fiscal year 1993 was $1,638.5 million for environmental restoration. 
The SAC continued its practice of earmarking funds for particular purposes. The 
SAC directed 000 to provide $200.0 million in DERA funding to expedite cleanup 
at 000 facilities on ly through a comprehensive plan submitted to Congress. This 
earmarking of funds was in response to dissatisfaction with the pace oj" DoD site 
restoration. [Ref. 65] 
The President's fiscal year 1994 Defense Environmental Restoration Account 
request was $2,309.4 million. The HouseArmed Services Committee recommended 
no change to the DERA request. Under "environmental considerations," the 
Committee requested that 000 clarify its environmental programs to reflet.1: the 
scope of the Department's activities and review all its components, especially 
compliance. 1t also "instructed the Secretary of Defense to include in its f iscal year 
1995 budget suhmission an environmental budget that conforms to the pillars of 
its neworganization . cleanup, compliance, conservation, and pollution prevention· 
as well as the typical budget categories." [Ref. 661 Tracking environmental 
spending through thL<; pillar process will enhance the oversight abilities of both 
000 and Congress. The HASC bill stated, 'Without sufficient detailed information 
the committee cannot determine that the department is receiving full value for its 
environmen tal spending." [Ref. 67] 
The Senate Armed Services Committee also recommended an additional 
$60.0 million for DERA, bringing their authorization amount to $2,.169.4 million. 
In particular, $3.5 million was recommended for the Army Environmental Policy 
Institute. The Institute has helped the Army take a s trategic look at its 
environmental obligations and identify issues and problems that will arise in the 
future. [Ref. G81 
In the Authorization Conference Committee, environmental restoration 
funding levels were slashed 10 $1,962.4 million. The Committee's report requested 
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more detaiJed financial disclosure and cost accounting for milital)' installations 
receiving DERA funding for the fiscal year 1995 budget suhmission. This closer 
fiscal accountability and notification mechanism for cost overruns (greater than or 
equal to $10.0 million, or delays of more than 18U days) is a means for both 000 
and Congress to exercise stricter controls over environmental spending. [Ref. 69) 
The curtailment of DERA funding was not as extreme as that proposed by 
the House Appropriations Committee (HAC) which allowed for only $1,716.8 
million for Environmental Restoration. In their review of 000 environmental 
se{:urity programs, the HAC was generally pleased with the efforts of the Clinton 
Administration in placing a high priority on environmental protection. Specifically, 
the HAC supported Sherri Goodman, Deputy UndeNecretary of Defense for 
Environmental Security. Goodman heueves that DoD could reduce costs and 
shorten cleanup times if the intended future use of the polluted sites was matched 
to the cleanup effort. In short, milital)' installations slated for closure and 
conveNion into industrial parks need not be cleaned as thoroughly as sites 
intended for housing developments. As a result of this statement the HAC expects 
to see a reduction in future budget submissions for the DERA account. [Ref. 70) 
The House Appropriations Committee reduced the fiscal year 1994 Defense 
Environmental Restoration Account request hy $592.5 million. The Senate 
Appropriations Com mittee also recommended a reduction. The SAC recommended 
an appropriation of $2,207.8 million for DERA, a decrease of$101.6 million to the 
budget request. This recommendation was $491.0 million above the House 
Appropriations Committee figure. Additionally, both the HAC and the SAC 
continued to echo the theme of previous years concerning the "excessive 
expenditures on study efforts and the pace of progress in devoting funds to cleanup 
efforts." [Ref. 71) 
The Senate Appropriations Committee was concerned with two issues. FiNt, 
there was no firm procedure in place to categorize benefits from cleanup versus 
studies programs in the Defense Priority Model (DPM). Therefore, the Committee 
directed 000 to prepare a detailed report identifying aU funds allocated to 
development and management of the DPM for the fiscal year 1995 budget. The 
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expenditures are to be divided into several categories to provide better oversight 
for cleanup funding. These categories are preliminary assessment (PA) , site 
inspection (Sn, remedial investigation (RI), feasibility study (FS), remedial design 
(RD), and remedial action (RA). The second concern of the SAC was how to pay 
for Defense environmental cleanup with a declining 000 budget. 
In the Appropriations Committee Cunference Report, the conference 
committee recommended a reduction to DERA of $347.1 million due to severe 
budget constraints. This was the first instance where either House mentioned 
prohlems in discretionary spending. The Appropriations Conference Committee 
agreed to fund DERA at SI.962.3 million. f he report "strongly agrees that 
individual site cleanup projects should not be specifically earmarked within the 
OEM account. Further. the conferees agree to the Senate's mandated new reports 
and direct that they be submitted annually to the Defense oversight committees." 
[Ref. 72] Interestingly enough, the funding levels by hoth the Appropriations and 
the Authorization Conference Committee varied by only $100 thousand. 
figures 5 illustrates the increasing growth trend in DERA spending from 
fiscal years 1984 through 1994. The graph depicts the concern expressed by 
Congress over the escalating cost of environmental restoration. 
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DERA SPENDING FY84 ~ FY94 
~ : 
Figure 5. Source: Office of thp. Undp.r Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget." 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
Figure 6 dp.picts the steady growth of the military services' and the Formerly 
Used Defense Sites (FUOS) portion of the OERA account from fiscal yp.ars 1990 
through 1994. The difference in funding leveb represents the individual services' 
commitment to environmental restoration in relation to base closures and the sizp. 
of their environmental cleanup responsibility. 
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figurn (j. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget." 
Washington. D.C., September 1994. 
2. Environmental Compliance 
The compliance issue has always been a factor in DoD environmental 
planning, although it was not separately tracked until fiscal year 1990. Similar to 
the Environmental Restoration Account, compliance has grown atan alarming rate. 
Environmental compliance is the hudget pillar to track and ensure that DoD 
conforms with the numerous environmental protection laws and regulations. It pays 
for things such as hazardous wafite storage, treatment, and disposal. Compliance 
assists in upgrading existing installations and utility services, by building new 
facilities and/or buying equipment to meet clean air and clean water requirements. 
Environmental legislation requires the use of permits and fees for daily operations 
to maintain pollution at certain levels. These are items which DoD's compliance 
funds must pay for. DoD compliance programs are controlled by numerous 
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legislative policies, including programs such as endangered species management, 
historical property preservation and other "must do" requirements outlined by 
(~nvironmental legislation. [Ref. 73] 
000 is faced with the challenging task of complying with the law without 
suffering degradation in force readiness. DoD must not only comply with all 
federal laws, hut also state and local environmental regulations where military 
installations are located. Many states have stricter !'nvironmental regulations than 
the Federal Government to protect their unique environmental resources and 
addrp.ss public concerns. 
In fiscal year 1990, the environmentalcompliancc hudget was $790.0 million. 
Togf!ther with the OERA cleanup portion, this represented the entire 000 
environmental budget. This figure would rise hy $318.0 million in 1992. The Army 
compliance budget alone rose S142.0 million. The other services also experienced 
growth in compliance spf!nding. The Defensl' Department hudget request for fiscal 
year 1992 was $1.4 billion. [Ref. 74J 
The revised total for compliance activities for fiscal year 1992, including a 
supplemental 000 budget reqUl'st, was slightly helow $1.9 billion. The rationale 
for this request was the projected wave of projects coming due in the mid·1990·s. 
Dollars spent now would avoid the increased cost of paying for them in future 
years. The budget appropriated for fiscal year 1992 for compliance was SI,929 
million. [Ref. 75] 
In fiscal year 1993, th!' compliance hudget increased by $190.0 million to 
S2,1l9 mi.llion. This action was tak!~n to avoid another supplemental budgf't 
requirement similar to fiscal year 1992. During the Senate Appropriations 
Hearings, Mr. Thomas E. Baca, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Ddense for 
Environment, stated that he believed the compliance request would require about 
S1.7 billion to m!~et 000 requirements. He also outlined several other concerns 
regarding compliance. 
The problems Mr. Baca identified were the numerous environmental Jaws 
and administrators of environmental regulations. 000 needed to be on a "level 
playing field" with the rest of the regulated community so federal facilities would 
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not he singled out for discriminatory treatment. He wanted clarification on judicial 
issues regarding EPA authority versus s tate authority, especially regarding how 
CERCI.A and ReRA apply to 000, DoD needs a clearer picture of what guidelines 
it mllst follow. He fe lt that DoD personnel and federal military facilities were 
caught in a ' crossfire" of competing rf'gulations and I"f'gulators. [Ref. 76J If 000 
could operate from onf' set of standards instead of competing with the numerous 
power players in the environmental bureaucracy, it could streamline the 
compliance formula and, in turn, reduce hudgetary reqUf'sts over time. 
The Air Force also expressed confusion as to what standards were to be 
followed. Environmental cleanup efforts, though fruitful, have been laced with 
frustration. The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety, and 
Occupational Health, Gary D Vest outlined the problems and chaUenges for 
environmental compliance: 
I believe that probably in the next year or two one of the things that 
is going to pose a very substantial challenge to us in this program is 
the relationship with states, and in particular the relationship with 
s tates as it pertains to cleanup standards. Because of the way the law 
and the implementation is currently structured, there is a great deal 
of difference in terms of cleanup standards. At present, tIle 000 or 
an element of DoD's only recourse is to either reject those or to 
contest standards. We are doing this now in California because quite 
frankly some of the things we were heing asked to do in terms of 
cleanup standards, in our view, just didn't pass the sanity, cost­
effectiveness test. [Ref. 77] 
The HASe fiscal year 1994 compliance recommendation was $2,244 million. 
This funding level would cover operating activities for routine compliance with all 
federal , state, tribal, and local environmental regulations mandated by the eAA, 
ONA, and RCRA. The BASC included $180.0 million for compliance activities 
overseas. It also included an additional $56.6 million for construction of facilities 
over the $359.3 million requested. [Ref. 78] The SASe made no specific mention 
of environmental compliance funding levels in its review of environmental 
spending. 
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The fiscal year 1994 Authorization Conference Committee Report required 
DoD to submit an annual environmental report to Congress not later than 30 days 
after the President's budget. These would include reports on Defense 
Environmental Restoration Activities, a summary of Environmental Compliance 
Activities and personnel costs to operate environmental activities. Congress also 
requested that this narrative include an analysis of the effects of environmental 
compliance laws on readiness, on individual installations, and on DoD as a whole. 
FinaUy, the Congress wanted lhe reports to incorporate contractor reimbursement 
costs for environmental activities. [Ref. 79] 
The contractor portion of Ihese annual environmental reports will be of 
particular concern in the oversight of the acquisition process . The problem is that 
defense contractor facilities are liable for all or part of any environmental response 
action or non-compliance with environmental laws. The fines, penalties, and 
restoration for environmental related costs could be and most likely have been 
passed on to the government in the course of completing the acquisition process. 
Congressional oversight wUl encourage the acquisition community to procure 
"green ' and consider awarding defense contracts to industries that have an 
environmental friendly production capahility and/o r are in compliance with federal, 
state and local environmental laws. 
In fiscal year 1994, the SAC was concerned about the proliferation and 
apparent lack of prioritization for environmental compliance programs. It was 
greatly concernr:d with O&M shifting resources to pay r:nvironmental compliance 
costs above what was appropriated and budgeted. 
The Committee was particularly concerned with each service's 
overexccution ofenvironmental compliance programs. During 
a previous fiscal year, using O&.M funds, one service spent 
$140.0 million more than was hudgeted and appropriated for 
compliance· a 35 percent increase over the approved funding 
level. O&M hlOding shifts of this magnitude to pay 
environmental compliance costs undercut readiness and 
reduce the Committee's visibility into 000 environmental 
costs. The committee cannot support sacrificing readiness to 
inadequately prioritized compliancr: efforts. [Ref. 80] 
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The Air Force spent an additional $148.0 million received through a late 
fiscal year 1992 supplemental appropriation. [Ref. 81] This may be the co~t 
overrun the SAC is referring too. However, the SAC realized compliance was a two 
edged ~word and warned DoD it would not look favorably on surprises and 
additional fines and other compliance costs which reduce other programs, In short, 
the SAC recommend that the Office of the Secretary of Defense (050) get its 
environmental program in order and provide better management. 
Despite the strong tone of the SAC, it concurred with the total funding 
request by 000, but this money would only be for compliance activities. The SAC 
was aware that compliance dollar!> were al!>o requested under RDT&.E ($243.890 
million), Military Family Housing ($22.640 million), and Military Construction 
($359.500) accounts. The total of the entim compliance request was $2,489.520 
million. [Ref. 82] 
The HAC review of environmental compliance activities did not specify exact 
cuts in this program. However, hased on previous information concerning hudget 
consideration!>, the Appropriations Conference Committee opted for cutting back 
the compliance program to $1,921.1 million. [Ref. 831 
The increases of the prior years did not materialize in fiscal year 1994 for 
two reasons. First was the general concern of how 000 manages its 
Environmental compliance account. Second was the increa!>ing pressure to control 
DoD's overall budgetary costs and decrease it as part of the overall defense plan. 
Figure 7 illustrates the TOA for the DoD Environmental Compliance 
program by service from fiscal year 1990 through fiscal year 1994. 
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Figure 7. Source: Office of th~ Under Secretary for Defen!'>e for Environmental 
Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget.' 
Washington, D.C., Septemher 1994. 
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3. EDvironmeTJtal ConservatioTJ 
Environmental conservation was initially funded through the 000 
environmental compliancc portion of the budget In fiscal year 1993, this proccss 
was changed to facilitate better oversight of these dollars (except for the Legacy 
amounts wbich were tracked separately from fiscal year 1991). 
The Environmental compliance account was formerly titled Land 
Management and Natural Resources Programs. The title was cbanged to 
incorporate the pillar concept for tracking environmental funding. "The Legacy 
account was establisbed in 1991 to coordinate, enbance, and expand the natural 
and cultural resource management efforts of the military installations ." [Ref. 841 
Fiscal year 1991 Legacy account was initiated with $10.0 million and increased to 
$25.0 million in fiscal year 1992. The control of these funds remained at the 
agency level and services sought funding of legacy projects through 000. 
However, in fiscal year 1993, the services requested control over these dollars 
earmarked for particular conservation programs. The funding for environmental 
conservation programs is found under the military services O&M, HDT&E, and 
Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF) line items. 
In fiscal year 1993, conservation budget funding jumped 432 percent to 
$132.7 mUlion . Tbe reason for this increase is two fold. First is the shifting of 
environmental responsibility within the piUarconcept to streamline environmentaL 
oversight, and second, the military services saw this account as a way to offset 
shrinking operating budgets. However, the fi scal year 1994 budget request was not 
funded at the same rate as the prior year. This reduction was consistent with 
reductions in the Environmental Cleanup and Compliance accounts under the 000 
pillar system. Fiscal year 1994 Conservation funding increased by $1.1 million, to 
$131.9 million. Interestingly, the Navy's budget also rose by $9 million, while the 
Army's conservation dollars decreased by $12.0 million. [Ref. 85] 
Figure 8 depicts the Environmental Conservation funding from fiscal year 
HmO through fiscal year 1994. The environmental conservation program has 
received favorable funding since its conception in fiscal year 1991 as a separate 
pillar account. 
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figure 8. Source: Ofrice of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget. ' 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
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4. Pollution Prevention 
The Pollution Prevention Program was an outgrowth of the Pollution 
Prevention Act of 1991. Prior to fiscal year 1993 this program fell under the 
auspices of environmental compliance for funding . The DoD goal was a 50 percent 
reduction of hazardou~ waste disposal between 1987 and 1992. The military 
services and the Defense Logistics Agency achieved a 40 percent goal through 
1990. [Ref.86J The new strategy for pollution prevention (P2) cmphasizcs greater 
focus on the acquisition proce~s to avoid cxpensive cleanup and disposal costs later 
(discussed in Chapter IV). 
In fiscal year 1993, total p2 funding was $274.0 milljon. The Air Force 
requested $154.0 million, 56 percent of Ihe appropriated funding. $117.1 million of 
the requested resided in the O&M account. Air Force senior leadership deemed it 
a priority to establish an aggressive prevention program . [Ref. 87J Air Force 
leadership foresaw that reduced force structures coupled with shrinking budgets 
required creative investment in methods to reduce costs through avoidance. Figure 
9 illustrates thc services' percentage shares of the p2 budget for fiscal year 1993. 
POLLUTION PREVENTION FUNDING BY SERVICE 
FY93 
Figure 9. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for 
Environmental Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the 
Defense Budget." Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
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fiscal Year 1994 saw an increase in pollution prevention funding levels, 
while other environmental programs were curtailed by budget constraints. All the 
services requested procurement of P" equipment. The Army requested $51.0 
million, $38.0 million more than it did in fiscal year 1993. The Army saw this 
program as way to enhance its P" programs in both \Veapons and Tracked Combat 
Vehicles and ammunition programs for fiscal year HJ!J4. [Ref. 88] 
Figure 10 depicts the shifting composition of the appropriated funds for the 
p' program by service. The Navy and Air Force requested additional funding for 
aircraft pollution prevention programs, reducing hazardous waste, and alternative 
means of producing DOCs. The p2 success in the Air Force and other service 
initiatives will he highlighted in chapter 5. 





Figure 10. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget." 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
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The fi scal year 1994 PoUution Prevention hudget request was $340.0 million. 
The congressional appropriated funding level was $338. 1 million. Figure 11 
portrays the growth of the poUution prevention program hy service between fiscal 
years 1993 and 1994. 
DOD POLLUTION PREVENTION FUNDING FY93 AND FY94 
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Figure 11. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. ' Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget." 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
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5. Environmenlal Technology 
Environmental technology funding is incorporated in the Research, 
Development. Test and Evaluation (RUT&E) account uf the DoD hudget and 
appropriated into every environmental pillar. RDT&E has received renewed 
intp.rest as a vehicle for discovering emerging technologies. The goal of these new 
methods for pollution abatement is to replace current polluting materials and 
manufacturing processes currently in the work place. Tlu> rising cost of 
environmental restoration has increased the need for research and development of 
alternative ways to reduce the cost of remediation through breakthrough 
technologies. In the past, the military services have utilized this source of fUnding 
for such purposes. However, prior to fiscal year 1993, this funding was not tracked 
by officials in the office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Environmental 
Seeuritv. 
Re.<;earch, Development. Te.<;t and Evaluation 
In fi~!.:al year 1990. the Army's RDT&E environmental funding was 
located in the Environmental Quality Technology lillf~ item. The average annual 
request, authorizations and appropriations was $9.7911 million hetween fiscal years 
19114 through 1990. Throughout this time period, the Army's RDT&E funding 
received full funding from both the Defense Authorization and Appropriations 
Committees, [Ref. 1191 
The Air Force Civil Engineering and Environmenl.al Quallty and the 
.:-Javy Environmental Protection requests also received favorable treatment by the 
appropriations funding support since fiscal year 1987. In fiscal year 1990, the 
combined total funding for all three services' RDT&E hudgct was $28.64 million. 
Between fiscal years 1987 through 199.1, thl'! Air Force environmental RDT&E 
authorizations and appropriation averaged $8.8097 million and $8.R81 million 
respectively. The .:-Javy's environmental HDT&E average funding was $8,697 
million for authorizations and $8.374 million for appropriations. [Ref. 90] 
Fiscal year 1991 saw an increase in all areas of environmental RDT&E 
funding for each service. The Army's requested $9.815 million for Environmental 
QuaHty Technology. The House Armed Services Committee authorized a $:;.0 
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miJlion increase to this account for accelerated research on hoth environmental 
contam ination prevention and cleanup. This amount was increased to $11.815 
million by the Senate Armed SelVices Committee. The current authorization was 
again bolstered in the Authorization Conference Committee to a final funding level 
of $12.815 million. The Authorization Conference Committee earmarked $3.0 
million for oHice space and program structuring for commencement of the Army's 
integration with the Strategic Environmental Reo;earch and Development Council 
(SERDC). [Ref. 91] 
Similarly, the House Appropriations Committee also recommended 
a $5.0 million increa.';e over and above the Army'.'; request. This increase was 
earmarked for research experiments, system design, construction, and testing of 
a fully functional unit to decontaminate soil using solar energy. [Ref. 92] 
The SenateAppropriation.'; Com miltee also recom m ended an increase 
of $4.9 million to the budget requeo;l. The Appropriations Conference Committee 
provided funding of $12 .815 million i"or Environmental Quality Technology, $3.0 
million above the original Army's request. The implication of the conference 
agreement was that this funding was for the Army's integration with the SERDC. 
[Ref. 93] The Navy and Air Force also sailed through the HAC with an additional 
$5.0 million forEnvironmental Protection and Civil Engineeringand Environmental 
Quality line items. Ncitherthe SAC nor the Appropriations Conference Committee 
recommended additional funding. This additional funding was latcr denied by the 
Appropriation.'; Conference Committee. However, the Navy and Air Force received 
their full request of $11.56 million and $5.615 million respectively for fiscal year 
1991. [Ref. 94] 
In fiscal year 1992, theArmy'sEnvironmental QualiLy Technology line 
item received additional funding earmarked for specific programs. The Army's 
funding request of $18.984 million was increased to $28.984 million authorized and 
$29.734 million appropriated. [Ref. 95] 
The Navy's RDT&E Environmental Protection budget rcqu(1st was 
fully funded at $26.143 by both the Authorization and Appropriations Conference 
Committees for fL,>cal year 1992. [Ref. 96] LikewL'>e, the Air Force'.'; Civil 
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EngineeringandEnvironmental Quality request was fullyt'unded at$ll. 744 million 
hy the Authorization Conference Committef'. [Ref. 97] The HAC also 
recommended an increase to the Air Forces's environmental RDT&£ account by 
$10.0 million. Iluwever. the Appropriations Conference Committee did not concur 
with the additional funding but seltled on funding the of $6.744 million request. 
[Ref. 981 
The Army's Environmental Quality Technology original budget 
request was 81::;'447 million tor fiscal year 1993. This program continued to be the 
big funding winner. TheAuthorization and Appropriations Conference Committees 
recommended additional funding for this program at $51.947 million and $66.3,17 
million respectively. The funding increases were earmarked for such items as the 
Hawaii Small Business Development Center and for the National Center for 
Environmentall:xcellence by the SAC and HAC respectively. Again, both the Navy 
and Air force received all oftheir requested environmental funding. ll{ef.991 The 
question arises as to the direct benefit to the overall defense and those derived to 
benefit. 
The earmarking of environmental dollars in the individual services' 
accounts raises questions to consider as to the direct benefits gained for the 
defense-wide environmental restoration and compliance efforts_ If these programs 
assist research centers and have environmental validity, then why are they not 
funded under a single defense-wide accuunt'? Are these disgub;ed "pork' programs 
to benefit only local constituencies? Ifnot, can the data and potential research and 
development henefits derived from these centers be accessed hy all the services? 
The Army's Environmentu/ Quulity Technology budget request for 
fiscal year 1994 was $21.229 million. The SASC recommended funding $3(j.629 
million for this program. It received an additional $10.0 million earmarked for 
conducting rp.search to deVt-~1oIJ state-of-the-art technologies to detect and remove 
unexploded ordnance at .Jefferson Proving Ground. [Ref. 1001 
The H.o\SC also increased the fiscal year 1994 authorization request 
by S43.0 million. The reason for the increased authorization to $64.229 million 
was the HAS(:s' concern that DoD was not taking advantage of the nation's existing 
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and developing research capabilities in bioremediation. The committee suggested 
that Bioremediation Education, Science. and Technology centers (RES'I) could 
address these problems through partnerships among major research universities. 
a national laboratory and a science consortium located at a historically black 
college or university. The HASC recommended an additional $4.0 million for 
Environmental Remediation Demonstration Projects. These projects facilitate the 
development of new technologies that can expedite remediation of landfills on 
military installations designated superfund sites. [Ref. 101] 
The Authorization Committee Conference settled on $43.229 million 
for fiscal year 1!J!)4. The funding earmarked $10.0 million for continuing efforts 
in research and development of state-of-the-art technologies to detect and remove 
unexploded ordnance at Jefferson Proving Ground. [Ref. 102] 
The Appropriations process also recommended increases to the 
Army's Environmental Quality Technology budget request for fiscal year 1994. The 
HAC recommended $68.729.0 million, an increase of $47,500.0 million to the 
request. The additional funding was earmarked for programs recommended by the 
HASC. These programs included $10.0 million for Unexploded Ordnance 
remediation at the Jefferson Proving Ground; $2.0 million for bioremediation; $2.0 
million for acceleration of environmental activities at the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL); and $4.0 million for Bioremediation Education, 
Science, and Technology Centers (BESl). The Committee also recommended $4.5 
miUion to initiate a Facility Environmental Management System (FEMMS) at 
Tobyhanna Army Depot for the integration, comprf!hensive management, and 
control of environmental issues at Army facilities. This program will be performed 
in conjunction with the National Defense Center for Environmental Excellence 
(NDCEE), for which the Committee recommended S5.0 million. [Ref. 103] 
The SAC was not as generous in its' adjustment to this account. The 
Senate recommended only a $5.4 million increase for a total recommendation of 
$26.629 million. The Committee's rational for the increase was to earmark funds 
for the commercialization of agricultural-industrial products at the Hawaii Small 
Business Development Center. It was disappointed with the Army for not 
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executing all its fiscal year 1993 funding lor the Jefferson Proving Ground 
remediation technology R&D efforts. [Ref. 104] 
rhe Appropriations Conference Report approved 854.129 million. 
This recommendation earmarked $10.0 million for NDCEE and $10.0 million to 
continue the Jefferson Proving Ground project. [Ref. 105J 
{"he Air Force Civil Engineering-and Envirrmmentai Qualily program 
requested $7.187 million in fiscal year 1994. Thb request was totally funded by 
both the HASC, the SAse, and in the Authorizations Conference Committees. 
The HAC a];;o concurred with the budget request. However, the SAC 
recommendcd only $3.610 million. Thcrc was no explanation for the SAC's 
decrease in the funding level. The underlying concern for fiscal constraint is a 
possible explanation for the SAC\ dechion. The Appropriations Conference 
Committee settled on 86.187 million for Civil Engineering and Environmental 
Quality. [Ref. 10Gl 
The Air Force's Civil and Environmental Eng'ineering' Technology 
budget request was 88.435 million. The HASC, the SASC, and the Authorizations 
Conferencc Committees concurred with the budget requested. [Ref. 107] The SAC 
and HAC agreed to fully fund this program and appropriated an additional $5.0 
million earmarked for production scale spray casting equipment. [Ref.108J The 
Appropriations Conference Committee budgeted $13.3(j0 million for the Civil 
Engineering and Environmental Technology account. [Ref. 109] 
The Navy's Environmental Protection budget request was $44.461 
million. This budget request passed both the lIASC or SASC unaltered for fiscal 
year 1994. The Autholization Committee Conference Report fully funded the 
budget request at $44.461 million. Environmental Protection account received 
additional funding in the appropriations process. 
The HAC concurred with the budget request. The SAC opted to 
increase the appropriations funding level to $47.286 million without comment. 
[Ref. 110] The Appropriations Conference Report increased the request to S53.461 
milliun. This additional funding, $9.0 million, wa~ earmarked for ~olid waste 
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disposal projects necessary to permit the Navy to comply with the Marine Plastic 
Pollution Research and Control Act. [Ref. 111J 
Environmental RDT&E funding forthe military services in the 1990's 
appears to have received positive congressional favor. The reasons for the 
increased earmarking of funds can only be speculated. However, one possible 
conclusion is that this area represents an avenue for funding activit ies in home 
districts while obtaining a potential future henefit from environmental technology 
b. Strategic EnvironmentalResearch andDevelopmentProgram 
Another source of environmental funding, to which the services 
contribute RDT&E dollars, is the Strategic Environmental Research and 
Development Program (SERDP). The SERDP was first conceived in the fall of 1990 
at the prompting of then Senator Al Gore (D-TN) and Senator Sam Nunn (D·GA). 
The program was intended to primarily assist the military services to begin tracking 
the multibillon-dollar environmental legacy of the Cold War and cleanup of its 
numerous military bases and weapons facilities. SERDP was set up as ajoint effort 
betwflen the Departmflnt of Defense, thfl Department of Energy (DOE), and the 
Environmental Protection Agency. [Ref. 112J Sinefl its inception in 1990, this 
program has flnjoyed rapid funding growth. 
Figure 12 illustrates the Environmental Technology funding levels, 
including RDT&E dollars from Army, Navy, Air Force, and Defense agencies and 
the SERDP. Funding levels are measured in terms of TOA. The most dramalic 
growth occurred in fiscal year 1993 when the SERDP funding level increased 208 
percent over fiscal year 1992. 
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DOD ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY (INCLUDING SERDP) 
Figure 12. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmflntal 
Security. '·Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget." 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
In fiscal year 1994, the DoD's SERDP budget request was $97.958 
million. rhe House Armed SeRVices Committee was pleased that the DoD hudget 
request increased over fiscal year 1993. However, thfl Committee qualified its 
approval, and expressed concern over DoD's previous lack of commitment to the 
goals ofthis program. It reminded the Secretary of Defense that it ' expects S£RDP 
funding to be contracted with industry, including small and medium size defense· 
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related companies, and minority-owned business, to the maximum extent possible 
with government laboratory involvement only to provide program management and 
technical base." [Ref. 113] The HASC also issued a deadline for the 000 to report 
back on how the SERDP research plan would be funded and that it was in pLace. 
Furthermore, the Committee wanted the 000 to consider several 
recommended SERDP initiatives implemented for fiscal year 1994 and authorized 
an additional $22.0 miWon to fund them . These projects included; application of 
diode laser technology for in situ characterization and monitoring of remediation 
sites; encapsulation of solid waste; pollution detection through spectrometer air 
quality monitors; chemical oxidation through ozone and ultra-violet light process; 
support of acoustic monitoring of global environmental dimate program; 
environmental studies of the Naval Research Laboratories and the National 
Supercomputing Center for the establbhment of collective environmental 
diagnostics and bioremediation technology development in cooperation with the 
center (or environmental diagnostics and bioremediation in Pensacola, Florida to 
accelerate on-site restoration of numerOus hazardous waste products; and an 
assessment of deep ocean isolation of contaminated coastal zone sediments. [Ref. 
114J 
The Senate Armed Services Committee recommended $200.0 million 
for SERDP, a $102.0 million increase. The committee also recommended a 
provision to extend the authority of the SERDP's Executive Director for an 
additional two years. The SASC was pleased with the progress of the SERDP in 
that it was fully operational and had sponsored nUmerous promising research 
projects. 
However, the Committee remained concerned with the management 
structure of the program. The SERDP "request was for $97.0 million and addressed 
only the environmental restoration portion of the program, omitting reference to 
the other two SERDP categories-environmental data gathering and analysi<;; and 
environmental compliance, energy and other technologies. In f(lviewing the 
testimony by Dr. John Deutch, Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, the 
omission of the other two categories was inadvertent. The committee also believes 
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that DoD is fully committed to funding phase I and II SEHDP research areas as 
well as initiating new proposals in all three SERDP research arcas in fiscal year 
1994." [Ref. liS] 
The SASe was also pleased with the coordinated efforts by the 000, 
DOE. and EPA which DoD initiated when the SERDP was implemented. The 
committee directed 000 and DOE to develop a formal mechanism to coordinate 
identification of the specific and common needs of each agency to avoid duplication 
of cfforts to maximize research dollars. The SASe further directed thai these 
agencies incorporate the efforts of the EPA and other federal agencies that have 
environmental restoration needs into the plan. The initial focus for this cooperative 
effort is in environmental restoration research where these agencies have common 
challenges, The SASe set a deadline of June 1, 1994 to have the formal 
coordination mechanism in piace. [Ref, 116J 
The Authorization Conference Heport adopted several of the 
provisions advocated by both the SASC and HASC in their Authorization Bills. The 
Conference Committee stated its concerns about the management of the maturing 
SERDP program and recommended that the executive director position be 
established in the Senior Executive Services (SES). The committee also required 
the Secretary of Defense to create this position in consultation with the Secretary 
of Energy and Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. The 
committee also urged the SERDP council to consider how to incorporate the 
HASC's guidance for greater research participation by both industry and 
universities. The conferees recommended $150.0 million for the SERDP in fiscal 
year 1994. The funding would enable 000 to continue programs begun in phases 
1and 1I and initiate new R&D proposals in all three SERDP areas. In closing, the 
conferees believe that the 000 should consider requesting funding for the 
programs described by the EASe in its budget request for fiscal year 199fi. [Ref. 
I l7] 
The House Appropriations Committee was not kind in funding the 
SERDP. The HASC recommended $67.958 million, a $30.0 million reduction in the 
SERDP due to fiscal constraints. In doing so, the HAC directed full funding of 
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phase I and II programs. The HAC reiterated its continuing concern with the slow 
pace of progress in remediation of environmentally polluted ~ites on military 
installations. The SERDP, with its new environmental technologies, was supposed 
to demonstrate cost-effective approaches to expedite cleanup at these base~. The 
HAC directed the 000 to concentrate its efforts on several demonstration projects 
to fulfiU the potential benefits which could be derived through quicker 
environmental remediation. [Ref. 118] 
rhe size and complexity of environmental remediation has heightened 
concern that the pace of military installation cleanup may be hurt by the lack of 
trained personnel in environmental cleanup. The HAC recognized this as a 
potential problem and recommended funding for training, educaUon , workforce 
development, and related research to increase the Nation's capilbility to carry out 
environmental cleanup work. Therefore, the HASC recommended $3.5 million be 
available only to the National Environmental Education and Training Center. They 
abo believed that small and medium businesses could compete and contribute to 
the technology being developed in the SERDP program. This belief resulted in a 
recommendation that 20 percent of the SERDP resources be allocated for assisting 
small and medium size defense-related companies to demonstrate their 
technologies for environmental new technologies applications. [Ref. 119] 
The Senate Appropriations Committee recommended $200.0 million, 
an increase of $102.042 million to the budget request. The SAC also recommended 
trilnsferring a number of service requested environmental research and 
development projects proposed in the DERA, and place them under the SERDP 
umbrella. Further, the SAC urged DoD to estilbJish a more efficient process of 
evaluating and approving service related projects with SERDP resources. The 
committee also recommended that the DoD develop a comprehensive plan to 
streamline and prioritize its limited resources on high-priority payoff projects for 
the fIScal year 1995 budget submission. 
Finally, the SAC encouraged the SERDP to investigate the utility uf 
using desiccant gas cooling technology, using water and natural gas, to assist the 
reduction of heating and cooling cost at military installations. [Ref. 1201 The 
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follow-on application is extremely relevant to the DoD acquisitiun community to 
comply with the requirement to eliminate ozone depicting chemicals in all military 
systems by the end of 19%. 
The Appropriations Conference Committee funded $160.0 million for 
the fiscal year 1994 SERDP. In doing so, the conferee's did not concur with the 
Senate proposal to transfer DERA fundinginiliatives to the SCRDP. The Conferees 
did agree that g lobal environmental change research should be a priority within the 
SCROP. The Committee also endorsed the HAC's propusallhat $37.8 million only 
be appropriated to continue funding phase I projects approved by the SCROP 
Science Advisory Board. [Ref. 12 1} 
6. Base Realignment and Closure 
In the 1990's, MilitaryConstruction 's Base Realjgnment and Closure Account 
(BRAC) became a major funding element fo r the environmental restoration of 
military installations . The players for the Base Closure Account are the Armed 
Services Appropriations Committees and the Military Construction (MILCON) 
Appropriations Subcommittees. The Base Realignment and Closure Commissions 
convened on three occasions to decide the fate of military installations. The 
Commissions' recommendations became known as BRAC I, BRAC II, and BRAC III, 
n~speclively . 
Th e initial theory for closing military bases was to save DoD discretionary 
dollars. Closure of expensive military facilities and the sales of land from th ese 
military bases looked Ijke an idea l plan to gain the "Peace Dividend" after the Cold 
War. However, this concept has proved unachievable. Rigorous environmental 
laws and regulations have increased the cost of base closures and eroded the full 
savings potential. Congress in its decision to implement BHAC may not have fully 
understood the environmental cleanup ramifications to close military installations. 
The BRAC I fiscal year 1990 funding request was $500.0 million . However, 
the primary focus in this fiscal year was determining which committee and account, 
either the 0&1\1 o r MILCON, these base closing dollars would be obligated from. 
The resolution of this issue would become the Base Closure Account (RCA). The 
$500.0 million budget request was ul timately approved by the MILCON 
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Appropriation sCon fe ren ce Comm ittee. Nei thertheAutho rization orAp propriations 
Conference Committees specifically earmarked the BRAC I resources for 
environmental restoration. However, $38.0 million was obligated to the BCA for 
cleanup or compliance projects. 
The total BCA request for fiscal year 1991 was $916.5 million. The HASC 
recommended an increase of $100.0 million for environmental fund in,\{. The HASC 
also propo~ed that the BCA be the exclusive source of funding for environmental 
restoration projects. The SASC did not agree with the recommended funding 
increase by the BASe. It recommended only a $50.0 million increase forthe BRAC 
I r'Ovironmental cleanup. The Authorization Conference Committee concurred with 
the HASC's $100.0 million increase and confirmed that the BCA was to be the 
exclusive funding source of funding for these bases. The Conferees also 
recommend that the DoD continue to prioritize its environmental remediation 
efforts to expedite cleanup at the most seriously contaminated sites first. [Ref. 122] 
Finally, the conferees agreed with the HASC proposal that would create a 
model base closure program at two selected installations. This program was 
designed to increase efficiency and effectiveness through contractor 
indemnification of the federal government against future legal penalties. The 
contractor at the second base would continue to conform to prevailing contractor 
practices. [Ref. 123] 
The House MILCON Appropriations Subcommittee recommended $998.1 
million for BCA with $81.6 million earmarked for environmental cleanup for fiscal 
year 1991. The Senate MILCON Appropriations Subcommittee agreed to support 
only the budget request without earmarking environmental cleanup funds. The 
MILCON Appropriations Conference Committee recommended $1,016.5 million and 
deSignated $100.0 million for environmental cleanup. The conferees believed 
future land sales would help pay for the additional cleanup costs at BRAC cleanup 
projects. [Ref. 1241 
In fiscal year 1992, 000 streamlined its method of tracking the 
environmental funding for bases slated for closure in the BRAe recommendations 
of 1988 and 1991. The HASC increased the BRAC I budget request of $633.6 
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million by $25.0 million for a total of $658.6 million. for BRAe II, the HASC 
recommended $100.0 million. [Ref. 125J 
The SAse also increased the BRAe I budget request. The Committee 
recommended funding $674.6 million. The SASe supported increasing the BRAe 
I account by $41.0 million and BRAe IT funding to 8297.0 million which would he 
earmarked for environmental restoration projects. 
The Authorizations Conference Committee supported the SASe's 
recommended funding for the BRAe I and increased the RRAC II account to $197.0 
for environmental restoration. The Authorizations Conferees also indicated that 
the cleanup activities at bases slated for closure were technically part of the DERP. 
The Committee recommended that environmental cleanup for installation s on 
either BRAe lists should be managed as part of the DERP program, even if no 
DERA funding could be used from this account. [Ref. 126] 
The House MILCON Appropriations Subcommittee fully supported both the 
BRAe I and the llRAC II requests. However, the House MILCUN Appropriations 
Subcommittee regarded the BRAe I budget e.<;timate for environmental restoration 
as budget low at $175.8 million. The committee recommended $200.8 million as 
a funding floor for this environmental cleanup but did not increase the BRAe I 
request of $633.6 million. The BRAC II request for S100.0 million was fully funded. 
[Ref. 127J 
The Senate Appropriations Subcommittee echoed the SASC 
recommendation for increased funding of BRAC I and BRAC II. Ilowever. the 
Committee recommended $674.6 million forRRAC Iwith an environmental cleanup 
floor of $241.8 million. The BRAC II environmental funding was a mirror image 
of the SASC's recommendation for $197.00 million. 
The MILCON Appropriations Conference Committee concurred with the 
Senate's recommendation of $647.6 million for BRAC r and the House 
recommendation of $100.0 million for BRAC n. The conferees' recommend(~d an 
environmental restoration funding floor of $220.0 million, which was $44.2 million 
above what DoD programmed for this effort. [Ref. 128] However, the original 
dollars earmarked for environmental cleanup dollars were insufficient and DoD 
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requested an additional $162.7 million in the fiscal year 1992 supplemental 
appropriations for BRAe n . Both the Senate and House approvp.d the 
appropriations. The net resuLt for environmental funding levels were $262.7 million 
for BRAC I and $256.0 milJjon for BRAC II. [Ref. 129] 
Funding levels decreased for BRAC 1 for fiscal year 1993. The original 
markup from hoth thp. HASC and SASC provided full funding forBRAC I at $440.7 
million and 51,743.6 million for BRAC 11, but neither recommendation included 
f'armarking funds for environmental cleanup. [Ref. 130] 
However, the House MILCON Subcommittee did recommend environmental 
earmarking of BRAC funds. Thf' House recommended a reduction of $25.0 million 
for a funding level of $41ii.7 million. It also earmarked $308.9 million for base 
closure environmental restoration. The House recommended a reduction to the 
BRAC II funding to $1,618.6 million and eannarked $308.9 million for 
environmental restoration. [Ref. 131] 
The Senate MILCON Appropriations Subcommittee fully funded the budget 
requestfor BRAC I and BRAC JI forfL<;cal year 1993. The Senate believed DoD had 
underestimated the cost of closing bases. This underestimation could have future 
detrimental effects. The committee pointed out that as more MILCON 
Appropriations funds are shifted to environmp.ntal restoration, it could erode the 
potential base closing cost savings and seriously jeopardize future investment in 
regular military construction projects. [Ref. 132] 
The DoD budget rl'quested (or fiscal year 1994 was $27.87 million for BRAC 
I, as compared to the fiscal year 1993 request of $136.8 million. This dramatic 
dp.cline in funding was due to unobligated funds from other areas being available 
to execute environmental requirements. The BRAC II request also declined from 
the 1993 request level to $262.3 million earmarked for environmental restoration. 
[Ref. 133] However, the total request for BRAC III funding grew to $1,800.5 
million. 
The HASC recommended that $893.0 million be earmarked fol' 
environmental cleanup. In this increase, the HASC allocated an additional $100.0 
million for BRAC I and $400.0 million for BRAC II accounts. This increase was 
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$500.0 million above the Department's request for the first two rounds of base 
closures. These earmarked environmental cleanup dollars also included S106.0 
million for a third round of base closures. even though these installations had nut 
yet been identified. This additional funding was to expedite remediation in 
addition to normal cleanup and compliance funding, even if those bases were not 
on the closure list [Ref. 134] In addition, the BAse proposed a provision to 
transfer the responsibility to the private sector to cleanup bases in exchange for Ihe 
property or facilities. 
The provision allows the transfer of military real property or facilities 
without rcimbur!:icment, at a military installation closed or being 
closed pursuant to a base closure law to any person who agrees to 
conduct all environmental restoration, waste management, and 
environmental compl iance required under Federal and state laws , and 
pay all the associated cos ts. [Ref. 135] 
Of course, this transfer could only take place with Congress's hlessin~ and if all 
restoration and other associated cleanup costs were equal to or greater than the 
fair market value of the property or facilities to be transferred. 
The SASe's review of BRAe issues reduced BRAe I funding to $12.830 
million. The SASC also recommended reducing the BRAC II funding level to 
$1,526.310 million. The BRAC III budget request was for $1,200.0 million. The 
SASe recommended $1,500.0 million. The additional $300.0 million was 
earmarked to accelerate the environmental restoration and expedite the economic 
redevelopment at bases s lated for closure. [Ref. 1361 
The House MILCON Subcommittee noted in its review of the fiscal year 
1994 budget request that $4.5 billion had been appropriated since fiscal year 1991. 
The Subcommittee recommended funding S3.0 billion under three separate 
accounts. The House MILCON Subcommittee did not alter the budget request. 
The Subcommittee also recommended a total spending noor of $582.0 million for 
activities associated with environmental restoration and cleanup at closure sites. 
The Subcommittee was both cognizant and concerned that many environmental 
restoration projects would not be completed on time. The Subcommittee 
encouraged 000 to expedite the BRAe cleanup activities by curtailing the 
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extensive review process and start developing cleanup alternatives before the 
formal review process is completed. [Ref. 137] Furthermore, the Subcommittee 
expressed concern with the Navy's environmental cleanup efforts at the 
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. The Subcommittee found reductions in the allocated 
cleanup cost unacceptable and directed the Navy to explain them. It aho 
earmarked S2.41O million for a Hazardous Waste Handling Facility in support of 
the remaining commands at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. [Ref. 138] 
The Senate MILCON Appropriation!> Subcommittee reviewed the SASC 
funding increa!>e in MILCON authorizations and di!>agreed with the proposed 
funding increases due to budgetary constraint!>. The Subcommittee, therefore, 
recommended a four percent across-the-board general reduction in order to stay 
within the budget allocation targets. It urged the Congress to work with the military 
services and the 000 to secure funding of priority project!> prior to future budget 
submissions. The Senate reminded the 000 that it will become more difficult in 
the future years to accommodate the large numbers of MILCON project!> not 
included in the president's budget submission as the available dollars for defense 
continue to decline. [Ref. 139] 
Contrary to the overall MILCON budget reduction recommendation, the 
Senate agreed to fully fund the BRAC III budget request. However, the 
Subcommittee did recommend reducing both the BRAC I and the BRAC II 
accounts. The Senate echoed many of the same concerns enunciated by others in 
Congres!> over the Defense Department's slow progress to obligate BRAC funds. 
Therefore, the Senate MILCON Appropriations Subcommittee recommended that 
the BRAC I and BRAC II be reduced by $12.830 million and SI,526..11O million 
respectively. [Ref. 140] 
However, the Subcommittee rully funded the environmental restoration and 
cleanup requirements for closing or realigning bases. The Senate Subcommittee 
approved more than $.140.0 million for environmental compliance construction 
projects. [Ref. 141] The Subcommittee requested a General Accounting Office 
(GAO) review of the 000 gUidance for funding and classifying environmental 
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compliance projects. The GAO report found that DoD had no compn~hcnsive 
gu idance for instructing the se rvices in reques ting compliance construction funds . 
A GAO report found that the Army and Navy are not taking 
advantage of the military cons truction process in the programming 
of environmental projects . As a result, scarcp. Operations and 
Maintenance dollars , necessary for training and readiness, are being 
devoted to environmental construction. The Committee believes the 
Army and Navy should follow the Air Force's lead which has 
demonstrated the validity of utilizing the military construction 
program as a way of tracking environmental requirements in a 
comprehensiVe manne r. [Ref. 142] 
The Senate MILCON Appropriations Suhcommittee understood that there 
are often cumbersome hurdles in the MILCON process and some services are 
reluctant to utilize this account for environmental construction projects. Therefore, 
the Subcommittee would consider an annual lump-sum appropriation for MILCON 
environmental compliance and protection projects to s horten the environmental 
identification and completion of these activities. It recommended that the DoD 
estahlish an environmental project account in its fiscal year 1995 budget request. 
It also urged 000 to work with the GAO in the creation of more effective 
environmental programs. These construction projec ts would include cost-effect ive 
measures to improve military installations' underground wastewater programs and 
above groundstorage tanks for petroleum products which the Committee considers 
prudent environmental preventive measures. [Ref. 143] 
The I\HLCON Appropriations Conference Committee concurred with the 
Senate's recommendation to in reduce the BRAe rand BRAC IT funding to $ 12.830 
million and to $1 ,526.310 million, respectively. The House's recommendation, 
which would have es tablished minimum funding levels for environmental 
restoration activities, was deleted hy the Conference Committee. The Committee 
also increased BRAC III funding to SI, 144.0 million. 
Figure 13 depicts BRAe's TOA environmental funding by Service from fiscal 
years 1990 through 1994. 
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DOD BRAe ENVIRONMENTAL FUNDING BY SERVICE FY90-FY94 
OARMY .AlRfORCE o DEfENSE AGENCIES 
Figure 13. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. "Environmenta l Program Spending Within the Defens;e Budget: 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
The environmental budget for the past 10 years ha.<; increased significantly. 
Total spending on 000 environmental funding from fiscal years 1984 through 1994 
equated to approximately $20,084.4 million. Figure 14 illustrates the growth of all 
000 environmental funding from fiscal years 1984 through 1994. 
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TOTAL DOD ENVIRONMENTAL SPENDING FY84 " 
Figure 14. Source: Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Environmental 
Security. "Environmental Program Spending Within the Defense Budget." 
Washington, D.C., September 1994. 
C. SUMl\1ARY 
The 1994 environmfJntaJ budget sent mixed signals to 000. First, Congress 
was unwilJingto commit dollars for programs simpJy based on the fact they had an 
environmental title in front of the line item. This was because the escalating cost 
of DoD environmental funding needed results to warrant additional dollars. 
Second, the message Congress sent was, although they were dissatisfied with the 
pace of cleanup action, they would still fund programs designed to correct past 
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mistakes. Furthermore, Congress was concerned with the fa ct there were not 
enough trained personne l to handle the magnitude o f the e nviro nmental problems. 
DoD and Congress were both frustrated over the scope and increased 
complexity of e nviro nmental cleanup and Compliance issues. It appears that both 
DoD and Congress reaijzed that th e only way to keep poUution at a minimum was 
to institute innovative methods and take preventive measures. A General 
Accounting Office report on the DoD e nvironmental complian ce program 
(requested by the Senate MILCON Appropriations Subcom mittee) noted severa! 
areas of concern. 
GAO found that since DoD never issued comprehensive guidance, the 
activities of the three services vary g reatly. As a result there is 
ijmited visibility over much of the services' environmental spending. 
DoD estimates the cost of environmental compliance to be $13,500.0 
million through fisca l year 1999. The Committee and even the GAO 
believes that environmental compliance costs could be even high er. 
T herefore, the DoD must take appropriate s teps to ensure that each 
mil itary service places appropriate priority on e nvironme ntal 
problems. To this end, the Committee believes that poUution 
prevention must be afforded top priority. A new environmental ethic 
must be adopted by the military services and defense agencies. [Ref. 
144] 
For the Defense Department to be successful in reducing its environmental 
costs, it must adopt a pos itive attitude in incorporating environmental 
considerations in aU aspects of its military planning. Proactive e nvironmental 
awareness will avoid spending unnecessary resources when the DoD is on a budget 
diet. The n ext chapter focuses o n DoD's Environmental Security requests for fiscal 
year 1995, and the environmenta l implications o n the acquisition process. 
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IV. DOD ENVIRONMENTAL SECURI1Y PROPOSAL, FlSCAL YEAR 1995 
This chapter will address congressional oversight of DoD 's $5.7 billion 
environmental security budget request. The review of DuD's environmental 
security program budget will use the new pillar policy described in the previous 
chapter. The goals and mission of each pillar will be discussed. The chapter will 
focus on the environmental pillar process and how these environmental programs 
fared under congressional oversight. Finally, this chapter will note the acquisition 
related environmental provisions that were recommended to the DoD. The impact 
of these decisions are discussed in Chapter V. 
The environmental security request of $5.7 billion represents a 6 percent 
increase over 1994 spending. [Ref. 145] Furthermore, the request is almost 80 
percent of the entire fiscal year 1995 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
request of $7.2 hillion. [Ref. 146] 
A. ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION - CLEANUP 
The fiscal year 1995 Defense EnvironmentaL Restoration Account budget 
request was for$2, 180.2 million . Thesedollars provide identification, investigation, 
and cleanup of past contamination from hazardous substances and wastes; 
correction of other environmental damage, detection of unexploded ordnance; and 
demolition and removal of unsafe huildings, structu(Cs, and debris. [Ref. 147] 
There were several goals in the fiscal year 1995 budget request for 
environmental restoration . The first goal was to continue or complete the cleanup 
process at 605 of the sites identified for restoration. The second goal was to 
establish a generic cleanup blueprint. The blueprint cleanup plan would categorize 
any DoD cleanup into one of three strategies. If these generic cleanup plans are 
successful, they could be exported and tailored for other military installations to 
expedite cleanup. The outgrowth would be standardized cleanup procedures with 
known costs, specific cleanup standards, and realistic schedules which can gauge 
the size of the environmental restoration effort. The third goal was to implement 
the 'Fast Track" Cleanup Program at bases slated for closure. This program, 
announced by President Clinton on 2 July 1993, was part of a five stage initiative 
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that aims to speed the economic recovery of communities where bases are 
scheduled to close. The five part program integrates economic development. 
transition assistance, and environmental cleanup to facilitate early reuse of a base's 
assets. The final goal for the cleanup portion of environmental security is 
developing a risk management system. [Ref. 148] 
1. Tho Authorization Commitroc Recommendations 
The House Armed Services Committee (HASq and the Senate Armed 
Services Committee (SASq considered these goals in the National Defense 
Authorization Act for fiscal year 1995. Both the HASC and the SASC 
recommended no change to the budget request of $2,180.2 million for the DERA 
account. This request included $508.0 million for the BRAC eleanup. The BRAC 
authorizations will be discussed in section F. 
The House Armed Services Committee 
The HASC recommended $2,180.2 million for the environmental 
restoration account. In its review of DERA, the HASC suggested several reasons 
why it supported this year's budget request. TIle HASC was finally satisfied with 
the shift of DERA spending from studies to cleanup actions (see Figure 1, Chapter 
t). The Committee pointed out that the fiscal year 1995 budget request represented 
only a modest increase over the thcal year 1994 National Defense Authorization 
Act. The Committee also noted that the budget recession of fiscal year 1994 cut the 
DERA by 15 percent and cut the BRAe environmental restoration programs by 
$100.0 million. [Ref. 149] 
h. The SeDate Armed Services Committee 
The SASe was aLso ' pleased that the DoD environmental restoration 
program was making real progress. Studies, a nt~cessary part of the overall 
process, are being completed, and actual cleanup is being accomplished.' [Ref. 
150J 
Nonetheless, the Committee was concemed with the blanket 
treatment of classifying military installations on the national priority I.isf (NPL) or 
Superfund::; which fall under the CERClA study process. The SASC's concem was 
that NPL lisHng applied to an entire base when only a small portion of that facility 
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might be contaminated. It directed the Secretary of Defense and the Administrator 
of the EPA to reevaluate the process whereby military installations are scored and 
listed on the NPL with correctional recommendations. [Ref. 151] The SASe 
recommended that the DoD incorporate new technologies into its cleanup efforts 
to expedite cleanup_ To thaI end, the Committee supported the Environmental 
Certification Program and other research and development efforts discussed in 
seelion E. 
rhe SASe was specificaUy concerned with the cleanup progress at 
Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS). For some time this portion of the 
environmental restoration program had been overlooked, but not this fiscal year. 
The SAse realized thaI FUDS are incorporated into the entire DERP. Tt was 
concerned that the fUDS, due to their low profile, had not received the attentlon 
they deserved. There are approximately 8000 FUDS properties with minimal 
contamination and only 5 FUDS on the NPL. It urged that the sites whieh can be 
quickly cleaned up be fully funded to reduce the inventory of the rUDS sites. 
The Committee was also concerned that the Department's FUDS 
funding account had been decreased from the fiscal year 1994 level of$32.3 million 
to the fiscal year 1995 requested level of $23.1 million. The SASC reaHzed that 
these cleanup dollars for the FUDS are incorporated in the overall budget request 
for the DERA. The Committee recommended that these dollars be only a planning 
figure, not a limitation for the funding available for the FUDS program. [Ref. 152J 
The SASC incorporated several environmental provisions in its 
Authorization bill for cleanup. The rirst was a prohibition on DoD affecting 
purchase of surety bonds or other financial instruments that guarantee its direct 
performance. The second was an extension of prohibition on the lise of 
environmental restoration funds for payment of fines and penalties except when 
the fine or penalty imposed arises out of activities funded by the account. [Ref. 
1531 The HASC concurred in spirit with the SASC but stipulated the need for 
limitations of Environmental Restoration funds for payment of fines and penalties 
from fiscal years 1995 through 1999. [Ref. 154] The Authorization Conference 
Report concurred with the HASC for limitation of Environmental Restoration Funds 
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for payment of fines and penalties from fisca l years 1995 through 1999. The bond 
issue was rescinded by the House in the Authorization Con ference Committee 
Report. [Ref. 1551 
The SASC's third recommended provision was to a Uow participation 
of Indian trib es in agreements for th e defense e nvironmental restoration process 
to the same exte nt as a state or othe r agency. This provision is n ot limited to lands 
under the direct control of Indian tribes but affects those land s which are a concern 
of an Indian tribe as well. [Ref. 156] The Authorization Confe rence Committee 
concurred with this provision. 
The Authorization Conference Committee 
The Authorization Confe rence Committee Report recommended 
DERA fund ing at $2,030.2 million fo r fiscal year 1995. T here is no ex planation for 
this $150.0 million decrease to the budget req uest in the Authorization Conference 
Committee report. Previous fund ing suggests several reasons for this decrease in 
the DERA. T he first possib le explanation was the genera l fundin g decline 
throughout DoD's budget. A second plausible reason was that the funding levels 
requested by the D ERA were being chan neled to fund othe r pilla rs. A third 
possible explanation, linked to the second, was that as s ites are cleaned and 
returned to acceptable environmental standards, fewe r dollars are needed to 
sustain this prog ra m. Those freed- up dollars become available to tackle other 









2. Tbe Appropriations Committee Recommendations 
The House Appropriations Committee and the Senate Appropriations 
Committee also appraised the Defense Environmental Restoration Account goals 
in their recommendation for the National Defense Appropriations Act for fiscal 
year 1995. Similar to the overall recommendations of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for fiscal year 1995, both the HAC and the SAC recommended 
changes to the budget request of $2,180.2 million for the DERA account. The 
Appropriations Conference Committee concurred with recommended cuts in the 
cleanup pillar. 
The House Appropriations Committee 
The HOliseAppropriations Committee recommended $1,880.2 million 
for DERA, a reduction of $300.0 million. The HAC was concerned by the 
uncertainty that surrounded the requirements process for environmental cleanup 
at DoD installations and for the FUDS. As a secondary concern, the Committee 
was unfiure whether the DoD could obligatf! all its fiscal year funds with the 
passage of the Superfund Reauthorization Act and its impact on DoD cleanup 
requirements. [Ref. 157] 
h. The Senate Appropriations Committee 
The Senate Appropriat ions Committee recommended a decrease to 
the DERA but only by $146.125 million. The SAC recommended that $2,034.075 
million be made available for environmental restoration. The reason for the 
reduction revolved around several issues. In part, the trend of declining defense 
spending played a factor in this reduction. However, the SAC had deeper concerns 
with the DoD's methodology for budgeting for and subsequently spending its DERA 
appropriations. Because of these concerns, the SAC recommended several areas 
for DERA reductions. 
First, the Committee recommended a $30.0 million reduction for 
environmental technology demonstration. The SAC believed this program was 
similar to other RDT&E efforts and should be budgeted in the RDT&E account. 
The SAC also denied environmental technology funding for the Navy and Marines. 
In the SAC's denial of the Navy's $6.1 million and the Marines $1.0 million it 
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stressed that these requests should compete with othcr environmental technolob'Y 
cfforts under RDT&E accounts. [Ref. 158] 
Second, the Committee was uncomfortable with how the 000 cleanup 
model prioritized and classified its cleanup activities under the Defense Priority 
Model (DPL). The SAC felt that DoD needed to reevaluate its spending at these 
sites, concentrating its resources at more critical sites. The SAC voiced several of 
the same concerns that the SASC expressed concerning military installations heing 
arbitrarily classified as Supeliund sites. The SAC cited a GAO report concerning 
how military installations are classified as Superfund sites on the NPL The 
Committee also requested that the 000 coordinate with the EPA to review these 
Superfund sites and determine if those installations with limited contamination 
should be excluded from the CERCLA process. 
Third, the SAC was uncomfort.able with the potential liability which 
could result iJ any outside regulatory agencies challenged the DoD's assessments 
for sites classified as cleaned and-warranting no further action. The 000 has 
completed cleanup at 11,136 of the 23,627 active and FUD sites. The Committee's 
concern was if there were a reversal of the DoD's findings, the potential liability 
and additional cleanup costs at these sites could have serious repercussions for 
defense readiness. [Ref. 159] 
Finally, the SAC was concerned that 000 did not have a 
comprehensive plan for the entire cleanup process. According to the Committee, 
"DoD's plan must have a comprehensive process for reviewing sites, identifying the 
severity of contamination, and determining the potential for further, complicating 
environmental damage. A priority-based process for the allocation of budget 
resources will become increasingly necessary as 000 seeks to balance calls for 
immediate restoration of all sites with continuing declines in defense spending." 
[Ref. 160] 
The Appropriations Conference Committee 
The Appropriations Conference Committee allocated $1,780.2 million 
for the DERA account based on the concerns expressed by both the HAC and SAC. 
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[Ref. 161) This figure was $400.0 million below the budget request and $100.0 
million lower than the HAC's recommendation for the OERA. 
Table 2 illustrates the budget reques t. the difference between 
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There was no explanation in the Appropriation Conference 
Committee Heport for this additional reduction to the OERA request. However, it 
appears that the Congress was unwilling to finance the DERA at previous levels 
without significant improvement and tangible results in the DoD cleanup efforts. 
Moreover, the DERA was now considered a maturing program. As such, it no 
longer needed to shelter and assist other environmental initiatives under the 
environmental restoration umhrella. Furthermore, increased congressional 
overs ight suggested that environmental technology requests should be budgeted in 
the ROT&E account rather than rolled into the OERA request. 
Table 3 compares the Authorization and Appropriations Committees 
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B. ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 
Numerous federal statutes. coupled with state and local laws, provide a 
myriad of challenges to the Department of Defense. In an era of shrinking defense 
dollars the challenge is to both maintain and upgrade facilities to comply with the 
standards outlined by environmental legislation. Compliance avoids costly fines for 
failing to achieve these standards. Compliance with environmental regulations is 
imperative to maintain defense readiness. To meet this challenge, the 000 
outlined three environmental compliance goals for fiscal year 1995. 
First, DoD would conduct a 12 month self-audit at major military 
installations to identify compliance deficiencies and methods to remedy those short­
comings. Second, it would reduce open enforcement actions by 15 percent from 
1993 levels. These fines and penalties were assessed at $8.077.0 million, $3,074.0 
million of which has been resolved. Third, DoD would upgrade existing structures 
or build new facilities to comply with existing environmental regulations. These 
projects inelude upgrading fire training areas, constructing new waste water 
treatment plants, and upgrade almost 5000 underground storage tanks to comply 
with new ground water protection requirements. 
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The nscalyear l[J95 compliance budgf!t request was $2 ,182.0 million, which 
included S266.4 million in military constmction projects. (Ref. 162 ] These military 
constmctiun compliance projects arc discussed in sect ion F. 
1. Tbe Autborization Committee Recommendations 
130th thl'! House and the Senate Authorization Committees weighed DoD"s 
compliance goals in their recommendations for the Department of Defense 
Authorization Rill fOf fiscal year 1995 . 
•1. The House Armed Scnriccs Committee 
The House Armed Services Committee recommended only S2,082.0 
million for the compliance portion of the environmental security budget. The 
Committee did not explain why it reduced the budget request by S100.0 million. 
However, the committee pointed out that: 
The Ff!deral Facilities Compliance Act has been in 
effet.1: for over a year, and the Department has been 
paying fines for its non-compliance with environmental 
laws. J-Iowevp.r, these fines have yet to constitute even 
one-hundredth of a percent of the Department's overall 
costs for compliance. The Committee recommended 
that the Department work closely with regulators to 
anticipate environmental spending needs and to design 
training programs for base commanders so that they 
are adequately prepared to fulfill their duties in this 
area. [Ref. 163] 
The HASC directed the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) to assist base 
commanders in situations where they must choose a strategy for compliance when 
overlapping and often contradictory compliance regulations exist. The HASC also 
directed the SECDEF to assist base commanders to formulate joint memoranda of 
agreement with regulators to chart a compliance strategy. FinaUy, the Committee 
urged the EPA to participate fuUy in streamlining environmental regulations and 
assist base commanders (when requested) in compliance activities. [Ref. 164) 
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b. The SenstcArmed Services Committee 
The Senate Armed Services Committee did not mention the 
compliance pillar in its Authorization Committee report. According to a senior 
Senate Minority staffer. ' If a particular Committee does not specifically cite a pillar 
for reduction. the Authorizations for environmental security budgets were usually 
approved at th e requested funding level. The reason for this is that the pillar 
categories are not formal line items and therefore there are no limits on 
Authorization. Not citing the authorization fundin g levels for the pillars is often 
done intentionally, because the Commitlee members can fund ' pork" projects under 
the environmental secu ri ty blanket. The biggest recipients or offenders of these 
"pork' projects are the states of Hawaii and Pennsylvania.' [Ref. 165J The Senior 
staffer confirmed that the SASC fully recommended the budget request for 
compliance. 
c. Tbe A uthorization Conference Committee 
The Authorization Conference Committee Report makes no direct 
mention for the final recommended funding for envi ronmental compliance. 
However, the senior staffer confirmed that the complian ce pillar received full 
financing. Table 4 depicts the Compliance fundin g by the HASC, SASC. and the 
final Conference Committee's recommendation, 
Table 4 

COMPLIANCE AUTHORIZATION FISCAL YEAR 1995 

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS) 
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2. The Appropriations Committee Recommendations 
Both the House and the Senate Appropriations Committees weighed DoD's 
compliance goals in their recommendation's for the Department of Defense 
Appropriations Bill for fiscal year 1995. 
The IJnu.~·e AppropnatioO!; Committee 
The '-louse Appropriations Committee did not directly discuss the 
compliance pillar in its review of the budget request. However, indirectly the 
House concurred with the compliance budget request. [Ref. 166] The HAC did 
recommend an increase to the Army's Environmental Compliance account. The 
Army requested $49.907 million. The HAC increased the request by $2.0 million, 
earmarked for the Construction Engineering Research Lahoratory (CERL) for an 
industry cost-shared demonstration of a 3000 HP low emission natural gas boiler. 
[Ref. 167] 
h, Tbe Senate Appropdations Committee 
The Senate Appropriations Committee rp.commended full approval of 
the DoD's compliance portion ofthe fiscal year 1995 budget request. However, the 
SAC continued to havp. concerns about the execution of the compliance program. 
The SAC outlined the four basic categories of compliance activities: "lp.vel I ­
activities required to comply with existing legal mandates; level II - efforts which 
must be completed to avoid violation of further legal mandates; levellIl - projects 
which make a positive contribution to the environment but are not required by law; 
and operations and services (O&S) - recurring costs for manpower, travel, self­
inspp.ctions, training, and other activities." [Ref. 168] 
Based on previous environmental reports requestp.d in the fiscal year 
1994 Authorization Bill, the SAC found over half of the compliance funding is spent 
on O&S activities and not enough on levp.l I activitip.s as professed by the 000. 
The SAC's findings raised unanswered questions concerning DoD's compliance 
expenditures. 
The SAC was also concerned with the services shifting multimillion 
dollars between programs to fund environmental compliance. The SAC sites an 
example where the Navy planned to spend $267.5 million on O&M compliance 
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activities but now the 000 reports the Navy's actual expenditures are $311.6 
miJlion. Furthermore, the SAC also questions why there was such distinct 
differences in personnel cost to manage compliance issues between the services. 
For example, the Army with its 12 million acres of land, 2500 installations, and 
510,000 active duty soldiers oversees a $791.280 million budget with support of 
1623 military and civilian personnel. In contrast, the Navy requires 3402 personnel 
to oversee a $1,000.008 million budget for fiscal year 1995 compliance funding. The 
DoD's 1042 personnel in various worldwide defense agencies require a $320.768 
million for compliance funding. 
The SAC directed DoD's Office of Environmental Security to provide 
analysis and an explanation for these glaring differences in compli.ance 
management. The SAC's overriding concern was the extent to which these 
dynamiC funding shifts have impacted the Services' ability to maintain readiness 
and meet their compliance obligations. The Committee concluded by suggesting 
that these contradictions in funding levels, coupled with manpower discrepancies 
amongst the Services, call into question the validity of the compliance budget 
request, [Ref. 169] 
The Senate Appropriations Committee recommended $20.0 million 
for a new U,S. Pacific Command (PACOM) environmental compliance initiative. 
These funds were to assist PACOM to operate and maintain installations at remote 
bases located in the United States. These funds were in addition to the amounts 
appropriated to the Military Services in other O&M accounts. U.S. PACOM was 
required to proVide the SAC with a report describing how these funds would bEl 
allocated at each of its installations for cnvironmental compliance projects. The 
SAC stipulated that this report was to be submitted to the Committee not later than 
Fehruary 15, 1995, The SAC also directed that $2,5 million of the appropriation for 
defense-wide environmental compliance activities be used to establish the 000 land 
management training center. "The center's objective would be to avoid overuse by 
improving land management practices and military tmining coordination," [Ref. 
170) Also the SAC recommended only the hudgeted requested funding for the 
Army's Environmental Compliance account. 
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c. The Appropriations ConfcTCIIC#J Committee 
The Appropriations Conference Committee recommended full funding 
of the compliance pillar for fiscal year 1995. The Appropriations Conference 
Committee specified $51.574 million in RDT&E account that would be earmarked 
in the Army's Environmental Compliance. The Conference Committee concurred 
with the I-lACs recommended increase of $1.607 million and earmarked it for 
construction of an industry cost·sharcd demonstration of a 3000 HP low emissions 
natural gas boiler. Table 5 illustrates the final Compliance pillar funding. There 
were no changes to the final funding: request totals, though the individual accounts 
that comprise the complian<.:p pillar were adjusted internally. 
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C. ENVrnONMENTAL CONSERVATION 
DoD requested $106.1 million in fiscal 1995 for natural and cultural 
resources conservation. This request included $10.0 million for the Legacy Natural 
Resources Management Program and $96.0 million in the Services' conservation 
programs. [Ref. 171] 
1. The Authorization Committee Recommendations 
Both the House and the Senate Authorization Committees weighed DoD's 
compliance request for Legacy Natural Re~ources Management Program and the 
Service~ ' con~crvation programs. 
The House Armed Services Committee 
In its review of the conservation program, the HASC recommended 
full funding of the~e programs. [Ref. 172] 
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h. The Senate Anned Services Committee 
There is no direct mention of the conservation program in the SASC 
Authorb.ation Act. However. the assumption is that this account received full 
funding 
The Authorizadon ConferelJce Commiltce 
The Legacy Natural Resources Management Program and the 
Services ' conservation programs were fully funded at the budget request hy the 
Autholuation f:onference Committee , [Ref. 173] 
2. The Appropriations Committee Recommendations 
The House and Senate Defense Appropriations Committees considered 
DoD's compliance request for Legacy Natural Resources Management Program and 
the Services' conservation programs. 
The House Appropriadolls Committee 
The HAC recommended fu\! funding of this program in its review of 
the fiscal year 1995 hudget. The HAC also recommended that the 000 place a 
higher priority on funding environmental conservation programs in future years' 
budget requests. [Ref. 174] 
h. The SelJate Appropnations CommittelJ 
rhe Senate Appropriations Committee, chaired by Mr. Inouye (D. HI), 
placed heavy emphasis on protecting the natural beauty and unique flora and fauna 
found in the State of Hawaii. The SAC therefore approved $5.7 million for a 
proposed ecosystem management program which would assist the Army in meeting 
its legal ob]jgations under the Endangered Species Act. while preserving the 
readiness of the force. The SAC also approved an additional $15.0 million only to 
purchase a 10 year easement from Waialua Sugar Co., on the Island of Oahu for 
the discharge of waste water produced by military activities at Schofield Barracks. 
In other matters, it approved an increase of S1.5 million to acquire and operate 
asbestos conversion equipment forAherdeen ProvingGround 's Asbestos Abatement 
Program. [Ref. 175] 
The Legacy Natural Resources Management Program budget request 
for $10.0 million was increased by $40.0 million. The Committee directed that the 
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$50.0 million would be available only to continue the Legacy Program. 
Furthermore, the Committee directed $ 1.0 million for the Federal Energy 
Managemen t Program to improve DoD's buildings dedicated to humidity removal, 
ventilation, and a ir-conditioning. [Ref. 176] 
The AppropriatiollS Conference Committee 
In the Appropriations Conference report, the "Conferees provided an 
inc rease of $5.7 million in the Army's O&M account only to proceed with the 
proposed ecosystem management prog ram in State of Hawaii as defined by the 
Senate." [Ref. 177] The Appropriations Conference Committee recommended 
funding the environmental conservation program at $146. 1 million, an im:rease of 
$40.0 million to the budget request. The increase was earmarked for the Legacy 
Program cited by the SAC. [Ref,178] 
Table 6 depicts the Authorization and Appropriations Conference 
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D. POlll.ITlON PREVENTION 
DoD's Pollution Prevention (P') program was designed to eliminate the 
source of pollution before it causes a lingcring legacy of environmentally related 
problems. Today's modern weapon systems produce 80 percen t of DoD's 
hazardous materials that can he tied directly to the production and disposal of 
these systems . [Ref. 179] To counter this problem, 000 has initiated new 
"greener"weapon systems procurement practices which reduce pollution emission 
at the heginning of the development process before a system is fielded. 
The 000 request for P' for fiscal year 1995 was $392.0 million. These funds 
would support a host of programs to include those required by Executive Order 
12856 and Executive Order 12873. Executive Order 12856 was a consoUdation of 
the Federal Compliance with Right-to-know Laws and Pollution Prevention 
requirements, while Executive order 12873 integrates the Federal Acquisition, 
Recycling, and Waste Prevention programs. These pollution prevention programs 
will be discussed in greater depth in Chapter V. 
1. Tbe Authorization Committee Recommendations 
Funding levels for this program are found throughout the Service's budgets 
under the O&M, RDT&E. and procurement accounts. This program was viewed 
favorably by Congress as a step in the right direction in curtailing DoD's pollution 
problems. 
The HOUl;C AnnedService... Committee 
The HASC recommended full funding of the pollution prevention 
initiatives. [Ref. 180] The Committee commended the 000 on this program, 
noting that prevention is a critical component in resolving environmental problems. 
The HASC encouraged the 000 to do more in this an~a and recommended that the 
Department work with experts in this field hath from private industry and non­
profit agencies. [Ref. 181] 
h. The Senate AImed Services Committee 
The SASC was concerned with DoD's efforts in the area of Recycling. 
The 000 Recyclable Materials Program, which was established in the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 199.1, came under scrutiny by the SASe. 
The lJolJ recycle program was criticized in a December 1993 GAO repoli. The 
GAO report wa~ especially critical of the management and administration of the 
Recyclable Materials Program. The SAse concurred with the GAO findings and 
recommended that: 
rhe 000 prescribe new or revised recycling 
regulations, subject to public notice and comment. 
These new regulations should address the many 
competing and sometimes conflicting interpretations of 
the program; resolve the differing approaches and 
requirements of the Services and defense agencies; 
establish a clear definition of the nature of materials 
eligible for the program; establish a uniform method of 
accounting for recycling proceeds and regulated costs; 
and establish a uniform method of material controls. 
[Ref. 182J 
[f 000 fails to comply by 1 March, 1996, the SASe threatened to 
terminate the special authority for military installations to retain their portion of 
the "cash for trash" Morale, WeUare, and Recreation activities proceeds. 
Furthermore, an unfavorable response could translate into additional oversight of 
all 000 programs that have potential for recycling. The SAse fully funded the 
Pollution Prevention pillar for fiscal year 1995. 
In other related Defense-Wide environmental pollution prevention 
programs, the SASe recommended $4.5 million forthe ArmyEnvironmental Policy 
Institute in the O&M account. This was $1.5 million above the budget request. The 
SAse noted that this Institute has helped the Army take a strategic look at its 
environmental obligations and identify issues and problems that will arise in the 
future. [Ref. 183] 
The Authorization Conference Committee 
The Authorization conference committf'e recommended full funding 
of the pollution prevention program al the requested budget level of $392.0 million. 
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2. Tbe Appropriations Committee Recommendalions 
{'he Appropriations Committees were also encouraged by DoD's proactive 
pollution prevention initiatives in the fiscal year 1995 budget. In the hearings 
before the Defense Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee, there 
were numerous questions concerning the impact of pollution prevention policies. 
The questions revolved around whether DoD has incorporated environmental life" 
cycle assessment principles into its pollution prevention pillar. These life-cycle 
questions specifically addressed the fea sibility of cotlective research to develop new 
developmental processes and materials. They also questioned whether such 
research in life-cycle assessment was cost effective. [Ref. 1841 
The /louse Appropriations Committee 
The House Appropriations Committee did not address the pollution 
prevention pillar in its review of the budget request. 
b. The Senate Appropri1lions Committee 
The Senate Appropriations Committee did not address the pollution 
prevention pillar in its review of the budget request. 
The Appropn"ations Conference Committee 
The Appropriations Conference Committee funded $382.0 million for 
p 2 projects. [Ref. 185] This S10.0 million reduction was consistent with the overall 
reduction for the defense budget. Neither the HAC or SAC made direct mention 
of this program in their review of environmental programs. 
The budget request did not include funding for electric vehicles , even 
though this was stated as a p2 goal. The Appropriations Conference Committee 
took note of this pollution prevention goal and funded $15.0 million for 
demonstrations underway in the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) 
Electric Vehicle Progrdm. The Committee concurred with the SAC's funding 
recommendation, an increase of S5.0 million over the House, even though 000 d id 
not request a continuation of this program. [Ref. 186J Table 7 illustrates the 
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E. ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY 
The DoD environmental technology strategy is to match technology 
investments to real environmental needs. The goals of the program are to identify 
technologies that provide the highest payback, to e ngage in partnership to 
stimulate innovative dual-use tech nology development, and to expedite the use and 
commercialization of technologies. 
Though Environmental Technology is not considered a formal pillar. dollars 
are requested through the Services' O&M , RDT&E and DBOF accounts for various 
programs. The basic DoD assumption was that investment in new e nvironmental 
technologies would reduce cleanup costs by 25 percent. The SERDP technology 
thrust areas include the four pillars plus Global Environmental Change and Energy 
Conservation/Renewable Resources. [Ref. 187] 
DoD requested $299.0 million for environmental technology programs. This 
included $15.0 million for the Environmental Technology Certification program, 
$112.0 million for the SERDP and $172 .0 million in the components' requests. IRef. 
1881 The Service's component requests were $64.0 million for the Army, $73.2 
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million for the Navy, and $22.0 million for the Air force. The program also 
requested $30.0 million in the DERA account which was rejected by the SAC, 
mentioned in the DERA discussion. This section will first review the components' 
requests for environmental technology and then the Defense-wide reques ts that 
complise the Environmental Certification Program, t he SERDP, SEMATECH, and 
other program requests. 
1. The Authorization Committee Recommendations 
The Authorization Committees considered the 000 request for 
environmental technology in its review of the fiscal year 1995 budget request. The 
review of the environmental technology programs considered the Services' 
environmf:ntal RDT&E accounts, the Environmental Technology Certification 
account, and the SERDP. 
The House Armed SeJ1lices Committee 
The HASC was troubled with the DoD's request for only $298.8 
million for environmental resf:arch and technology funding. The Committee was 
troubled because everything the 000 has said suggested that RDT&E would curtail 
cleanup and compliance costs. The 000 request was $127.0 million less than the 
previous year and sent mixed signals. 
The Committee directed the Secretary of Defense to report the status 
of environmental rf:search projects currf:ntly receiving money in the technology 
based and advanced development accounts by 1 January HJ95. ThL<; report would 
include projects mature enough to move into engineering and manufacturing 
development by fiscal year 1996. The HASC recommended a total funding of 
$308.0 million. This recommendation included the request for the Services, the 
Defense-wide accounts that comprise the Environmental Technology Certification, 
SEMATECH, the SERDP and other linf: items. [Ref. lR9J 
(1) Army. The Army's total budget request for environmental 
technology was $65.0 milJjon. Tracking this funding figure proved challenging 
since the dollars are not clearly eannarked for environmental technology projects. 
The funding is parcelled out to the four established environmental pillars. for 
example, there is $11.668 million for cleanup, $9.597 million for comp]jance, 
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$3.137 million for conservation, and $41.1671 million for pollution prevention 
projects. The line items requested for this funding revolved around PE 61102A . 
Defense Research Science, PE 65801· Defense Technical Information Center and 
PE 62720A - Environmental Quality Technology. The first two line items proved 
difficult to track the individual project requests. The total request for PE 61102A­
Defense Research Science was $195.346 million. Approximately $15.117 million 
in the Defense Research Science account was earmarked for environmental 
technology projects. The PE 65801 - Defense Technical Information Center total 
request was $42.949 million, ofwhich approximately $25.269 million was requested 
for environmental technology under the pollution prevention pillar. (Ref. 190J The 
Army's Environmental Quality Technology portion of the budget request was for 
$25.887 million. The final authorization recommendation data was not available. 
(2) Navy. The Navy's hudget request for environmental 
technology was $73.2 million. This request included $7.1 million in the O&M ($1.0 
million for the Marine Corps) account, $G 1.4 million in the RDT&E account, and 
$4.7 million in the DBOF account. [Ref. 1911 In the Navy's RDT&E budget, there 
are two line items for environmentally related items. These two line items are PE 
63712N - Environmental Quality and Logistics Advanced Technologies and the PE 
6372IN - Environmental Protection. The Navy's requested $21.024 million for 
Environmental Quality and Logistics Advanced Technologies and $51.101 million 
Environmental Protection. The total of these two requests equal $72.125 million. 
However, $6.GI4 million was allocated to either cleanup ($6.405 million) or 
pollution prevention ($.209 million). [Ref. 192J The resulting number for the 
RDT&E account was $65.511. The data does not specify if the environmental 
RDT&E funding was earmarked for other environmental pillars which would 
account for the difference of $4.1 million of the $61.4 million RDT&E request. 
The HASC recommended a total of $23.024 for the Navy's 
Environmental Quality and Logistics Advanced. This represented a $2.0 million 
increase to this Navy account. This additional funding was earmarked for imaging 
technologies. The HASC also recommended no change to the $23.024 million 
request (or Environmental Quality andLogisticsAdvanc.ed technologies. [Ref. 193) 
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The HASC did not comment on the requests for the $7.1 milJion in the O&M 
account. In addition, the Environmental Protection account was increased to 
$52.90] million . The $1.8 million increase was for a process called "plasma­
electronic waste conversion.' The process is intended to assist the Navy by 
reducing the weight and volume of shipboard wastes without producing toxic 
emissions. The Secretary of the Navy was directed to establish a pilot program to 
test the process on shipboard use. If th is pilot program is successful it could have 
applications processing other waste. [Ref. HJ4 j The HASC did not discuss the 
Navy's O&M or DBOF funding requests . 
(3) Air Force. Thf! Air Force's Environmental Technology 
request was approximately $22.0 million, all of which was located in the RDT&E 
account. The Air Force requested RDT&E funding under several line item for 
various environmental pillars. These indudf!d $42 .876 million for PE 65856F ­
Environmental Compliance, $7.045 million for PE 602206F - Civil Engineering and 
Environmental qunlity, and $16.216 million for PE 708054F - Pollution Prevention. 
The majority of the $42.876 million for PE G58.'iGF 
Environmental Compliance, was for the compliance pillar request. However, $9.8 
million of that funding request was earmarked for environmental technology 
projects. Of the Air force's $16.216 million request for PE 708054F - Pollution 
Prevention, S5.8 million was also earmarked forenvironmental technology projects. 
Therefore, the Environmental Tf!chnology request was composed of $9.8 million 
from Environmental Compliance, S5.8 million from Pollution Prevention, and 
S7.04G million for Civil Engineering and Environmental quality. The total funding 
for environmental technology, including the earmarked funds in Environmental 
Compliance , Pollution PrevenUon, and all of the Civil Engineering and 
Environmental quulity requests, equals $22.6 million. The data cites the requested 
dollar amounts as estimates and does include rounding errors. [Ref. 195] 
The !-lASe approved the budget request, as well as the entire 
Environmental Compliance and Pollution Prevention request. [Ref. 196] 
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(4) Defense-wide Activities. There are several important 
accounts in this section that received attention by the HASC. These included the 
Environment,aJ Technology Certification, SERDP, SEMATECI-I. and Historically 
Hlack Colleges and Universities accounts. 
The House Armed Services Committee recommended a $10.0 
million increase to the requested $15.0 million for PE 6047080 - Environmental 
Technology Certification. TheCommittee stated, "this program will take promising 
remediation and waste management technologies through the tests necessary to 
win the approval for use from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.' [Ref. 
197] 
The HASC recommended funding the budget requestof$III.9 
million for the SERDP. The SERDP received accolades from the HASC for 
minimizingdupJication in its environmental research efforts and forbetterfocusing 
its research projects. Moreover, the Committee was pleased tbat 000 acted on a 
committee directive that computerized a cross-walk between user needs and 
research efforts, and that this new data base has proved fruitful for 000. However, 
the Committee expressed concerns that too manyofthe SERDP's research projects, 
though successful in the laboratory, were not being used. [Ref. 198J 
The HASC recommended $90.0 million for SEMATECH under 
the Defense Conversion, Reinvestment and Transition Assistance Act Amendment 
of 1994. The Committee has recommended for the past two years that]O percent 
($9.0 million) of the $90.0 million be authorized for environmentally conscious 
manufacturing techniques for the semiconductor industry. [Ref. J99J 
The HASC recommended an increase of $13.5 million to the 
Innovative Environmental Security Technology Systems account, with $4.0 million 
earmarked for hioremediation research. The Committee also earmarked $5.0 
million for continued unexploded ordnance research and testing at Jefferson 
Proving Ground and $4.5 million for 000 programs and an Agriculture program 
in biotechnology. [Ref. 200] 
In other defense-wide RDT&E funding, the HASC 
recommended that an additional $10.0 million be available in support of 
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Historically Black Co/!eges and Universities. These dollars would be carmarked to 
establish training for women in environnlfmtal, computer, and physical sciences, 
where such activities can he demonstrated to support defense rt'!investment and 
conversion policy objectives. These funds can also be applied to improving 
Facilities through the use of existing funds to support such academic training. [Ref. 
201] 
b. Tbe Senate Armed Services Committee 
The SASC also considered the DoD environmental research and 
development cost saving initiatives in considering its recommendation of the 
environmental technology recommendation. The SASC recommended $331.812 
million in environmental technology initiatives. 
(1) Army. The SASC recommended $30.887 million for the 
Army's Environmental Quality Technologies account. The Committee explanation 
for the additional $5,0 million funding increase was for Project Plowshares. This 
project is a computer simulation program to produce realistic and unpredictable 
conditions to train personnel in disaster relief efforts. The program was originally 
designed for battlefield commanders and was adapted hy the Army's Simulation, 
Training, and instrumentation Command for civil authorities coping with natural 
disasters. The State of Florida has expressed interest in contributing resources to 
this joint project as a result of the Hurricane Andrew disaster, [Ref.202 j 
(2) Navy. The SASC approved the Navy's requested $21 ,024 
mi.llion for Environmental Quality and Logistics Advanced Technology without 
change. However, the Commillee concurred with the BASC and recommended 
$52.90J million for the Environmental Protection account. The additional SUI 
million was earmarked for "plasma-electronic waste conversion." [Ref,203] 
(3) Air Force. The SASC approved the full funding of the Air 
Force's environmental technology request of $22.0 million without comment. 
(4) Defense-Wide Activities. The SASe supported the DoD 
request for $15.0 million to establish and conduct an Environmental Technology 
Certification program to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new technologies at 
military sites, In its review of new environmental technologies, the SASC urged the 
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000 to work with the EPA and state regulators to identify co~t-effective 
technologies that could be incorporated into the cleanup program. The SASC 
anticipated potential cost saving~ if new and efficient cleanup technologies were 
used, However, the Committee was aware of the reluctance to use new 
technologies and the regulatory problems involved in using these new technologies 
in reuse plans, [Ref. 204) 
The SERDP received significant support from the SASC, with 
an increase of $59.0 million over the budget request. The SASC recommended the 
SERDP receive $170.0 million . The Committee was pleased with the SERDP's 
performance and the appointment ofa new full-time director. The SASC noted that 
early research proposals were ready for the demonstration phase so they can be 
made available to the private ~ector as quickly as possible. The Committee 
remained fully committed to the global environmental change projects previously 
approved for funding by the SERDP Council and urged the continuation of these 
projects through phase II demonstration. The Committee expected a ~mooth 
transition of these projects to an unspecified federal ageney that will be the primary 
user of these new systems. [Ref. 205) 
The SEMATECH request was fully approved at the 
recommended budget request but without comment on the HASC's directive for 
environmentally conscious manufacturing techniques. 
The SASC concurred with the HASC on a recommendation of 
$35.0 million for the Historically Black Colleges and Universities account. 'Ine 
COmfilittee wa~ also concerned about other environmental education opportunities 
in the RDT&E account. The SASC increased the Environmental Education 
Opportunities Program by $8.0 million over the budget req uest for fiscal year J 995, 
This increase wa~ to continue the Environmental Education Opportunities Program 
established pursuant to section 4451 of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
1994 and the National Defense Act for fiscal year 1993. The program provides 
scholarships for environmental training at the graduate and undergraduate level. 
The SASC continued to have concerns about the shortage of well-trained 
environmental professionals in DoD. This program provides the DoD with 
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qualified well-trained environmental professionals and gives assistance to 
individuals whose traditional defense orientedjobs were abolished as a result of the 
defense drawdown. [Ref. 206] 
The Authorization Conference Committee 
The Authorization Conference Committee considered both the HASC's 
and the SASC's recommended funding in its deliberation of the environmental 
technology budget request. 
(1) Army. The Authorization Conference Committee 
concurred with the HASC recommendation and funded $39.387 million for the 
Army's Environmental Quality Technology program. [Ref. 207] 
(2) Navy. The Navy's Environmental Qualily and Logistics 
Advanced Technologies request for S21.024 was fully funded by the Authorization 
Conference Committee. [Ref. 208] In addition, the Conference Committee 
concurred with the recommended funding of $52.901 million for the Navy's 
Environmental Protection account. The Additional Sl.8 million was earmarked for 
"plasma-electronic waste conversion." 
(3) Air Force. The Air Force's $22 .0 million received full 
funding at the budget request. The portions of this funding included $42.876 
million for PE 65856F - Environmental Compliance, $7.045 million for PE 602206F ­
Civil Engineering and Environmentalquality, and S16.2l6 million For PE 708054F­
Pollution Prevention. 
(4) Defense-wide Activities. The Authorization Conference 
Report agreed with the need for pilot demonstration projects for new technologies 
and methods for more effective and efficient environmental restoration. However, 
the Conference Committee funded the HASC's recommended S25.0 million vice the 
SASC's recommended $15.0 million for Innovative Environmental Technologies 
Certification. [Ref. 209] 
The Defense Authorization Conference Committee concurred 
with the HASC's recommendation for $111 .9 million for the Strategic 
Environmental Research Defense Program which equalled the budget request. The 
Conferees were pleased that the new executive director of the SERDP was now in 
place. The Committee also urged the new director and thp. director of the SERDP 
Council to bring into the SERDP program personnel from either inside DoD or 
outside to run this program. ''The Conferees also urged the Council to courdinate 
the SERDP program to demonstrate and test environmental technologies closely 
with the environmental technology program funded in the Office of the Deputy 
Under Secretary of Defense for Environmental Security." [Hef.210] 
The SEMATECH program was funded at the budget request 
of $90.0 million. However, the Conference report did not stipulate whether 10 
percent of the funding would be earmarked according to the HASC's directive for 
cnvironmentaUy conscious manufacturing techniques. 
The Authorization Conference Committee receded to the HASC 
funding of $25.0 million for Historically Black Colleges and Universities. [Ref. 2111 
2. The Appropriations Committee Recommendations 
TheAppropriations Committees considered the DoD initiatives foradvandng 
innovative technologies in curbing pollution and the advances the Services made 
in environmental technology. 
The House Appropriations Committee 
The HouseAppropriations Commillee recommended $331.812 million 
in environmental technology. 
(1) Army. The HAC increased the funding level to $40.0 
million for the Army's Environmental Quality Technology program. The increase 
to this account included a $0.5 million to the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane 
Division, $5 million to Jefferson Proving Ground for an unexploded urdnance 
project, $4.5 milJion for a jOint agriculture/DoD project, $5 million for the Facility 
Management and Monitoring System (FEMMS), $5.4 million for the Hawaii Small 
Business Development Center, and $1 million for Saltburg Remediation 
Technology. [Ref. 212] 
The HAC also increased the Weapons and Munitions 
Technology account by $\0.0 million, to $38.163 million. $4.0 million was to be 
provided for prove-outs of new advanced materials to include hlack powder 
substitutes. The Committee recommended $6.0 million to establish the National 
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Center for Life-cycle Environmental Technologies at the Army's Armament 
Research, Development, and Engineering Center (ARDEC), Pkatinney Arsenal. 
[Ref. 213] 
(2) Navy. Both the Navy's $6.1 million and the Marine Corps 
$1.0 million in the O&M account for environmental security were denied hy the 
HAC. The HAC did not comment on the denial. The Committee n~commended full 
funding of the Na..y'sEnvironmental Protection and theEnvironmental Qu.ality and 
Logistics Advanced Technologies account. 
(3) Air Force. The funding requests for Civil and 
Environmental Engineering Technology were increased to $13.5 million. The $5.0 
million increase was earmarked for spray casting as an alternative metalization 
process to conventional electroplating and other mineral finishing processing. [Ref. 
2141 The HAC recommended without alteration the requests for Environmental 
Compliance and Pollu.tion Prevention. [Ref. 215] 
(4) Defense-wide Activities. The Environmental Technolol,'Y 
Certifi<.:ation program, entitled Innovative Environmental Security Technology 
System::; by the HAC, received the recommended budget reqUl~st of $15.0 million. 
The HAC's budget recommendation earmarked funding for specific projects. The 
HAC recommended $18.0 million for the competitive, cost-shared near term 
Climate Change fuel Cell program. This program would ensure the cost·sharing 
methodology by the federal contribution of $1000 per KVv'. It would also require 
that the share of unit costs includes instalJation, that operation could not to exceed 
one third of the total cost, and that priority consideration given to power plants 
planned for 000 installations. [Ref. 216] 
The SEHDP funding reque::;t was cut by S15.0 miJJion hy the 
House Appropriations Committee. The HAC recommended that only $96.907 
million be appropriated to the SEHlJP. The HAC recommended the reduction 
hecause of the low obligation rates experienced by the SERDP program in fiscal 
year 1994. [Ref. 217] 
The SEMATECI I request for $90.0 million was approved by the 
HAC but, the environmental provision authorized hy the !-lASC was not mentioned. 
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h. The Senate Appropriations Commit(lJe 
The Senate Appropriations Committee weighed DoD environmental 
research and development cost saving initiatives and recommended $32lJ.OI2 
million in environmental technology. 
(1) Army. The SAC recommended an increase to the Army's 
Environmental Quality Technology program but only to $31 .287 million . This was 
$9.6 million less than the HAC's recommended funding increase. The Committee 
provided the $5.4 million increase for the Agribusiness Development Corporation 
in Hawaii The other two budget line items which comprised the Army's request 
were PE 601 102A - Defense Research Science, which was not fully runded, and PE 
6.'i801 -Defense Technical Information Center, which was fully funded. The former 
account received a recommended funding cut in the total line item, but this did not 
address the Army's environmental technology program. 
(2) Navy. The Navy's environmental technology request of 
$73.2 million was not fully funded. The Navy's O&M environmental technology 
request for $7.3 million, which included $1.0 million earmarked for the Marine 
Corps, was denied by the SAC, as noted in the cleanup discussion. The Navy also 
requested $61.4 million in the RDT&E account. In the RDT&E account, the Senate 
Appropriations Committee recommended funding only the budgeted request of 
$21.024 million for Environmental Quality Wld Logistics Advanced Technologies. 
However, in the Navy's Environmental Protection request for $51.101 million, the 
SAC recommended $48.801 million, The data did not specify whether the cuts 
were earmarked in the cleanup, pollution prevention, or environmental security 
programs which the Environmental Protection request supports . The Navy's DBOF 
request for $4.7 Million was not addressed hy the SAC. 
(3) Air Force. The SAC recommended the $22.0 million for 
the budget request. This included full recommended funding for Civi! and 
Environmental Engineering Technology, Environmental Compliance and Pollution 
Pre....ention . 
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(4) Defense-wide Activities. The Innovative Environmental 
Security Technology Systems received a S20.0 million increase above the S15.0 
milHon budgel request. The additional funding was for a Climate Change Fuel Cell 
Program, hiorcmediation technologies, a Natural Gas Liquefier Program, and a 
dcmom;tration of Terra-ViI hazardous waste treatment technology in the state of 
Hawaii. [Ref. 218] 
The SAC's recommendation forSERDP funding did not change 
from the budget request of $111.9 million. 
The SAC also approved the SEMATECH recommendation at 
the budget request but did not allude to the HASC's environmentally conscious 
manufacturing techniques. 
In other environmental RDT&E concerns, the SAC noted that 
not enough coordinated res earch was heing accomplished to identify alternatives 
to ozone depleting substances. The SAC observed that the Services would spend 
approximately $75,0 million in fiscal year 1995 to identify alternatives for ozone 
depleting substances. The Committee did not believe that a coordinated 
development plan existed. Therefore, the Committee directed the Deputy Under 
Secretary of Defense for Environmental Security to prepare a detailed report, not 
later than May 1, 1995 on all 000 investments to develop alternative to ozone 
depleting substances. 
The SAC also supported increased funding for environmental 
education programs. These included increasing the Historically Blucl~ Colleges and 
Universities account to $25.0 million and earmarking $8.0 million in Defense 
Research Sciences for the Environmental Education Opportunities Program. 
The Appropnation!; Conference Committee 
The Appropriations Conference Committee weighed the HAC's and 
SAC's funding recommendations in the $278.3 million request for environmental 
technology. 
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(l) Army. The Appropriations Conference Committee 
increased the funding for the Army's $65.0 million request. The Committee 
increased funding of the Army's Environmental Quality Technology program to 
$40.954 million. The increase to this account included $0.167 million to the Naval 
Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division, $5 million to Jefferson Proving Ground 
for an unexploded ordnance project, $4.5 million for a joint AgriculturclDoD 
project, $5 million for the Facility Management and Monitoring System (FEMMS). 
$5.4 million for the Hawaii Small Business Development Center, and $1 million for 
Saltburg Remediation Technology. [Ref. 219] 
The Defense Research Science account received increased 
funding with $10.0 million earmarked for environmental technology. [Ref. 220J 
The data did not indicate the total Army's environmental technology funding. 
(2) Navy. The Appropriations Conference Committee 
concurred with the HAC and funded $23.024 for the Navy's Environmental Quality 
and Logistics Advanced Technologies. However, the Appropriations Conference 
Committee curtailed the Navy's Environmental Protection request for $51.101. The 
SAC recommended $48.801 million and the HAC recommended funding the budget 
request. The Appropriations Conference Committee concurred with the SAC's 
recommendation. The cut in funding was earmarked against the Navy'S RDT&E 
ordnance reclamation and plasma electric waste converter programs. The 
Appropriations Conference Committee also encouraged the Navy to work with the 
Battery Metrics Lab in Portland, Oregon on new innovations to address battery life 
and disposal. [Ref. 221 J 
(3) Air Force. The Air Forces requested funding of $22.0 
million for its environmental technology account was reduced in the Conference 
Committee to $21.455 million. The Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Technology was reduced in funding to $6.5 million. This reduction concurred with 
the HAC's request. The Committee did not explain this reduction in the Conference 
Report. The requests for Environmental Compliance andPoHution Prevention were 
funded at the budget request. [Ref. 222] 
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(4) Defense-wide Activities. The Appropriations Conference 
Committee concurred with the SAC's recommendation and funded a total of $44.5 
rnilljon for Innovative Environmental Security Technology Systems to include the 
$18.0 milJjon earmarked for the Climate Change Fuel Cell Program, $4.0 million 
for Bioremediation, $3,5 million for Terra-Vit, $3.5 million for the Natural gas 
liquefier project, and $5.0 million for the Navy's Plasma energy waste disposal 
system. [Ref. 22::11 
The SERDP did not receive favorable funding in the 
Appropriations Conference Committee. The original budget request for $111.9 
million was slashed to $61.907 million. The significance of this decline is not 
discussed in th!~ Appropriation's Conference Committee Report. However, the 
discussion by the HAC givl~s poss ible insight into the reason for this .$50 million 
reduction . The HAC noted that the SERDP had not been able to obligate all its 
funding in past fiscal years. [Ref. 224] 
The Committee did agree to fund $25.0 million for the 
Historical Dlack Colleges and Universities program. The Appropriations 
Conference Committee a lso cited this initiative for environmental education and 
recommended the increase of $10.0 million to match the Authorization Conference 
Committee's recommendation. [Ref. 225] There was no mention of the $8.0 million 
for other environmental scholarship programs. 
The Appropriations Conference Committee also mentioned 
environmental progress under the Army's Weapons and Munitions - Engineering 
Development account The Committee 'encouraged the lJepartmlmt of the Army to 
utilize the capabilities of the Armament Research, Development, and Engineering 
Center (ARDEC), Picatinney Arsenal, New Jersey in the development of life-cycle 
environmental technologies for use in the production of Army weapon systems." 
[Ref. 226] 
F. MllJ'TARY CONSTRUcnON 
The Military Construction (MILCON) account is critical for improving the 
readiness of the DoD's military missions by upgrading military bases and facilities 
to comply with existing environmentallaws and regulations. The budget request 
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for environmental programs funded in the MILCON account fiscal year 1995 was 
"$5.0 billion for construction, including Base Realignment and Closure and family 
housing new construction and improvements; $2.8 billion for family housing 
operations, maintenance and leasing; and $1.8 billion for BRAe activities, ofwhich 
$0.5 billion was for environmental cleanup and compliance, and $1..1 biUion was 
for other BRAe efforts. Land sales revenue from the BRAe account offsets the 
DoD's total request of $8.4 billion," [Ref. 227] Based on a directive in the National 
DefcnseAuthorization Act of 1994, the Services used the Priority Investment Model 
to structure their funding requirements for Military Construction projects. 
1. Army Military Construction 
The fiscal year 1995 Army Military Construction request included S10.7 
million for three environmental compliance programs. These projects included $5.2 
million for water tanks and S1.2 million for a fuel containment facilities upgrade 
for an above-ground storage tank at Kwajalein Atoll. These two projects would 
satisfy the Compact of Free Association between the United States and the 
Marshall Islands. The third compliance construction project is a $4.3 million 
sewage treatment plant at Camp Bullis, Texas. [Ref. 228] 
2. Navy Military Constructioo 
The Navy requested $320.0 million for military construction projects under 
the Priority Investment ModeL The Navy's budget for construction projects was 
approximately 27 percent for environmental safety and compliance, 33 percent for 
quality of life, 24 percent for mission support, and about 15 to 16 percent for 
planning and design. [Ref. 229] 
In testimony by Rear Admiral Jack E. Buffington, the Navy requested $85.0 
million for 17 environmental compliance projects. The $85.0 million request for 
environmental and safety compliance construction or upgrade projects included 
sanitary and waste water treatment facilities; an oil spill prevention facility; fuel 
storage facility; a hazardous/flammable storagc facility; an abrasive blast facility; 
and a fire fighting facility. [Rcf.230] In a statement by Cheryl Kandaras, Principal 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environment, Department of the Navy, the 
environmental construction budget request was $77.8 million, specified for 13 
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projects to include the Marine MILCON requests. [Ref. 2311 The Office of the 
Deputy UnderSecretary for Environmental Security lists the Navy's environmental 
MILCON request at $77.8 million, which is the figure used in this analysis. [Ref. 
232] 
The Navy"s MILCON project requests were planned to avoid environmental 
compliance fines and remedy Class r violations. Class J violations apply to 
installations already in violation offederai, slate, or local laws. The Marines Corps 
also requested two environmental construction projects at Camp Lejeune for oil 
spill prevention and at Quantico, Virginia to replace a sewage treatment plant 
induded in the environmental compliance projects. The Navy believes that it must 
fund the most urgent mission support and quality of life projects on equal priority 
with environmental compliance projects. 
The potential problems expressed by General Reinke, in congressional 
testimonyreferringtothe Marine Corps, can also be applied Defense·wide, i.e., that 
environmental compliance will continue to dominate the MILCON program in the 
coming years. 
Our utilities infrastructure is approximately 40 years 
old. This aging infrastructure, along with stringent 
environmental compliance requirements, will cause 
expenses to continue to take a large portion of the 
Marine Corps MILCON program and ultimately cause 
a backlog for mission support and qua[Hy of life 
projects to increase. [Ref. 23:3j 
3. Air Force Environmental Mn.cON 
rhe Air Force requested $105.3 million for 42 environmental construction 
projects. These projccts include waste water and storm water collection and 
treatment facilities (19 projects at $52.0 million), underground fuel storage tanks 
(II projects at $30.6 million), fire training facilities (5 projects at $7.4 million), fuel 
dispensing systems (2 projects at $6.2 million), emission control facilities (2 
projects at $4.6 million), and hazardous waste material storage treatment facilities 
(3 projects at $4.6 million). [Rcf.234] These programs were requested to satisfy 
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the compJjance deadlines within five years and to comply with the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act. 
The Air forces's environmental compliance request represents 30 percent 
of the total MILCON budget. Of that 30 percent for environmental compliance 
construction, the Air Force's Active. Guard, and Reserve installations receive 20 
percent, 55 percent, and 25 percent respectively. [Ref. 235] 
4. The Authorization Committee Recommendations 
The Authorization Committees considered the SCIVices MILCON budget 
requests in the fiscal year 1995 budget recommendation. Several of these Military 
Construction projects were earmarked to compLy with environmental legislation 
and prevent further environmental problems. 
The House Anned Services Committee 
The HASC recommended no change to the Services' environmental 
MILCON budget request. In its review of the MTLCON request, the HASC noted 
the problems that base commanders face in order to satisfy environmental 
compliance issues on military installations. The HASC's recommendations were 
discussed in section B. 
h. The Senate Anncd Services Committee 
The SASC's recommendation forthe environmental MTLCON budget 
also received full funding for all the Services at the budget request. 
The A uthorizatioD Conference Committee 
The HASC and SASC recommended no change to the Service's 
budget request. Subsequently, the Authorization Conference Committee approved 
these projects without change to the budget request. [Ref. 236] 
5. The Appropriations Committee Recommendation 
The Appropriations Committees contemplated the pressing environmental 
compliance needs of the Setvices' military construction projects requests in their 
funding recommendations. 
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The House Military Construction Suhcommi~(J 
The House Military Construction Subcommittee strongly objected to 
the Administration's fiscal year 1995 MILCONhudget request. TheSubcommittee's 
displeasure revolved around the size of the Administration's MILCON budget 
request. The Subcommittee believed the request was too low and was $1.6 billion 
under the previous year's appropriation. This 45 percent reduction was thought to 
have caused a backlog in other areas of military construction. 
Of the $2.0 billion requested for Military Construction, 
$481.0 million or 25 percent is for environmental 
compliance and chemical weapons demilitarization. 
\Vhile the Committee supports environmental 
compliance and chemical weapons demilitarization 
programs, many readiness, revitalization and quality of 
life projects have been deferred. [Ref. 237] 
h. The Senate Milit;llY ConJilruetion Suhcommittee 
The Anny and Navy environmental MILCON projects were approved 
without change to the budget request. The Navy's MILCON construction request 
for compliance projects illustrates the SAC's concern in funding contradictions in 
the compliance account, discussed in section B. The SAC questioned the validity 
of thc compliance budget request which included the MTLCON environmental 
compliance projects. The SAC recommended flill funding of the Air Force's 
MJLCON requests. 
The MiHtary Construction Appropriations Conference 
Committee 
Based on pressing needs to get the Services' military construction 
projects started to avoid potential fines, the Military Construction Appropriations 
Conference Committee recommended full financing at the budget request. 
6. Base Realignment and Closure 
The funding request for Base Closure Account Part I in support of the 1988 
Commission's recommendation was 87.6 million, $398.7 million for tbe BRAC IT in 
backing the 1991 Commission's recommendations, and $2,189.858 million for the 
BRAC III in support of the 1993 Commission's recommendation. These n~quests 
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include the Services' Base Realignment and Closure financing requirements for 
Imvironmental projects. The environmental portion of BRAe 1was $66.8 million, 
all earmarked for Army projects. The environmental request for BRAe II was 
$13f!.7 million. The BRAe lJ environmental restoration projects requests were 
$43.2 million for the Army and $95.5 million for the Navy. The environmental 
request for RRAC III totaled $302.7 million. The BRAe III service requests for 
environmental restoration projects were $11.3 million for the Army, $178.7 million 
for the Navy, $107.4 million for the Air Force, and $5.3 million for the Defense 
Agencies. [Ref. 238J 
For the BRAe environmental projects outside the continental United Stales, 
the Services must comply with Executive Order 12 114, which reflects the U.S. 
Government's policy on environmental actions overseas. The goal is to leave a 
good environmental footprint when overseas bases are closed. However, 
environmental cleanup plans overseas will not be executed solely for haseturnover. 
The current overseas hase practices include preventive environmental measures. 
Preventive measures include the monitoring and cleanup of toxic and hazardous 
wastes as a continual activity at these installations. [Ref. 239] 
Tbe ArmyBRA.c 
The Army's BRAC I mission was to close 77 installations, including 
53 stand-alone housing sites. The BRAe I process has successfully closed over 69 
sites. The Army also has completed all its environmental analysis of the remaining 
sites and will complete its BRAe I process by September 30, 1995, as required by 
law. [Ref. 2401 
To date, the Army has invested roughly $458.218 million in support 
of environmental restoration or compliance projects. The Army anticipates 
expending over $734.3 million in environmental related programs in support of all 
three BRAes. [Ref. 2411 
Currently, the Army's BRAe I environmental spending totaled 
$399.918 million from fiscal years 1989 through 1995; BRAe JI environmental 
spending totaled $43.2 million from fi.;;cal years 1992 through 1995; and BRAe III 
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environmental costs totaled $15.1 million from fiscal years 1993 through 1995. 
[Ref. 2421 
h. The Navy BRAC 
The Navy requested S95.5 million for the BRAe II and $178.7 million 
for BRAe HI in the fiscal year 1995 budget. The total Navy expenditures on all 
BRAe environmental activities, to include the fiscal year 1995 budget request 
would be $1.430.6 million. The total spending breakdown for environmental 
restoration was S48.2 million. $546.3 million , and $836.1 million for the BRAe I, 
the BRAC Il, and the BRAC 1II accounts . [Ref. 243] 
The AirForce BRAC 
The Air Force requested S107.4 million only forthe BRAe III account. 
The Air Force concluded a net costs and savings anaLysis of the $2.6 billion it has 
received to close or realign 27 hases through all three of the BRAe prog rams. The 
study found that if they excluded the environmental cleanup costs over the G-year 
period, the Air Force received a total savings of $5.5 billion, for a net savings 
during that period of $2.9 billion. The study also found that when the 
environmental restoration costs were included, the BRAe total cost would increase 
to $4.3 billion. However. the total cost savings remains around S5.5 billion but the 
nct savings drops to $1.1 billion. [Ref. 244] 
The Air Force will spend a total of $1,783. 1 million on all three 
BRAes for environmental cleanup In fiscal year 1995. Thc total spending 
breakdown for environmental restoration was $353.8 million. $589.1 million, and 
$840. 2 million for the BRAC I, the BRAe II, and the BRAe III accounts. [Ref. 245] 
7. The Authorization Committee Recommendation 
The Authorization Committee contemplated the potential cost savings in 
closing or realigning non-mission critical military installations when it considered 
the HRAC request. 
The House Armed Services Commitwe 
The HASC recommended no change to the Services' budget request 
for BRAC projects. The Committee noted that DoD's goal was to reduce domestic 
plant replacement value by 30 percent. The first three rounds of Base Closures 
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have produced a IG percent reduction. Therefore, the remaining 15 percent must 
be achieved by the BRAC 1995 round. furthermore, the HASC noted that 000 
must reach this 30 percent reduction )!;oal because of the long tcrm savings it must 
achievc which it can dcvote to readiness and other national security requirements. 
[Ref. 216] 
h. The Senate Armed Senfices Committee 
The SAse also recommended no change to the Services' budget 
rcquest for BRAC projects. The Committee specified that it would continue to 
carefully monitor the justification for both the construction projects funded within 
these accounts, and other cost clements of the accounts. [Ref. 247] 
The Autborization Conference Committee 
The HASC and SASC recommended no change to the budget request, 
nor did either specify the earmarking of environmental funding. In the 
Authorization Conference Committee the BRAe funding for all three accounts was 
approved without change to the budget request. [Ref. 2·18] 
8. The Appropriations Committee Recommendation 
fhe Appropriations process also considered the cost savings from closing 
military facilities in its recommendation for the budget request. 
The House Milit.'l1y COD.';truetion Subcommittee 
The SubCommittee recommended full funding of the budget request 
for all three BRACI) without earmarking environmental funding. Also, the 
Subcommittee recognized that there are complexities in realigning and closing 
bases and providing for environmental restoration. Therefore, it allowed the Office 
of the Secretary of Defense to monitor program execution and provide flexibility 
to redistribute unobligated balances as appropriate to avoid delays and to effect 
timely execution of realignment and closures along with environmental restoration. 
[Ref. 249] 
fhe House Subcommittee on Military Construction remained 
concerned with the Navy·s continued refusal to provide proper funding for 
environmental cleanup at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. The Committee gave 
the Navy a suspense to submit a report by September 1, 1994 on the disposition of 
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its original request. [Ref. 250] Interestingly, both Authorization and 
Appropriations Conference Committees funded continuing construction projects for 
the Philadelphia Naval Ship Yard, even though the Navy did not request funding 
for these projects. 
The additional dollars for these projects were appropriated as part of a 
general increase to the Navy's Construction budget. 
b. The SCllate Milit..-llY Construction Subcommittee 
The Senate also approved the full budget request for BRAe 
environmental projects. However, the subcommillcc remained deeply concerned 
with DoD's continued underfunding for the environmental restoration of thc 
Philadelphia Naval Ship Yard. The subcommittee cited the failure of DoD to 
respond with an explanation as to why this underfunding of environmental cleanup 
continues. In the Military Construction Bill for fiscal year 1995. "The Committee 
finds this lack of response to the direction of the statement of the managers on the 
fiscal year 1994 Military Construction Conference Report totally unacceptable and 
directs the Navy to provide the mandated report not later than September 30, 
1994.' [Ref. 25 1] 
The Military Construction Appropriations Conference 
Committee 
The Conference Committee recommended $518.0 million in the BRAe 
account. This was a $10.0 million increase to the budget request. The additional 
funding data for the BHAC account by Service was not available. [Ref. 252] 
]-]owever, the funding was most likely earmarked for the environmental restoration 
of the Philadelphia Naval Ship Yard cited in both the HAC's and SAC's 
Appropriations Reports. The Military Construction Conference Committee report 
concluded by directing the DoD to include justification for base realignment and 
closure in a single consolidated state list of military construction and family 




The DoD environmental budget request at $5,667.5 million for fiscal year 
1995 was reduced considerably in the congressional budget process. The total 
environmental Appropriations for fiscal year 1995 were approximately $5,373.9 
million. The delta between budget request and total Defcn~e Appropriations for 
environmental security program for fiscal year 1995 was $293.6 million. Even with 
this reduction, however, this was a $95.3 million increase over the fiscal year 1994 
Defense Appropriations bill, including the 1994 budget reces~ions. 
Figure 15 portrays the DoD environmental security pillars as a percent of the 
total Department of Defense environmental budget for fiscal year 1995. 
!O8 




Figure 15. Source: Office of the Under Secretary of Defense For 
Environmental Security, "Environmental Program Spending Within the 
Defense Budget." Washington , D.C., September 1994. 
The programs that continue to grow are the Conservation, Pollution 
Prevention, and the BRAe accounts. Surprisingly, the technology pillar was not 
funded at the request level. The prohlem is that these technologies require time 
and money to develop, as a result of which the SERDP has had difficulty obligating 
its appropriations in the allotted time. The summary below illustrates the budget 
request in millions of dollars, with the results of the Authorization, and 
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Appropriations recommendations for the fiscal year 1995 DoD environmental 
security budget. The Appropriations environmental technology RDT&E figure was 
derived by taking the DoD Environmental Security Office total less the SERDP 
Appropriations. 
PILLAR 	 BUDGET AUTHORIZATION APPROPRIATIONS 
REQUEST 
CLEANUP 2,180.0 2,030.2 1,780.2 
COMPLIANCE 2,182.3 2,182.3 2,082.3 
CONSERVATION 106.1 148.1 




ENVIRONMENTAL 298.8 308.9 290.9 
TECHNOLOGY 
- RDT&E 160.2 196.7 229.0 
- SERDP 111.9 111.9 61.9 
BRAC 508.2 508.2 ti18.2 
TOTAL 5,668.0 5,527.6 5,203.8 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
SPENDING 
The next chapter will review two congressional provisions concerning the 
"greening' of the acquisition process and what 000 has done to consider 
environmental issues in the acquisition process. 
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V. 	 CONGRESS, THE ENVIRONMENT, AND 11\1PUCATIONS FOR 
ACQLlISITION 
This chapter will explore the two questions posed in Chapter 1. First, what 
arc the environmentaL implications for tllP acquisition of future weapon systems? 
Second, what has DoD done in tailoring its acquisition policies 10 consider 
environmental consequences in the life-cycle of weapon systems? The answers to 
these question::; are found in the DeI'eme Authorization Act for fiscaL year 1995, 
Administration Executive Orders, and DoD initiatives. The increased awareness 
of the unique balance between the environment and the Department of Defense has 
resulted in new methods of preventing environmental problems in the future 
A. CONGRESSIONAL ENVlRONMENTALACQUISmON PROVISIONS 
rhe defense environmental budget has grown substantially since fiscal year 
1984. On an average, the spending for environmental cleanup has increased 2~ 
percent each year, while the budgets for military weapons have decreased by about 
7 percent each year. [Ref. 253J Past 000 environmental budgets focused on 
correcting former environmental problems, not on proactive measures for curtailing 
or preventing pollution. The renewed empha~i~ on aggressive environmental 
management for the 000 resulted from positive leadership, congressional 
oversight, and realization that environmental problems will not go away. The 
Defense environmental budget repre~ents a relatively small portion of the total 
Defense budget, roughly 2 percent from fj~cal years 1994 through 1995. lIowcvcr, 
cnvironmental ~pcnding has continued to grow while the overall defense budget 
has decreased. In the past thrce ycars, compliance, pollution prevcntion, and 
conservation programs have also increased in importance. The growth of these 
programs has been fueled by congressional mandates and oversight of 000 
environmental activities. 
The Dcpartmcnt ofDcfcnse Inspector Gcneral (DoDIG) Audit Report No. 94· 
020A was the harbinger for renewed congressional interest in the Environmental 
Consequences Analysis of Military Acquisition Programs. In December 1993, the 
DoDIG issued an Audit Rcport addressing the cffectiveness of 000 environmcntal 
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life-cycle costing in major defense acquisition programs. "The report culminated 
with an audit that evaluated nine major acquisition programs - two Army. five 
Navy, and two Air Force _ and covered the period June 1992 to April 1993. There 
were three major findings which emerged from this audit: 
Environmental oversight was not fully effective. 
There was a failure to assess programmatic environmental trade-offs 
when conducting Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analyses. 
An accurate estimate for environmental clean-up and remediation 
liabilities at Defense contractors had not been fully developed," [Ref. 
254] 
The DoDIG report spurred action in the DoD environmental and acquisition 
communities. The report emphasized that environmental concerns and issues need 
to be fully integrated into the acquisition decision making process. In response to 
this report, acquisition planneN; have been working to clarify the procedures 
involved, better define the requirements concerned. and develop responsive courses 
of action. [Ref. 255] As a result, the fi<;cal year 1995 Defense budget contains two 
environmental provisions which impact on how DoD estimates environmental 
considerations in future acquisitions. 
1. 	 Environmental Consequences Analysis of Major Defense Acquisition 
Programs 
The Environmental Consequences Analysis of Major Defense Acquisition 
Programs Act, proposed hythe HASC, was a major outcome of the fiscal year 1995 
Defense Authorization Bill. Major Defense Acquisition programs are defined as 
Acquisition Category (ACT) 1. ACT I programs are acquisition programs that meet 
specifiC requirements of $300.0 million in RDT&E and/or $1.8 billion in 
procurement funding. The decision authority for At.i I programs is the Secretary 
of Defense or hL<; designate. At every Milestone the Defense Acquisition Board 
(DAB) reviews the programs' progress prior to movement up the acquisition matrix. 
Congress stipulated that before April 1, 1995, the Secretary of Defense 
(SECDEF) shall issue guidance to apply uniformly throughout 000. The first 
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re4uirement was achieving the purpo~e and intent of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) e~tablished in 1969, for major defense acquisition programs. 
SpeciFically, there were three areas on which the SECDEF mu~t concentrate DoD's 
efforts regarding the NEPA: (I) To initiate compliance efforts prior to acquisition 
development. (2) Appropriate environmental impact analysis be completed in 
support of each milestone decision. (3) Proper accounting for all direct, indirect, 
and cumulative environmental effects before proceeding toward system production. 
[Hef.256] 
The second major area for consideration regarded analyzing the life-cycle 
environmental costs for such Major Defense Acquisition Programs. "The areas of 
consideration include the materials to be used, the mode of operations and 
maintenance, requirements for demilitarization, and methods of disposal, after 
consideration of aU pollution prevention opportunities and in the light of all 
environmental mitigation measures to which the department expressly commits.' 
[Ref. 257] 
finally, the SECDEf was directed to establish and maintain a data base for 
documents prepared by 000 in complying with the NEPA. ''These records relating 
to major defense acquisition programs shall be maintained in the data base for 5 
years after commencement of low-rate initial production of the program." [Ref. 
258] 
Acquisition professionals now need to become more environmentally aware 
of all the business aspects of the acquisition system. They must weigh the 
environmental costs associated not only of the material~ and components being 
assembled, but also what environmental consequences the disposal of those 
materials will have on future weapon system procurement. Managers must 
evaluate not only the environmental con~e4uences of their decisions, but those of 
their predecessors at each Milestone decision of the systems liJe-cycle . 
This congressional environmental initiative places greater accountability on 
Program Managers to insure that the program they manage conforms to the 
E nviro nmental ConsequencesAnalysis ofMajor DefenseAcq u isition Programs Act. 
The Act will also create a large data base of environmental costs that can be 
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directly linked to the procurement program. The law will also reveal the true cost 
of weapon system. In an age of shrinking Defense budgets, the Environmental 
Consequences Analysis of Major Defense Acquisition Programs will result in 
significant, if not challenging, prohlems in collecting and validating life-cycle 
environmental costs. Furthermore, Government contractors will also be directly 
accountable for the environmental costs associated with materials used in the 
development and production of the weapon systems program and face signuicant 
challenges accounting for the direct and indirect environmental costs associated 
with developing weapon systems. 
2. Environmental Education aDd Training Programs 
Environmental decisions have implications not only in the acquisition 
process, but in all facets of DoD activities. The House Armed Services Committee 
Authorization Act contained provisions directing the Secretary of Defense to 
establisb and conduct environmental education and training programs formembers 
of the military services and civilian employees of 000. Th e SenateArmf~d Services 
CommilleeAuthorization Bill contained no similar provisions. The SASC preferred 
that tbe SECDEF identify military facilities with existing environmental training 
and expf~rtise, or the ability to develop such expertise, and encourage this type of 
training. [Ref. 259] 
The Authorization Conference Committee directed the SECDEF to establish 
and conduct an education and training program for members of DoD. The 
SECDEF was required to conduct these programs to ensure that all members of 
DoD were skilled and knowledgeable in existing environmental laws and 
regulation. [Ref. 260] The foundation for this education process currently exists 
for the acquisition profession at military schools like tbe Naval Postgraduate 
School, the Army's Material Acquisition Management Course and the Air Force 
Institute of Technology, as well as other educational institutions. 
B. ENVIRONMENTAL lAWS, EXECtnlVE ORDERS AND ACQUISmON 
There arc numerous laws affecting the acquisition process. Many of these 
environmental laws and regulations were discussed in Chapter II. Environmental 
regulations fall into two categories, either procedura l or substantive. Procedural 
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Jaws, like the NEPA, establish a process for compliance. Penalties for 
noncompliance of procedural regulations result in program delays. Substantive 
laws sct thresholds for pollution discharges. The Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, Clean Air Act, and Clean Water Act are examples of substantive 
laws. Failure to adhere to these laws can result in fines, prison sentences, and 
interrupted or stopped work for acquisition projects. [ReI. 261 ] 
To avoid delays, unfavorable public relations, and to avert criminailiability, 
several environmentally related events and initiatives are being implemented for 
the acquisition process, The first concerns the overall effort to review and reform 
the 000 acquisition process. The other events are the environmental implications 
of Executive Order 12856, Executive Order 12873, and other initiatives that will 
directly assist DoD in complying with the Environmental Consequences Analysis 
of Major Defense Acquisition Program guidance. 
1. Seclioo ROO Report. 
A DoD advisory panel on streamlining and codifying AcquiSition laws 
(Section 800 Report) convened to determine if the number of statutes on 
environmental protection represented an unusual burden upon DoD or its 
contractors. They determined that ~ome laws, such as the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act (10 U.S.C. Section 7528), were primarily intended to correct specific 
defense policies. The advisory panel narrowed its research to three statues for in· 
depth review. These statutes were the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. Subsection 
1368), the Clean Air Act (42 U.S .c. Subsection 7606), and the Resources Recovery 
and Conservation Act (RCRA, 42 U.S.C. Subsection 69fi2). 
The panel believes that all three laws clearly affp.ct 
Government procuremp.nt, eithp.r hy reqlliringcontracts 
to contain implementing clauses or, in the case of 
RCRA, by directing agencies to estahlish "affirmative 
procurement programs." However, none of these laws 
contain provisions which appear to be unreasonable or 
to have an unusual impact upon defense-related firms. 
[Ref. 2621 
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2. Exccutive Ordcr 12856. 
Executive Order 12856 was signed by President Clinton on August 3.1993. 
It is a consolidation of the federal Compliance with Right·to.know Laws and 
Pollution Prevention requirements. The primary purpose of these two laws was to 
insure reporting of the release of toxic chemicals into the environment. However, 
the goals of Executive Order 12856 are broader than just notification of the release 
of toxic chemicals into the environment. It requires all federa l agencies to 
establish toxic pollutant reduction goals in two critical areas : Toxic Chemical 
Reduction and Acquisition and Procurement. 
Specifically, the provisions in Subsection 3·303Acqulsition and Procurement 
goals establish six tasks for the Department of Defense to accomplish: 
Establish a plan and goals for eliminating or reducing the 
unnecc!;!;ary acquisition of products containing extremely hazardous 
substances or toxic chemicals. 
Establish a plan and goals for reducing its own manufactuling, 
processing and use of extremely hazardous substances and toxic 
chemicals. 
Review standardized document, including specifications and 
standards, to identify opportunities to eliminate or reduce the use of 
extremely hazardous substances and toxic chemicals. 
Make aU appropriate revision!; to the ~pedfications and ~tandards. 
Make revisions to the Federal Acquisition Regulation necessary to 
implement Executive Order 12856. 
Develop and tes t innovative pollution prevention technologies." [Ref. 
26·'31 
The Acquisition community needs to change its former procurement 
strategies to achieve reductions in the acquisition of toxic substances. These 
changes will affect the way the 000 procures, uses, and manufactures weapon 
systems. It will al~o affect the systems maintenance plans, the comprehensive 
logistic strategics to support the system, and other processes in 000 facilities. 
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Reducing these pollutants will have a ;;ignificant impact on the acquisition 
proce~s. It will affect the way Dod procures future weapon sys tems by reducing 
the use of toxins and poUutants at the source, not by recycling, remediation, or 
disposal. [Ref.264] This Executive Order is critical in complying with the fiscal 
year 1995 guidance on analysis of liie.cycle environmental cos ting for major 
weapon systems programs. 
Executive Order 12856 must be complied with by 1995. Hevisions to 
Specifications and Standards documents must be made by 1999. Federal agencies 
arc also required to develop a written strategy to eliminate or minimize acquisition 
of hazardous or toxic chemicab and to develop a strategy 10 meet a goal of 5U 
percent reduction by 1999. DoD intends to exceed the 50 percent reduction of 
pollution which was started in baseline year 1994. The 000 goal is to operate at 
the lowest possible level of pollution consistent with the security and defense of the 
nation. The 000 expects [0 fully implement the Executive Order and, by the end 
of fiscal year 1995, complete pollution prevention plans for each of its domestic 
installations. [Ref. 265] 
3. Executive Order 12873. 
Executive Order 12873 integrated the Federal Acquisition, Rp.cycling, and 
\Vaste Prevention Programs and required, among other things, the development 
and implementation of affirmative procurement programs for certain items 
including recycled paper, re-refined lubricating oil, and other products made wit h 
recycled materials. DoD established a ta~k force comprised of senior memhers of 
the acquisition. procurement and environmental communities to evaluate how this 
Order will be imp lemented through the broad range of the Department';; activities. 
[Ref. 2661 
C. DOD ENVIRONMENTAL ACHlEVEMENTS 
A "greener"acquisition philosophy began after issuance of DoDIG Report 93­
INS-06, Hazardous Waste Minimiz ation. According to the Decemher 1992 report, 
"eighty percent of the Department's hazardous waste generation is the direct result 
ofweapon system production, maintenance, and demilitarization of disposal." [Ref. 
267] Therefore, the Secretary of Defense created the Deputy Under Secretary of 
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Defense for Environmental Security (DUSD (E5)) who reports dircctlytothe Under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology (USD (A&1)). 
The DoDIG Audits, coupled with other 000 internal environmental reviews 
of the acquisition process, have revealed deficiencies in the system as well as 
positive initiatives to remedy these shortfalls. 
1. Environmental Content of Life.cyc1e Cost Estimates 
The Office of the Secretary of Defense circulated a working paper 
concerning the environmental costs in acquisition programs on September 7, 1993. 
The working paper, prepared for the Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CATG), 
reviewed current environmental costs in life-cycle cost estimates. The CAIG report 
cited passages from 11 Department of Defense documents which referenced 
environmental requirements in acquisition. These documents discussed a ~ingle 
facet of environmentallife-cycJe costing or other environmental con~ideralions in 
the procurement process. The report found extensive requirements already exist 
in these acqui~ition directives for documenting environmental impacts and 
recognizing their associated costs. However, the report stated that this "topic was 
treated piecemeal, one document at a time; the result is something more like a 
patchwork quilt than a finely woven tapestry." [Ref. 268J 
2. Curtailment of Military Specifications and Standards 
The Secretary of Defense issued a memorandum to all 000 agency heads 
in June 1994, entitled Specification and Standards - A New Way o(Doing Business. 
The memorandum was issued in response to Executive Order 12856. It centered 
on rethinking the unnecessary reliance on military specifications (MILSPECS) and 
standards when commercial industrial specifications were satisfactory. The report 
specified that performance specifications would be used for purchasing new 
systems, major modifications, upgrddes to current systems, and non-developmental 
and commercial items. If the system required military specifications for military 
unique applications, the SECDEF's Memorandum specified that: 
Program Managers shall use management and 
manufact\lIing specifications and standards for 
guidance only. The Under Secretary of Defense 
lIS 
(Acquisition and Technology) shall develop a plan for 
canceling these specifications and standards, 
inactivating thcm from designs, transferring thc 
specifications and standards to non-government 
standards, converting them to performance 
specifications, or justifying their rctention as military 
specification standards, [Ref. 269] 
furthermore , the SEeDEF cited the need for cultural changes to challenge 
acquisition requirements, enhanccd pollution controls, and education and training 
programs in the memorandum. ~rhe secretaries of the Military Departments and 
the Directors of the Defense Agencies shall establish and execute an aggressive 
program to identify and eliminate toxic pollutants procured ur generated through 
the use of specifications and standards," [Ref, 270J 
:t National Aerospace Standard 411 
[n March 1994, 000 adopted the National Aerospace Standard (NAS) 411 
Hazardous Materials Management Program as a department-wide policy. The 
NAS-411 was created by the Aerospace rndustries Association as an industry 
standard to be applied to the acquisition of Government weapon systems, The 
standard represents a comprehensive attempt to curtail the production of 
hazardous materials in the manufacturing process, NAS-411 provides a flexible, 
systematic process for managing hazardous materials in the acquisition and life 
cycle of a system and will help reduce hazardous materials usage and the 
generation of pollutants, not only during the manufacturing, but during the 
operations and maintenance of the system over its approximately 3D-year life, The 
standard emphasizes eliminating or reducing hazardous materials early in the 
design process and in the entire systems production, If the use of hazardous 
materials is necessary or unavoidable in the acquisition process the standard assists 
in specifying the proper control measures for these substances, [Ref, 271 J 
Commercial industry has been a pro-active partner with DoD in working on 
ways to comply with the challenges of environmental regulations, NAS-411 
provides a uniform method forthe Government contractortu identify all hazardous 
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materials and to manage, minimize, and eliminate them wherever possible. A 
critical element of NAS·411 is the contractor progress reports addressing: 
Lists of hazardous materials the contractor must use because of 
military specifications and standards; 
Lists of hazardous materials the contractor must use because no 
alternative technology exists to meet performance requirements; and 
Trade·off analyses to determine alternatives which will decrease 
environmental liabilities and decrease costs. [Ref. 2721 
The DoD is now working closely with the Services and industry to implement NAS· 
411 into the acquisition process. 
4. National Defense Center for Environmenlal ExceUencc 
In 1994, DoD tested and demonstrated at least seven new pollution 
prevention technologies at the National Defense Center for Environmental 
Excellence (NDCEE) in Johnston, Pennsylvania. [Ref. 273] DoD is using NDCEE 
to review all standardized documents that require the use toxic chemicals and 
hazardous substances and to establish an environmental data base. Established by 
Congress in 1990, the NDCEE mission is focused on identifying and implementing 
environmentally acceptable solutions for virtually the entire array of industrial 
operations associated with acquisition. The NDCEE tests and develops pollution 
prevention technologies for usc at industrial facilities. The Services provided by 
the NCDEE include Baseline Surveys, Technical Demonstration, Technology, and 
Information Services. The Center ic; currently working on ozone-depleting 
chemicals, volatile organic compound emissions and reductions in heavy metal 
discharges, alJ top priority concerns for DoD acquisit ion program managers. [Ref. 
274] 
5. Service Specific Environmental Acquisition Achievements 
The acquisition reform process has spurred the Services to consider the 
potential effects of environmental aspects of the procurement of complex and 
costly weapon systems. To that end, the Services now operate established centers 
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to assist in environmental matters. The Service centP.fS include the Air Force 
Center for Environmental Excellence, the Army's Acquisition Pollution Prevention 
Support Officp., the Production llase Modernization Activity and the elements of 
the Naval Environmental Protection Support Service. [Ref. 275] The~e 
environmental offices have been instrumental in providing assistance in defining 
methods to foster solutions for PMs to better understand and incorporate 
environmental planning into their acquisition programs. 
Air Force EnvironmentalAchieyements 
In 19R9, thp. Air Force established the Acquisition Management of 
Hazardous Materials (AMHM) program. The AMIIM was created in response to 
the economic and environmental costs associated with the use of hazardous 
materials and hazardous waste generation throughout the weapon system life cycle. 
The goal of this program was to institutionalize and establish procedures to 
identify. track, store, handle, and dispose of these hazardous substances in the 
weapon systems acquisition process. [Ref. 276] 
On December 23, 1993, the Secretary of the Air Force puhlished an 
Acquisition Policy Letter on Pollution Prevention in Acquisition. This Policy Letter 
charged the acquisition community to consider environmental issues during the 
life-cycle of a weapons system. Specifically Air Force Program managers would: 
develop a Pollution Prevention plan; track reduction of DOCs and EPA-17 
hazardous materials; track technical order revisions, consider life-cycle cost of 
material selection; and fund Pollution Prevention from within a program. [Ref. 
277] Since publication of the Policy Letter, the Air Force has established a separate 
program clement to support pollution prevention in the budget process. 
The Air Force Material Command established an aggressive program 
to screen 158,000 technical orders for possible elimination of language requiring 
the use of ODCs and EPA 17 toxic chemicals. As a result, the 1'-22 program 
eliminated all but one use of Class I Ozone Depleting Chemicall:i (~OCs) from 
production, operation and maintenance procedures. Furthennore, the Air Force 
adopted the Hazardous Materials Pharmacy concept to control hazardous material 
from "cradle to grave." This program resulted in reducing excesl:i and expired shop 
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stocks, exposure of personnel to hazardous materials , and the ability to preempt 
potential costly environmental non-compliance violations. [Ref. 278] 
The aggressive efforts by the Air Force pollution prevention program 
have received numerous accolades and awards fortheir accomplishments. The Air 
Force received the 1993 Secretary of Defense Team Pollution Prevention Award for 
Hill Air Force Base's (AFB) comprehensive Hazardous Materials Management 
System. This program orders, tracks, controls, and reports purchases and usage of 
hazardous materials. Tinker AFB also received the 1993 Secretary of Defense 
Installation Pollution Prevention Award for implementing process changes and 
material substitutions to reduce the use EPA 17 toxic chemicals by 25 percent. 
[Ref. 279] The Air Force also received three 1993 EPA Stratospheric Ozone 
Protcction Awards in recognition of cxceplionalleadership, personal dcdication, 
and technical achievements in eliminating ozone depleting substances. Currently, 
the Air Force's Logistic Operations generates gO-percent of the Air Force's 
hazardous waste. The Air Force Systems Command and the Air Force Logistic 
Command merged with the Air Force's Material Command to facilitate a continual 
feedback mechanism between logisticians and weapon designers. [Ref. 280] The 
Air Force also established seven product area committees (e.g., airframe, engine, 
avionics) to partner with industry, sister Services, and other weapon systems 
Program Managers to solve common environmental problems . 
h. Army Environmental AchievemeniS 
The Army formally established its Pollution Prevention Program in 
November 1992, with the publication of US Army Environmental Strategy into the 
21st Century. This strategy established pollution prevention as one of the four 
pillars of the Army Environmental Program. Top level management initiatives for 
Pollution Prevention included: the development ofArmy-wide pollution prevention 
guidance; periodic pollution prevention proponents meetings; a pollution 
prevention award program with monetary incentives; and an Army-wide 
mechanism for tracking pollution prevention expenditures. Additionally, the Army 
has focused its efforts to seek-out and substitute less environmen tally damaging 
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mi:lterials in the weapons manufacturing process, reduce pollution from energy 
sources, and recycle more of the material it uses. [Ref. 2811 
This commitment to meeting the environmental challenge can be 
found in the Army's U{e-Cyde Environmental Guide for Weapon System.~ Project 
Managers. Figure 16 illustrates the highlights of the Dof) !lOOO series requirements 
concerning life-cycle environmental costing for PM:; at every milestone decision of 
a weapon systems program. There are two recommended overall environmental 
strategics for PMs to consider 
Establish an Environmental Management Team (£MT). 
Use the NEPA process to identify issues. Implement pollution 
prevention measures to reduce environmental cum:crns. Manage 
remaining issues (engineeringeontrols, permits, R&D, worker health 
and safety, etc), 
The guide also presents the PM with general guidance tips to manage 
a successful weapon systems program that considers environmental aspects in the 
life-cycle planning: 
Include environmental controls in all contracts and specifications, 
Include environmental issues in support plans, such as the 
Operational Requirements Document (ORD) , Integrated Logistic 
Plans (lLS), and Test Evaluation Master Plan (fEMP), 
Insure that the EMT remains current on changing environmental 
regulations, technologies, and regulatory issues at specific sites. 
The Army has implemented several programs to replace chlorinated 
cleaning solVents used in maintenance processes with high-pressure water blast. 
Facilities that installed the system aehievpd cost avoidance savings of 
approximately $G.'lG,OOO annually. For example, the Staff at Red RiverArmy Depot, 
Texas, found they could eliminate the depot's chromate conversion coating process 
by relying on abrasive blasting to pre-treat aluminum surfaces prior to painting. 
Quality assurance/quality control studies indicated no difference fortest panels pre­
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treated with and without the chromate convers ion coating process. Depot staff 
estimated that eliminating the need for chromate conversion coating would save the 
depot approximately $195,000 per year. Savings were based on the assumption the 
depot would not have to purchase, handle and treat the chromate coating material. 
If the depot had not switched to abrasive blasting, the depot would have had to 
install scrubbers and other emission control equipment to meet the requirements 
of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, at a cost of $4 million. [Ref. 282J 
Ammunition procurement has a lways been of concern to the Army, 
especially issues concerning the hazardous waste and chemicals needed in the 
manufacturing process. The Holston Army Ammunition Plant in Tennessee, 
converted from a sodium nitrate process used in ammunition production to an 
ammonium ni trate process . This change converted a regulated waste stream to a 
by-product stream that is being successfully marketed. The forward thinking 
management initiative at the Holston Plant eliminated a major hazardous waste 
disposal problem. [Ref. 2831 
The Iowa Army Ammunition Plant is also using an innovative process 
to regenerate carbon contaminated by explosive materials off-site and return it to 
the plant for re-use rather than incinerating the contaminated carbon. The 
program suhstantially reduces the amount of new carbon purchased. This program 
eliminated both the need to treat approximately 10,000 pounds of carbon cach year 
in the explosive waste incinerator and the need to dispose of 40 to 60 drums of 
contaminated carbon per year as hazardous waste. [Rcf. 284J 
The unique nature of the Army ammunition storage and procurement 
program remains the subject of congressional oversight concerning the 
environmental impact of these munitions. The Report of the Committee on Armed 
Services, 1·louse of Representatives forthe National Defense AuthorizationAct for 
fiscal year 1995, made special mention of the disposition of depleted uranium 
ammunition. The HASC was concerned with who would bear responsibility for the 
cleanup of the site owned and operated by the contractor who produced the 
depleted uranium tank ammunition once the Army terminated the contract. [Ref. 
285J 
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The Army continues its commitment to improve ito; involvement in 
acquisition environmental life-cycle programs by working with outside agencies. 
TheArrnyis working in conjunction with NDCEE on eliminating halogenated metal 
parts cleaning solvents that contain Chloroflouorcarbons (CFCs) and the toxic 
chemical 1-1-1 trichloroethane. The Army uses halogenated metal parts solvents 
cx!cnsivelythroughout its weapun systems maintenance programs. Prf!liminarytest 
results from the aqueuus cleaners as a replacement for halogenated solvents have 
been encouraging. The Army pollution prevention success can also he found after 
a weapon system has been fielded . Innovative tf!chniques coupled with new 
technology ideas can reduce environmental operations and support life-cycle costs. 
At Fort Carson, Colorado, the use of the jetwashers elim inated a toxic chemical 
waste stream by nearly 30,000 pounds per year. The new process not only 
eliminated a waste stream, it reduced harmful air emissions and reduced cross­
contamination at a heavy equipment maintenance facility for armored units by 
installing the jetwashers for parts cleaning. [Ref. 286] 
The Letterkenney Army Depot, Pennsylvania, initiated an aggressive 
environmental program to reduce hazardous waste in the 
manufacturing/restoration process of weapon systems and comply with new 
environmental regulations. The program was designed to eliminate wash primers 
the Army uses to prepare steel substrates for epoxy primer. Studies indicated that 
abrasive blasting could be used as an alternative for the wash primers. The current 
practice contained chromate bearing hazardous air pollutants and released high 
amounts of volatile organic compounds. Letterkenney staff estimated that if the 
depot continued to use the wash primers, the depot would have to purchase a $3.4 
million paint booth to comply with State's fmvironmcntal regulations. [Ref. 287] 
Pollution prevention and reduction ofweapon system operational and 
support environmental life-cycle costs are not limited to the active Army. The 
National Guard Bureau purchased plastic media blasting equipment to replace its 
chemical paint strippers used on aircraft and military vehicles. The estimated 
annual savings in reduced chemical solvent disposal costs are S370.000. 
F urt hermore,the Maryland ArmyNational Guard's Combined Support Maintenance 
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Shop reduced the volume of hazardous waste generated by 22,000 pounds. These 
savings were realized through the purchase of oil and fudfilter crushing machines, 
an antifreeze recycling machine, and a refrigerant recovery and recycling machine. 
The Combined Support Maintenance Shop saved $70,000 per year in labor and 
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Navy Environrnent1J1Acbievements 
The Navy has implemented a pollution prevention program in fielded 
systems and operations through an aggressive Maintenance Process Improvement 
Program. The focus of this program is on reducing hazardous materials used in 
eXisting operations and processes, 
There arc several challenges facing the Navy in the conversion from 
several haza rdous and environmentally unsaff! substances. Thf! Navy relies on 
radiators with chlorofluorocarbons (CFes) to cool shipboard radars. Current 
substitutes for eFes are often less efficient and requirf! more space, which is 
always at premium in any weapon system. [Ref. 2891 
In 1993, the Uepartment of the Navy received an Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) Stratospheric Ozone Protection Award for a Proactivc 
Ozone Depicting Substancc Elimination Strategy. Prior to that, in 1992, the Navy 
was also awarded an EPA Stratospheric Ozone Protection Award for international 
technology transfer efforts. This recognition by the EPA was for a successful joint 
initiative under the Montreal Protocol. The Navy and Marine Corps personnel 
worked in conjunction with the United Nations (UN) and the EPA to provide 
technology transfer and t raining on Halon recycling to developing countries. The 
Navy and Marine Corps developed a Halon 1211 recycling machine, now 
operational at 400 DoD facilities and on ships worldwide. This machine achieves 
a 99-percent Halon recovery rate. The EPA and the UN have purchased 150 
recycling machines for develop ing countries to reduce global emissions of Halon 
1211. [Ref. 290] 
The Navyrecyclingprogram has been very effective in controllingthis 
substance while alternatives are developed for future weapon systems and eventual 
overhauls of existing systems using Halon. Halon is a difficult substance to replace 
and is utilized by all the services because of its unique capability to extinguish 
electrical fires. Unfortunately, current efforts to develop alternative substitutes to 
halon have proven mor~ hazardous. [Ref. 291] 
The Navy has also developed a pollution prevention program to 
control and reuse hazardous materials. The Consolidated Hazardous Material 
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Reutilization and Inventory Management Program (CHRlMP) provides life-cycle 
control and management by centralizing control over all hazardous materials in 
order to reduce the amount of material procured and hazardous waste generated 
in a system. The CHRlMP program has been extremely successful demonstrating 
cost avoidance and environmental life-cycle savings. During fiscal year 1993, ten 
Navy shore activities employed CHRlMP to reduce hazardous materials purchases 
and hazardous waste generation. The total savings to these facilities was over 
$7.15 million in cost avoidance. [Ref. 292J 
In 1994, the Navy implemented CHIUMP on all major warships in its 
Pacific and Atlantic Fleets. This effort was supported through the Naval Supply 
Systems Command and at the Navy's ten Fleet and Industrial Supply Centers. The 
test program reduced purchase and waste generation and achieved a total cost 
avoidance savings of over $688,000. (Ref. 293] 
In fiscal year 1995, the Navy will evaluate pollution prevention 
technologies identified under its Environmental Leadership Program. The Navy 
will then develop and distribute analyses identifying costs, performance, installation 
and training requirements, and other key data to transfer these environmental 
technologies. [Ref. 294] 
6. Futuro Environrocntallife-Cycle Challenges 
Despite the success stories, distrust between members of Congress, industry, 
and the acquisition community is stillcvidcnt when additional funding for pollution 
prevention projf!cts for some weapon systems is requested. 
The House Subcommittef! on Defcnse Appropriations found that $140.0 
million was requestf!d in the Air "·orce's C-17 hudget for hazardous waste disposal. 
The request was earmarked to eliminate hazardous materials from the production 
and opf!ration of the C-17. Skepticism surrounded the request since this aircraft 
had a track rf!cord of being over budget and bf!hind schedule. Congress believed 
this was a ploy to obtain additional funding for this program and the request was 
denied hy thf! Defense Appropriations Conference Committf!e for fiscal year 1995. 
[Ref. 295] 
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Th!'! 82 program, produced by Northrop, highlights not only a pollution 
prevention success story, but simuitancollo;iy illustrates the reluctance to adopt such 
practices in the civilian sector. Northrop's design engineers found it was more cost 
effective to issue particular bonding p.lements dispensed in half-ounce tubes rather 
than larger one gallon containers. Workers nceded only a little [or their work and 
Ihe unused portion went to waste. Disposing of the unused substance was 
expensive. Before the change to the smaller containers could be made, the design 
engineers had to convince the purchasing department that buying in bulk was not 
cost effective when disposal costs were included. In addition, the design engineers 
discovered that using more expensive electronic photography rather than 
traditional photography saved money by greatly reducing the costs associated with 
disposal of photographic chemicals. These changes in business practices cannot 
be readily identified as a separate cost of production. Pollution prevention includes 
the entire production costs including the environmental costs which must be 
factOl'f!d into the business plan. Pollution prevention encourages not only forward 
thinking engineering practices but smart business sense. 
Chapter VI will review congressional oversight of DoD environmental 
funding. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPUCATIONS 
This chapter fuses the information presented in the previous chapters, 
beginning with a review of the primary rf!search question and suh~idiary questions 
to provide general answers. The chapter then suggests future trends in the 
environmental security budget under the Republican controlled Congress. Finally, 
it suggc~ts additional arcas for study. 
A. 	 THE ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE BUDGET AND CONGRESSIONAL 
OVERSIGHT. 
This section reviews the primary and suhsidiary thesis questions posed in 
Chapter I and provides a summary of the answer.>. 
1. 	 Primary Research Question 
The primary research question was: What is the impad. within the 
congress ional budget process, of the $5.7 billion environmental defense proposal 
submitted by the Clinton administration for IT 1995? 
Thcdata showed that the DoD environmcntalsecurity budget did not receive 
the full funding requested by the Clinton Administration. The budget for fiscal year 
1995 was considerably less, at $5.2 billion. There were several reasons for the 
decline. The first reason was the overall downsizing in defense spending. The 
second reason was that Congress appeared to be frustrated that environmental 
spending had increased with no apparent end in sight. Finally, it appeared that 
policy makers in DoD and Congress shifted emphasis from a reactive to a proactive 
environmental posture. This shift in philosophy is illustrated by the decrease in 
cnvironmental restoration funding and the shifting of funding to the other pilJars. 
2. Subsidiary Research Questions 
There were seven subsidiary research questions that were posed in Chapter 
1. Each of these questions will be addressp.d in this section. 
Environmental Security Priorities 
Question one: What were the environmental seeurity priorities 
represented hy the Clinton Administration's fiscal year 1995 request for $5. 7 billion 
for dcfense environmental programs. 
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The major goal of the cleanup pillar was to continue the cleanup 
process. Over 60 percent of tile budget request was devoted to actual cleanup and 
the remaining funds allocated to study of potential cleanup sites. However, the 
funding request of $2,180.2 million was reduced in the budget process to $1.780.2 
million. The Appropriations Conference Committee indicated that it was tired of 
the increased funding requests for the DERA and wanted to see more actual 
cleanup of installations. The 000 generic installation cleanup blueprint goal could 
assist in streamlining the environmental restoration efforts. 
Another goal was to implement the "Fast Track" Cleanup Program at 
bases slated for closure. This program received favorable comment by Congress, 
and the BRAC portion of the budget was increased hy $10.0 million to expedite this 
process. The "Fast-Track" proposal wiUlikely face opposition by environmental 
groups worried that too much pollution and waste will remain if the remediation 
effort is tailored only to the proposed site. Establishing a comprehensive cleanup 
analysis program wouJd help husband the cleanup dollars and get the highest 
return at cleanup sites. 
The compliance pillar goals were mandated by environmental 
legislation. An example of DoD's proactive initiative is represented by the 12 
month self-audit conducted at major military installations to identify compliance 
deficiencies and methods to remedy those shortcomings. The reduction of open 
enforcement actions by 15 percent from 1993 levels was also indicative of the new 
proactive philosophy concerning environmental issues. This philosophy can also 
be seen in the MILCON requests to bri.ng military installations up to compliance 
standards. The change in DoD's attitude to environmental issues makes good 
business sense. Instead of skirting the problem. DoD has tackled the 
environmental challenge and is learning to operate within the confines of 
environmental legislation. 
The conservation pillar represents a renewed interest in congressional 
oversight. The Congress increased the Legacy account by $40.0 million to address 
these interests. The conservation pillar increased to $146.1 mlllion in the fiscal 
year 1995 National Defense Appropriations Act. 
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Pollution Prevention did not receive the full $298.8 mUlion requested 
by the Administration. The reason the program did not receive full funding is not 
clear. Both the Congress and the Administration professed that preventing 
pollution at the source reduces the cost of cleaning in the fulure, The prevention 
request, though not ful!y funded, did increase by over $48.0 million from the 
previous fiscal year's requests. As pilot demonstration programs and data proving 
the potential cost savings in this program become apparent, this program may 
grow. 
Environmental Technology, though not a Formal pillar, received $8.0 
million less than its requested funding. The $290.0 million in Appropriations will 
assist in RDT&Ecnvironmcntal efforts. TheServices' RDT&E accounts all received 
additional funding for their request~. The large~t casualty was the SERDP. The 
SERDP account was cut dramatically due to its slow obligation rates. 
b. Defense Environmental Security Funding Componcnu; 
Question two: What are the funding components that make up the 
Defense environmental budget:' The answer can he found in all the formal Defense 
budget accounts. These accounts include the O&M, RDT&E, Procurement, 
MILCON, and Personnel. However, a few line items facilitate easy tracking of 
congre~sional environmental oversight. They include the DEI~, BRAC, and 
S[RDP accounts. 
A parallel set of funding components is used by 000 in developing 
the Budget request. This set of components - the environmental pilar concept _ is 
not always addressed by Congress. The rea~on is unclear ~inee Congress requested 
the 000 to submit its environmental budget requests in a concise format for better 
congreSSional oversight. A possible explanation is that congressional members 
avoid the pillar process when it is convenient for them to hide special projects 
under the environmental umbreUa. This was most frequently encountered in the 
Army's Environmental Quality Technology account, and involved projects for 
Hawaii and Pennsylvania. 
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Congressional Commitwes and Subcommittees 
Question three: What congressional committees and subcommittees 
ex:ercise budget and policy oversight over the Defense environmental budget? 
Chapter II discussed the Authorization and Appropriations Committees and 
Subcommittees in the House and Senate providing oversight of the Defense 
environmental sccurity budget. 
In the HASCtheyarethc Readiness Subcommitlce, the Subcommittee 
on Military Installations and facilities, and the Subcommittee on Research and 
Development. Othcr House committees having oversight responsibility on defense 
environmental issues are the House Energy and Commerce Committee's 
Subcommittee on Transportation and Hazardous Materials and the House Public 
Works and Transportation Committee's Subcommittee on \Vater Resources. 
The SASe has several subcommittees monitoring defense 
environmental issues. They are the Armed Services Subcommittee on Readiness, 
Sustainability, and Support, and the Subcommittee on Defense Industry and 
Technology monitor. 
The iJefense Appropriations Subcommittees of both Houses provide 
over.:;ight (or defense O&M and RDT&E environmental defense matters, including 
DERA and SERDP. The Appropriations Subcommittees on Military Construction 
in both Houses provide oversight for the Base Closure Account. 
d Congressional Oversight Trends 
Question four: \Vhat patterns and trends of congressional support for 
Defense environmental programs have developed over the past 11 years? In the 
literature review, several distinct trends became apparent for particular committees 
in support of particular environmental pillars. The increases in the environmental 
security budget were not considered in the fiscal year 1992 supplemental budget 
because both the Authorization and Appropriations Committees recommended 
increases to the budget. The analysis revolves around the original budget 
recommendations. 
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(1) Cleanup. The HASC and SASe proved equally supportive 
of the environmental restoration budget request. The HASC recommended full 
funding for the DERA budget request 63 percent of the time in the past II years. 
Over the same period the SASe recommended increases to the account 27 percent 
of the time and fully funded the budget request 45 percent of the time. The SASe 
also recommended reductions to the budget request in two consecutive years. 
However, the reductions occurred in the formative years of the DERA. 
The DERA did not receive favorahle funding hy the HAC. In 
the past 11 years, the HAC recommended reductions to this account 54 percent of 
the time while increases were recommended to the DERA account 36 percent of the 
time. The three instances where the HAC increased OERA funding could have 
been to make up for the earlier program cuts. 
The SACwas the most supportive to the defense environmental 
restoration process. In six of the past 11 years, the SAC recommended budget 
increases to the OERA account. In four of those II years, or 27 percent of the 
time, it supported the budget request. The SAC's percentage of increases was 
offset by the HAC's recommended funding cuts, However, in fiscal years 1994 and 
1995, the SAC recommended decreases to this account. The indications are that 
the SAC is frustrated with the cleanup progrt>ss at military installations, The SAC's 
honeymoon with the OERA could he over. 
The DERA is now a maturing account and the initial cleanup 
push should result in decreased funding requests as previous contaminated sites 
are restored to remediation standards. It appears that the SAC is fru~trated with 
the slow progress of DoD's cleanup effort. The SAC may be pleased that more 
funding is being devoted to actual cleanup, hut 40 percent of the funding is still 
required for cleanup studies. The SAC is also concerned with curtailing the overall 
defense budget. Therefore, the 000 cleanup account will need to become more 
efficient with its funding and expedite the restoration process. 
Table 8 provides a breakdown offunding recommendations for 
the DERA portion of the cleanup pillar hy committee. 
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YEAR HASC SAse HAC SAC 

1984 N/C N/C (0) + 
 I 

1985 (0) N/C (0) + 

1986 (-) (0) + + 

1987 B (0) (0) B 

1988 B B (0) + 

1989 B B B B 

1990 B B + B 

1991 N/C + + + 

1992 + + + + 

1993 B B B B 

1994 B + (0) (-) 

1995 B B (0) (0) 

B = BUDGET REQUEST (-) = DECREASED REQUEST 
+ = INCREASED REQUEST N/C = NO COMMENT 
Table 8 

Cleanup Funding Trends 

The Authorization and the Appropriations Committees 

Fiscal Years 1984 - 1995. 

(2) Compliance. The Compliance pillar was not separately 
tracked until fiscal year 1990. The funding trends in this pillar are mixed. The 
HASC supported the compliance request 66 percent of the time, equally divided 
between increased and full funding. The HASC did not comment on the fiscal year 
1994 compliance budget but recommended curtailing funding for the fiscal year 
1995 budget. The Committee, however, did fund the budget request. 
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The SASC recommended increasing the budget request only 
Similar to the IIASC. it also recommended reductions in the fiscal year 1995 
budget. The SASC made no mention of the compliance pillar in two consecutive 
years. 
The HAGs funding trend resembles that of the HASC. 
However, it recommended funding the budget request in half of the six budget 
years. 
rhe SAC was the greatest supporter of the compliance pUbr 
by not recommending funding cuts. It supportp.d the budget request 66 percent of 
the time and recommended increases 10 Ihis account in two consecutive years. 
Table 9 illustrates the funding trends by committee for the compliance pillar. 





1994 N/C N/C (-) 
1995 (-) (-) 
B = BUDGET REQUEST (-) = DECREASED REQUEST 
+ = INCREASED REQUEST N/C = NO COMMENT 
Table 9 

Compliance Funding Trends 

The Authorization and the Appropriations Committees 

Fiscal Years 1984 - 1995. 

(3) Conservation. Since the conservation pillar 
established in fL<;cal year 1991, it has received positive oversight by the 
Authorization and Appropriations Committees. Thf' conservation program did not 
receive comment hehveen fiscal years 1991 through 1994. It is assumed that it 
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received the full budget request since there is no indication of increase or decrease 
to this pillar. Overall, the compliance account re<.:civcd favorable funding for 83 
percent of the budget s ubmissions. Both the HASC and the SASe recommended 
the budget request in the fiscal year I!J95 budget. 
The HAC and the SAC recommended increased funding for 
this pillar in the fiscal year 1995 budget. Table 10 illustrates the funding pattern 
for the conservation pillar. The reductions in fiscal year 1994 were part of that 
year's budget rescission . 
YEAR HASC SAse HAC SAC I199} N/C N/C N/C N/C 

1992 N/C N/C N/C N/C 

1993 N/C N/C N/C N/C 

1994 (-) (-) (-) (-) 

1995 B B + + 

B :=: BUDGET REQUEST (-) = DECREASED REQUEST 
+ = INCREASED REQUEST N/C = NO COMMENT 
Table 10 

ConsclVation Funding Trends 

The Authorization and the Appropriations Committees 

Fiscal Years 1990 - 1995 

(4) Pollution Prevention. Pollution prevention received 
posiHvc funding from fiscal year 1991 through fiscal year 1994. It was assumed 
that it received the full budget request since there is no indication of increase or 
decrease to this pillar. Both the HASe and the SASe recommended the budget 
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request in the fiscal year 1995 budget. However, the HAC and the SAC 
recommended reductions in the overall funding of this piJlar. This was the first 
instance that the SAC did not fu lly support an environmental piJlar. 
Table 11 illustrates the funding outcomes for the pollution 
prevention pillar. 
YEAR HASC SASC HAC SAC 
1991 N/C N/C N/C N/C 
1992 N/C N/C N/C NiC 
1993 N/C N/C NiC N/C I 
1994 N/C N/C N/C N/C 
1995 B B (oj (oj 
B '" BUDGET REQUEST (-) = DECREASED REQUEST 
+ = INCREASED REQUEST N/C = NO COMMENT 
Table II 

Pollution Prevention Funding Trends 

The Au thorization and the Appropriations Committees 

Fiscal Years 1990 - 1995. 

(5) Environmental Technology. Environmental technology 
was not a formal environmental pillar, but numerous RDT&E projects are funded 
through this account. The fu nding in this area is difficult to track because the 
Services' RDT&E line items are s hared by other pillars. 
The most obvious funding trend in the Services' RDT&E 
account is the full funding of the Army's Environmental Quality Technology 
Progrwn from fiscal years 1984 through 1990. From fiscal years 1991 through 
1995, the account received additional funding by all committees and has become 
the target of special environmental projects. The other Services' RDT&E accounts 
were generally supported. Since fiscal year 1990, both the Navy and Air Force 
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accounts have been approved at the budget request or received additional funding. 
The earmarking of funds for special projects does not appear to be a trend in the 
Navy or Air Force. 
The SERDP line item was easier to track because it is a formal 
line item established by the SAC. The trend for the SERDP represented overall 
positive funding until fiscal year 1995. The BASe has supported the SERDP 
account in every budget year, except fiscal year 1992, when it recommended a 
reduction. The SASC has also been a champion of this account, recommending 
increases for tbree of the five years of the SERDP's existence. 
The HAC has been less than enthusiastic in its support of the 
SERDP. It recommended reductions in tbis account in fiscal years 1994 and 1995. 
The SAC established the SERDP and is the largest supporter 
of the program. The SAC recommended increases to this account in three of the 
five years. However, the SAC reduced its funding recommendation in fiscal year 
1995. The overall decline in defense spending and the fact that the SERDP has not 
been able to obligate all its appropriations are possible explanations for this 
reduction. 
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Table 12 illustrates the SERDP funding trends. 





1995 (-) (-) 
B '" BUDGET REQUEST (-) = DECREASED REQUEST 
+ = INCREASED REQUEST N/C '" NO COMMENT 
Table 12 

SERDP Funding Trends 

The Authorization and the Appropriations Committees 

Fiscal Years 1990·1995. 

Congressional Modification of the Environmental Security 
Budget 
Question five: How did the congressional defense COmm ittees address 
and modify the $5.7 billion budget request? The answer to that question was 
addressed in Chapter IV. The largest alterations to the budget request were found 
in the DERA account and the SERD P. 
DUferoaces Between Congress and the Administration 
Question six: What are the important differences between the 
Congress and the Administration? What are the important differences between the 
House and Senate Defense committees in this area? 
Differences in opinions and view on Defense environmental security 
can be found in the funding trends illustrated in Chapters Ill, IV, and V. The 
answer can also be gleaned from the ways the different committees recomm end the 
funding requests for the environmental pillars. 
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The HASC appears to be committed to equal treatment of the 
environmental pillars. This philosophy is shared by the HAC which has also 
treated all the environmental pillars equally. 
The SASC's treatment of the environmental security budget appears 
to be po~itive in increasing the funding levels across the pillar spectrum. The SAC 
also appears to be a big supporter of the environmental security movement. The 
SERDP initiative, as articulated by Senators Nunn and Gore, gives testimony tothe 
SAC's commitment to and interest in the environment. 
g. Envimnmcntallmplicatiovs For DoD Acquisition 
The final question posed in this thesis was: What are the 
environmental implications for the acquisition of future weapon systems? What 
has DoD done in tailoring it~ acquisition policies to consider the environmental 
consequences in the life-cycle of weapon systems'? 
fhe answers to both of these questions were discussed in ChapterV. 
The congressionally mandated Analysis of Major Weapon Systems will help the 
000 focus its currently fragmented policies into a cohesive acquisition package for 
environmental considerations. The Services have made some innovative progress 
in promoting pollution prevention initiatives and incorporating environmental life­
cycle analysis. It appears, however, that these efforts are not widely known or if 
they are, t hey arc not widely sought out by decision makers. 
B. TIlE RJTURE IMPACT OF CONGRESS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
SECURITY BUDGET 
The November 1994 election shifted the balance of power in Congress to the 
Republican Party. This change in power brings changes in attitude and philosophy 
about how the federal Government should operate. The power shift may also affect 
the DoD environmental security budget in the future. 
The new Republican leaders in the House plan to abolish the position of 
environmental coun~el to the Armed Services Committee created by the l03 rd 
Congress. This move renects both the Republican vow to cut committee s taff and 
a general perception that environmental issucs are not an important parl of the 
military. [Rcf. 296] 
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The dehate over "non-defense spending" within the defense budget, which 
indudes environmental issues, is likely to intensify. The new Congress has vowed 
to abolish unnecessary federal programs and curb government spending. Non­
defense spending accounts for 000 have grown over the past several years. For 
example. virtually four-fifths of the increase in the fiscal year 1995 O&M account 
was swallowed up by environmental cleanup and compliance programs. [Ref. 297J 
The Republican-led Congress wilJ have difficulty in curbing environmental 
programs since much of the of the work is mandated by law. However. there arc 
indications that the first item for funding cuts would bethe Defense Environmental 
Restoration Account. The DERA account for fiscal year 1996 has been requested 
at $1.6 billion. The entire environmental security request has been requested at 
approximately $5 .0 billion. $.3 billion less than fiscal year 1995 funding . lRef. 298] 
C. AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Congressional oversight coupled with public concern over environmental 
issues will continue. The concerns about controlling the national deficit place great 
pressure on aU DoD programs. especially those which are perceived as being 
marginal to national security. 
Areas for further research include: 
A cost/benefit study of the Environmental Life-Cycle Analysis of 
Major Weapon Systems programs and determination of whether 
savings were actually achieved once environmental costs were 
included. 
Congressional oversightofthe Department ofEnergy's environmental 
funding and the progress made in cleaning up the U.S. chemical and 
nuclear arsenals. 
The impact of contractor liability, surety bonds, and indemnification 
on the Defense environmental restoration process. 
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D. SUMMARY 
As Albert Einstein so eloquently stated: "The significant problems we face 
cannot be solved at the same level of thinking we were at when we created them ." 
lRef.299] 
Undoubtedly, the Congress and DoD face some difficult choices in the 
future. The base closure process, maintaining defense readiness during a 
drawdown period, and incorporating environmental issues into daily operations 
including the acquisition process are just a few of the problems the Congress and 
000 must resolve. 
The barriers to cleaning up the environmental problems of the past are not 
insurmountahle. The initiatives started by 000 to prevent pollution and comply 
with environmental laws will force members of 000 to consider the environmental 
consequences of their decisions. 
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